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THE PROPHET (8%) SAID,

“...l woke up and lo and behold! I was with my
Lord, the Mighty and Majestic, in the best of

forms and He said to me: “O Muhammad, what
do you think the highest gatherings (of angels)

ate in dispute aboutt...”

[AHMAD,AL-MUSNAD, 5/243}
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THE AUTHOR

Hafiz Abw’l-Faraj ibn Rajab al-Hanbali

His Name and Lineage

He is the Imam and Hafiz, Zaynu’l-Din ‘Abdul-Rahman ibn
Ahmad ibn ‘Abdul-Rahmifan ibn al-Hasan ibnMuhammad ibnAbi-
|-BarakatMas‘id al-Sulami al-Hanbali al-Dimashqi. His agnomen
was Abi’l-Faraj, and his nickname was Ibn Rajab, which was the
nickname of his grandfather who was born in month of Rajab.

His Birth and Upbringing

He was born in Baghdad in 736H and was raised in a pious
household thatwas firmly rooted in knowledge, nobility and righ-
teousness. His grandfather, ‘Abdul-Rahman ibn al-Hasan, was one
of the scholars of Baghdad who hada circle in which he would
teach students hadith using an ancientmethod formemorisation.
Ibn Rajabwould attend these lessons of his grandfather on several
occasions even though he was just four-five years of age. As for
his father, he was also a scholar andMubaddith, well-known for his
knowledge and virtue.

11
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THE HEAVENLY DISPUTE

His Teachers

He learned and took knowledge from the greatest scholars of
his time. In Damascus, he studied under:

* Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyyah, studying closelywith him until his
death in 751H
Zaynw'l-Din al-Traqi, ibn an-Nagib
Muhammad ibn Isma‘ll al-Khabbaz
Dawiid ibn Ibrahim al-‘Attar
Ibn Qati al-Jabal
Ahmad ibn ‘Abdu-]-Hadi al-Hanbali

In Makkah, he heard from:
® al-Fakhr ‘Uthman ibn Yisuf al-Nuwayri

In Jerusalem, he heard from:
® al-Hafiz al-‘Alai

In Egypt, he heard from:
® Sadrw’l-Din Abiw’l-Fath al-Maydimi
® Nasirv’l-Din ibn al-Mulik

and many others.

His Students

Many students of knowledge came to him to study under him.

Amongst the most famous of his students were:
® Abi’l-‘Abbas Ahmad ibn Abi Bakr ibn ‘Ali al-Hanbali,

known as Ibn al-Risam [d. 884H]
* Abw’l-Fadl Ahmad ibn Nasr ibn Ahmad, the Mafii of the

lands of Egypt [d. 844H]

12
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al-Flafiz Abu'l-Faraj ibn Rajab al-Hanbakt

= Dawid ibn Sulayman al-Mawsili [d. 844H]
= ‘Abdu’l-Rahman ibn Ahmad ibn Muhammad al-Muqr?
= Zayni’l-Din ‘Abdu’l-Rahman ibn Sulayman ibn Abi’l-

Karam, well known as Abu Shi’ar;
=" Aba Dharr ‘Abdu’l-Rahmin Ibn Muhammad al-Misti al-

Zarkashi[d. 846H]
= al-Qadi ‘Ala@’a’l-Din ibn al-Laham al-Ba'li [d.

805H],
who

was the closest of his students to him.
=" Ahmad ibn Sayfa’l-Din al-Hamawi
= and many others.

Ibn Rajab devoted himself to knowledge and spent the vast

majority of his time researching, writing, authoring, teaching, and

giving legal rulings.

The Scholars Praise for Him

Many scholars praised him for his vast knowledge, asceticism
and expertise in the Hanbali wadbhab. Ibn Qadi Shuhbah said of
him, ‘He read and became proficient in the various fields of sci-
ence. He engrossed himselfwith the issues of the #adbhabuntil he
mastered it. He devoted himself to the occupation of knowledge
of the texts, defects and meanings of the hadith.”

IbnHajr said of him, ‘Hewas highly proficient in the science of
hadith in terms of the names of reporters, their biographies, their
paths of narration and awareness of their meanings.”

IbnMuflih said of him, ‘He is the Shaykh, the great scholar, the

' Tbn Qadi al-Shuhbah, Tarikb, vol. 3, p. 195.

? ibn Hajr, Inba’x’-Ghamr, vol. 1, p. 460.

13
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THE HEAVENLY DISPUTE

Hafiz, the ascetic and the Shaykh of the Hanbali madbhab.*

His WrittenWorks

He authored many beneficial works, some of them were out-

standing such as alQawa‘d al-Kubrafi'l-Fura‘ about which it was
said, ‘It is one of the wonders of this age.’* His commentary to
al-Tirmidhi is said to be the most extensive and best ever written
so much so that al-‘Iraqi; about whom ibn Hajr said, ‘He was the
wonder of his age’; would ask for his help when compiling his
own commentary to the same book.

Moreover he hasmany valuablemonographs explaining various
ahadith such as:

Sharh HadithMa Jai‘an Ursilafi Ghanam,

Tkhtiyar al-Awla Sharh Hadith Ikbtisam al-Mala al.A Qa,

Nar al-Iqtibasfi Sharh Wasiyyah al-Nabi hi ibn ‘Abbas,

Kashfu’l-Kurbahfi WasfiHah
al-Dhullwa’l-Inkisar l’l-‘Agiz al-Jabbar, this book has also been
published under the title a-Khusha‘f'l-Salah.
Ghayat al-Nafa‘ft Sharh Hadith Tamthil ul-Mu'min bi-Khamat

Dhi bani

Abti-l-Ghurbah.

al-Zara

al-Mabajjahfi Sayri’l-Dulja

In exegesis his works include:

Tafsir Sirah al-Ikblas,
Tafsir Sirah al-Fatibab,
Tafsir Surah al-Nasr,
I'rab al-Basmalah

3
al-Magsad al-Arshad, vol. 2, p. 81.

4 ibn ‘Abdu’l-Hadi, Dhayl ‘ala Tabaqat ibn Rajab, p. 38.
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al-Flafiz Abi'l-Faraj ibn Rajab al-Hanbali

= al-Istighna bi’l-Quran.

In hadith his works include:
= SharhJami‘ al-Termidbi
=" Fathw’ Bari Sharh Sabib al-Bukhari
= Jami‘ al-Ulam wa'l-Hikam

Infigh his works include:
= al-lstikbrajfiAbkam al-Khard,
= alQawa'd al-Fighiyyah.

In biographies his works include:
=" The monumental Dhayl ‘ala Tabaqati’l-Hanabilah
® Mukbhtasar Sirah Umar Ibn Abdu'l-Aziz

In exhortation his works include:
= Latif al-Ma‘ariffima li-Mawasim al-Am min al-Wadb@if
= al-Farg baynan al-Nasihah wat-Tayir
= al-Takhwif min al-Nar
= AbwalAbiul-Qubir
= Tahqiq Kalimatu’l-Ikhlas

His Death

Hafiz Ibn Rajab,mayAllah havemercy on him, died on a Monday
night, the fourth of Ramadan 795H, while in Damascus.

15
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THE HEAVENLY DISPUTE

His PublishedWorks in English

Some of his fine works have been translated and published in
English Language under the Dar as-Sunnah Ibn Rajab series:

The Excellence of Knowledge
Humility in Prayer
The Journey to Allah
The Key to Paradise
The Legacy of the Prophet
The Heavenly Dispute
The Journey of the Strangers
Three that Follow the Deceased
Difference between Advising and Shaming
The Inheritors of the Prophets
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THE AUTHOR’S INTRODUCTION

With the Name of Allah, the
All-Merciful, the MostMerciful

The Imam, may Allah bestow His mercy upon him, said:

All praise is due to Allah, Lord of all the worlds. His peace and

blessings be uponMuhammad, the sealof the Prophets, the leader
of the pious,’ the Messenger of the Lord of all the worlds, and

upon his Family, his Companions and those that followed them
until the Day of Judgment.

Imam Ahmad?, may Allah have mercy upon him, transmitted
from the hadith ofMu‘idh Ibn Jabal (radiyAllabu ‘anbx),who said:
‘The Messenger of Allah (8) was held back from us once from
themorning prayer, untilwe almostwere face to face with the sun
at its highest point. Then Messenger (4%) came out to us quickly,
he called for the prayer to be established and prayed shorter (than
normal), when he finished, he said: “Stay in your rows.”

‘In anothermanuscript: “Messengers.”

2 Ahmad in his Musnad, 5/243.

17
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THE HEAVENLY DISPUTE

Then he turned to us and said: “T shall inform you the reason

why I was delayed this morning. I stood for the night prayer and
ptayed as much as was written for me. Then I became drowsy in
the prayer until sleep overtook me. Then all of a sudden, I woke
up and lo and behold! I was withmy Lord, the Mighty andMajes-
tic, in the best of forms, He said to me: “O Muhammad, what do
you think the highest gatherings (of angels) are in dispute about?”
So I said: “TI don’t know my Lord.”
He [again] said: “O Muhammad, what do think the highest

gatherings (of angels) are in dispute about?”
I replied: “I don’t knowmy Lord.”
He then said (for the third time): “O Muhammad, what do you

think the highest gatherings (of angels) are in dispute about?”
I [again] responded: “I don’t know my Lord.
Then I saw Him place His palm between my shoulders until I

felt the coldness of His fingertips reachmy chest, then everything
became clear to me and I came to know.
He asked [once again]: “O Muhammad, what do you think the

highest gatherings (of angels) are in dispute about?”
I said: “The actions that expiate (sins) and the (raising of the)

ranks.”
Then He asked: “What ate the actions which expiate sins?”
I replied: “Taking steps towards the Friday prayers [to the masajid

pl. masjid], sitting in the wasajid after the prayers, and doing the
ablution thoroughly even in’ difficult conditions.”
So then He said: “What are the ranks?”
I responded: “To feed others food, to have soft speech, and

praying while the people are sleeping (the night prayer).”
Then He said to me: “Ask!, O Muhammad.”
So I said:

3 In anothermanuscript: “ar”

18
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The Heavenly Dispute
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“O Allah I ask you (the ability to) do good actions,
leaving bad actions, (having) love of the needy; that

you forgive me and have mercy upon me. When you
wish a calamity to befall a people to takemy lifewithout

being put to trial. I ask you for your love and the love
of the one who loves you and love of those actions
thatwill draw me closer to your love.”

Then Messenger of Allah (38) said: “Indeed it is the truth, so

study it and learn it.”

Tirmidhi transmitted it* and said the hadith is hasan sahih.® He
said: I asked Muhammad Ibn Isma‘ll al-Bukhari regarding this

hadith, he said: This hadith is hasan sahith.°

* Tirmidhi, #3235.

>In another manuscript: “Authentic (sabib)”

® Tirmidhi transmitted in his 5/344 the statement of Bukhari: “This is
more authentic than the hadith of Walid Ibn Muslim from ‘Abdu’l-Rahmin
Ibn Yazid Ibn Jabirwho said: Khalid Ibn Al-Lajlaj narrated to me that ‘Abdu’l-
Rahman Ibn ‘A’ish Al-Khadrami said: I heard theMessenger of Allah (4) then
he mentioned the hadith. This is not mabfuiz, LikewiseWalid mentioned in his
narration from ‘Abdu’l-Rahman Ibn ‘A’ishwho said: I heard theMessenger of
Allah (4g). Bish Ibn Bakr narrated from ‘Abdu’l-Rahman Ibn Yazid Ibn Jabir
this hadith with this chain from ‘Abdu’l-Rahman Ibn ‘A’ish from the Prophet
(4%). And this is most authentic, and ‘Abdu’l-Rahman Ibn ‘A’ish did not hear
from the Prophet (§g). =

Sunan

19
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THE HEAVENLY DISPUTE

I say: In the chain of narration there is disagreement, and it has
many routes, some have extrawording and others have less. I have
mentionedmostof the chains of narrations and some of the vari-
ous wordings in the book: Explanation of Tirmidhi.

In some of its wording according to Imam Ahmad’ and
Tirmidhi:* “Walking on foot to the congtegation prayers” instead
of “the Friday prayers.”

. .

Also they’ have the wording after mentioning the expiating ac-
tions: “Whoever does so will live in good and die upon goodness.
His sins will be as the day his mother gave birth to him.”

In the wording" with them is also: “..and the ranks: To spread
salam (Islamic greeting)” instead of: “soft speech.”

In the book Val ALKabir of Tirmidhi, #661. Tirmidhi said: I asked
Muhammad about this hadith to which he teplied: ‘Abdu’l-Rahm4n Ibn ‘A’ish
did notmeet the Prophet And the narrations of Al-Walid Ibn Muslim are
not authentic.
Thenarrationwhich is authentic iswhatwas narrated by Jadham Ibn ‘Abdullah

from Yahya Ibn Abi Kathir this narration of Mu‘adh Ibn Jabal (radiyAllabu

(38)

bu

7 Ahmad in his Musnad, 5/378 from some of the Companions of the Prophet

i).
.

* Tirmidhi, #3233 on the authority of Ibn ‘Abbas (radiyAddahu ‘anbuma).
Tirmidhi said: ‘They mentioned between Abi Qilabah and Ibn ‘Abbas

(radiyAllabu ‘anhu) aman in this hadith, and Qatadah narrated from Abi Qilabah
from Khalid Ibn Al-Lajlaj from Ibn ‘Abbas (radiyAllabu ‘anbumd).

* See previous two footnotes.

°
Tirmidhi, #3233

20
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The Heavenly Dispute

In some narrations of the hadith": “I knewwhatwas in the sky””
and earth. Then he recited the verse:

a “se a 4 os

Be chee oh ter fen,
WD 5NES YG Ke

“And thus didWe showed Ibrahim the dominions
of the heavens and the earth so that he might be

re

one of the people of certainty [in faith].”
[al-An‘Gm (6): 75]

In another narration:

© AIM ell ey Lee etdd
“So what was between the heaven and earth became
clear tome.”

And in another narration:

tw) al19 pall wy ley

«_..whatever is between the East and the est.

In some narrations there is an addition in the supplicationwhich
is contained in the hadith:

Tbn ‘Asim in his AL Abad wa’l-Mathani, #2585 with the wording: I knewwhat
was in the heavens.

? In anothermanuscript: Séées.

13 Al-Ruyani in his Musnad, #656.

* Tirmidhi, #3234 on the authority of Ibn (radéyAllahu ‘anhumd), and
Tirmidhi said: This hadith is hasan garib (good-strange) from this angle.

‘Abbas

21
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THE HEAVENLY DISPUTE

“...and give me the ability to repent.”>

And in another narration:

CLS
“.,.to make ablution correctly passing water over the

right places three times in the severe

In some other narration: ‘And He said: ‘O Muhammad when

you pray say:

LD ad CULT Gt

“O Allah I ask you the ability to do good deeds...””””

then the rest of the hadith.

The purpose here [of this treatise] is to explain the hadith and
whatever can be extrapolated from it’s knowledge (mu‘aniif) and

rulings (abkam) etc.

In this hadith there is evidence that the Prophet (42) was not
habitually late for the Morning Prayer (sa/at al-fajr) until nearer to
15 Ibn ‘Asim in his a/-Sunnah, #388, and inALAhadwa’l-Mathani, #2585.

16 Bazzar in al Bahr al-Zukhar, #2668, and Tabarani in A/Kabir, 20/290, and
Al Awsat, #5496.

" Tirmidhi, #3233. Refer to Darqutni’s words on this hadith in his book
6/54-57 number, #973, Also the ‘WalALMutanabiyah of Ibn Al-Jawzi, 1/30-
35. Darqutni mentioned the opposite of this regarding this hadith and then
said: There is nothing in it authentic, it is all self-contradictory. Ibn Al-Jawzi
reported his speech and said: Abt Bakr Al-Bayhaqi said: Narrated from many
angles of which all are weak.

22
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The Heavenly Dispute

sunrise, rather his habit (da) was to pray while it was still dark.
He used to at times pray it while light had spread across the land,
as for delaying it close to sunrise than that was not his normal

practice, which is why he apologised in this hadith.

It has been said: a delay to the extent that light has spread is
not permissible unless for a reason (‘“dbr), and that it is a time
of necessity (dur#ra) such as delaying the ‘Ast prayer until after
the yellow light of the sun, and that is the statement of Al-Qadi
from our companions in some of his books, and Imam Ahmad
has indicated as much, saying: “This is the prayer of the one who
has fallen short, this spread of light is when light has enveloped
the earth.’

In this hadith there is evidence that whoever delays the prayer
until the very last part for a reason or something else, or fears the
time period will finish while he is in the prayer if he prolongs it,
than he can make it shorter so that he can make it within the time

period.
.

As for the statement of Abi Bakr al-Siddiq (radiyAllahu ‘anhu)
when hemade theMorning Prayer long and recited Surah al-Baqarah
during it, itwas said: the sun has almost risen. Towhich he replied:
If it had risen it would not have found us unaware."

Abi Bakr al-Siddigq (radiyAllahu ‘anhu) did not intend to delay it
until sunrise or to make it prolonged until then because when he
started the prayer it was still dark. He lengthened the reading of
the Qur’4n and was most likely engaged deeply in his recitation,
so even if the sun had risen at that time itwould not have harmed

18
Bayhaqi in his Sunan al-Kabir, 1/379, and in itwas SurahAL Imran thatwas read.

23
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THE HEAVENLY DISPUTE

him because it was not deliberate.

This shows that he held the view that the prayer was valid if the .

sun rose while a person is in prayer as the Prophet (4%) ordered
the one who had already prayed one rak‘ah and the sun had risen
to add another one.”

In the hadith of Mu‘adh ‘anbu) there is proof that
whoever has a dream that pleases him, then he should inform his

companions and close friends that have love for him, especially if
the dream involves good news for them, informing them of what
benefits them. So the Prophet (3) after praying theMorning Prayer
used to ask his Companions: “Who among you had a dream?””

(7 Habu

This hadith also contains the fact thatwhoever becomes drowsy
and sleeps during the night prayer, then sees a vision which is

pleasing then that is a glad tiding,

From among the narrations of Al-Hasan that are mursaP’ is:
When the servant fof Allah] goes to sleepwhile he is in prostration,
Allah will vie with the angels out of pleasure with such servants

saying: “O my angels look atmy servant, his body is in my obedi-
ence and his soul is with me.”

In this hadith there is also a clear indication of the Prophet
(48) honour (sharf) and merit (safdil) by him knowing what is in
the skies (or sky) and earth, andwhat the angels in the sky dispute
19 Ahmad in his Musnad, 2/489.

*” Bukhari, #1386 andMuslim, #2275 on the authority of Samarah (radiyAlahu
‘anbui).

1 Those that have a Companion missing in the chains

24
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The Heavenly Dispute

overt became clear to him, as [Prophet] Ibrahim (‘alayhis-salam) was
shown the kingdom of the heavens and earth.

It has been reported in a narration directly from the Prophet”
and in mawgqifform’, that he was given knowledge of all things
except the five keys of the unseen which are specific to Allah’s
knowledge, as is mentioned in His statement:

ENA se et ee ail
tee > 27,0 BO ey Boe ore

N96 Coan See SE FI Sy SheySEN SALES

SoG pe ROE eT ot
DDdleMoSNGL SSeS;

“Indeed,Allah [alone] has knowledge of theHour
and it is He Who sends down the rain and He
knowswhat is in thewombs.And no soulperceives
what itwill earn

[Luqman (31): 34]

wi. A3L

tomorrow.

As for the description of the Prophet (9) of his Lord, theMost
Majestic, then all of it is the truth and certain, which we must be-
lieve in and attest to. This is the same as whatAllah has described
Himself, along with negating any similarities being made with
Him. Whoever finds it difficult to understand any aspect of that
or becomes confused should say as those people firmly grounded
in knowledge [have said] and Allah praised them for saying this
when things become confusing for them:

Ahmad, 2/85-86 on the authority of Ibn “Umar (radiyAllahu ‘anhuma) ftom
the Prophet (3%) directly. Haythami said in.A+Majma‘, 8/263 narrated byAhmad
and Abi Ya‘la and their men are the men of Bukhari, and it is with Bukhari,
#1039 on the authority of Ibn “Umar (radiyAllahu ‘anbuma),
Ahmad, 1/386, 438, 445 and other on the authority of TbnMas‘ad.

> Not explicitly from the Prophet (4).

25
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THE HEAVENLY DISPUTE

Bh GrrweenBa Cate

“We believe in it. All of itis from our Lord.”
[AL Imran (3): T|

As the Prophet ($8) said in the Qur’an: “And whatever you ate
unawate of then return it (the issue) back to the one that knows.”

Reported by Imam Ahmad” and Nasa’i and among others, not
over burdening oneself with something he has no knowledge of,
for fear of destruction [for them selfs].

Ibn ‘Abbas (radiyAllahu ‘anhuma) once heatd someone narrating
something from the Prophet (38) from these narrations then the
man shook (his head) out of rejection of them, so Ibn ‘Abbas
(radiyAllahu ‘anhuma) said: “What is the difference among these

people? They find softness towards the things that are clear, but
are destroyed due to those things that are ambiguous to them.’

Reported by ‘Abdu’l-Razzaq in his book” from Mu‘im from Ibn
Tawis, from his father on the authority of Ibn ‘Abbas
‘anhuma).

Whenever the believers hear something from this type of speech
they say: This is what Allah has informed us with and His Mes-

senger.
me

ao Sh AMLS
“Allah and His Messenger have spoken the truth.
It only increased them in faith and in submission.”

24 Ahmad in his Musnad, 2/185 and in 2/181,300 with the wording “return it to
the one that knows”

25 As in AlJami"ALMu‘ammar, 11/423 in al-Mussanaf, #20895.

26
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The Heavenly Dispute

[al-Abzab (33): 22]

The hadith also shows that the ‘highgathering’ (al-mala’ al-a‘la) are

angels (malaika) ot those that have been drawn close (wuqarrabun)
from them. Disputing among themselves, goingback and forward
with the statement about which actions (a‘wal) draw the son of
Adam closer to Allah, theMighty and Majestic, and expiates their
sins. Allah informs us that they also seek forgiveness (sstighfar) for
those that believe and supplicate for them.

In an authentic narration (it is mentioned): “Indeedwhen Allah
loves a servant he calls out: ‘O Jibril, indeed I love such a person
so you too love him. So Jibril loves that person and then he calls
out in the sky: ‘IndeedAllah loves such a person so you too should
love him.’ So the inhabitants of the heavens love him too. Then
acceptance for him is placed on earth.’””6

Abi Hurayrah (radiyAllabu ‘anhu) said: “When the son of Adam
dies the people say: ‘What has he left behind?’ But the angels say:
‘What did he put forward?””””

So the angels ask about the actions of the sons of Adam because

they hold it with much more importance and care.

So what remains now is what is intended by the hadith which
is: To mention the actions that expiate sins (Aafarda?); the ranks

(darajat); supplications (dawa‘a?). For each one we will divide them

up into a separate chapter.

26 Bukhari, #3209 and Muslim, #2637.

2”
Bayhadi in his a/-Shu‘ab, #10475 with thewording: “When a dead person dies,

the angels say: “What has he put forward, and the son of Adam says: ‘What
has he left behind.”
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CHAPTER ONE

Expiating Actions (a/-Kafaral)

Itis tomake ablution al-wudd) in adverse and difficult con-
ditions (Aarthat);walking (agdham) to theFriday prayers ot

any congregationalprayers (jama'‘a?) and sitting (ja/ds) in themasids
after the prayer (sa/awaf) is over.

asbagh

UMM a

They are called expiating actions (kafara?) because they expi-
ate sins (Ahataya) and bad deeds (sayyi’a/), so for this reason it is
mentioned in some narrations: “Whoever does thatwill live with
good, and die upon goodness. He will be like the day his mother

gave birth to him.”

These characteristics are mentioned mostly as expiating bad
deeds and also show how high ranks (rafa/-darajaf)
ate to be attained as ismentioned in SahihMuslim from the hadith
of Aba Hurayrah ‘anhu) from the Prophet (3%) who
said: “Shall I not inform you of those things that wipe away sins,
and raise the ranks?”

al-sayyi’al),

Yahu(radi

They said: “Of course O Messenger of Allah.”

He replied: “To perform ablution over parts of the body in dif-
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ficult conditions, regularly walking to the masajid, and waiting for
the next prayer straight after the previous prayer [has finished].
Indeed, this is what should be held onto, this is what should be
held onto.”””*

This meaning from the Prophet (3) is what has been narrated
inmany different forms. So there are three reasons (thalathat asbab)
in expiating sins.

8 Muslim, #251.
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CHAPTER TWO

The First Reason for the Expiations of
Sins: Making Ablution wudu

The Qur’4n hasmade clear the expiation of sins in the statement
of Allah, the Most High:

(Lobsterfy 25 it
re4, voce

byeSAISabs
&oneif3MST I alesis

“O you who believe! when you prepare for prayer
wash your faces and hands up to your elbows,
and wipe your heads and (wash) your feet up to
the ankles.”

Until

oi4}A $5 gi i en Se
Be any Sor og -35

ple

ke,

“Allah does not want to make things difficult for
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you, butHewishes to purifyyou and completeHis
favour upon you.”

[al-Ma’idah (5): 6]

So the statement: ‘To purifyyou’ includes both purity of outer

(tabarah zahir) body with water, and the inner body (tabarah batin)
of sins (dbunub), and the completion of His favour (ni‘ma)
is obtained by the forgiveness (maghfira) of sins and expiating them.
Allah said to His Prophet (4):

limam

ZS
(ad

Sf oe sere, Ar

aa ny
“So thatAllahmay forgive you your earlier sins and

yap

any later ones and complete His favourupon you.”
(48): 2](al-Fath

Muhammad Ibn Kab al-Qurzi extrapolated this verymeaning,
and the hadith reported byTirmidhi” testifies to that affect, among
others,” on the authority of Mu‘adh (radiyAllahu ‘anbu) that the

Prophet (4) heard a man supplicate, saying:

Lendl olE UL gd all
‘O Allah I ask you of the completeness of your favour.”

So he Prophet (38) said to him: “Do: you know what the com-

pleteness of His favour is?” He said: ‘It is a supplication from

® 'Tirmidhi, #3527 and said: This hadith is hasan.

*” Ahmad, 5/231, 235, and Bukhari in Adab al-Mufrad, #725, and Tabarani in

Al Kabir, 20/97, and Aba Nu‘aym in e+Hihah, 6/204, Abi Nu‘aym said in a/-

Hilyah. He is alone in narrating from Lajlaj Abi’l-Ward, and then narrated too

many of the major narrators from Al-Hariri from them: Isma‘il Ibn ‘Tlyah;
Yazid Ibn Zari‘ and the two Imams ‘Ali Ibn Al-Madini and Ahmad Ibn Hanbal.
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which I hope good from.’

So the Prophet (3%) said: “Indeed the completeness of the fa-
vour (timam al-ni‘ma) is salvation from the fire (najatu min al-nar)
and entering into Paradise (dakhul al-jannah).” So this favour can-
not be complete for the servant (‘abd) until his sins are expiated
(takfir al-sayyt’ah).

There are many texts from the Prophet (3%) regarding the ex-
piation of sins bymaking ablution as is the case in Sahih Muslim
on the authority of “Uthman (radiyAllabu ‘anhu) who aftermaking
ablution said: “I saw the Messenger of Allah (8) make ablution
like this then he said: “Whoever makes ablution like this will have
his sins forgiven that he has sent forth, his prayer and walking to
the masjid is also a form of extra wors

In another narration also from the Prophet (4%) who said:
“Whoever makes ablution.and does it thoroughly, his sins will
leave his body even from under his 932

fingern

Another narration from Abt Hurayrah (radiyAllahu ‘anhu) from
the Prophet (4%) who said: “When theMuslim servant, or believer,
makes ablution and washes his face then all the sins he saw with
his eyes leave his face along with the water, or with the last drop
of water. When he washes his hands then all the sins he commit-
ted with his hands leave with the water, or with the last drop of
water, until he becomes purified of all sins.””

31 Muslim, #229.

32 Muslim, #245.

33 Muslim, #244.
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From the narration of ‘Amr Ibn ‘Abassa (radiyAllahu ‘anhi) also
in SahihMuslim from the Prophet ($8) who said: “There is no man

amongst you that brings water for near to himself for rinsing
out his mouth and nose thoroughlywithwater except that his sins
will leave him from his face and nose. Then when he washes his
face as Allah has ordered him until his sins leave him from every
end of his beard as thewater leaves. Then he washes his hands up
to his elbows until his sins leave him from under his fingernails
along with the water. Then he wipes his head until his sins leave
him from all his hair alongwith the water. Then hewashes his feet

up to his ankles until his sins leave him from his toes. Then he
stands up for prayer and praises Allah, glorifies Him in a befitting
way, he devotes his heart towards Allah until he finishes, his sins
would leave him as the day his mother gave birth to him.”*

wudn

In the Muwatta;> theMusnadof Ahmad;* the Sunan of Nasa’i’
and IbnMajah® from the narration of Sanabihi (radiyA/lahu ‘“anhu)
from the Prophet (3) who said: “When a believing servantmakes

and putswater in hismouth his sins leave him from his mouth.
When he puts water in his nose his sins leave him from his nose.
When he washes his face his sins leave him from his face even
from the lower parts of his eyes. When he washes his hands his
sins leave him even from under his fingernails.When he wipes his
head his sins leave him even from under his ears.When he washes

wudu

* Muslim, #832.

Muwatta, 1/56, #30.

© Ahmad in his Musnad, 4, #348, 349.

7” 1, #74, 75.Nasa’i

8 Ibn Majah, #282.
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his feet his sins leave him even from under his toenails, hiswalking
to the wasid and his prayer ate extra forms of worship.”

In the Musnad from Aba Umamah (radiyAlahu ‘anhu) from the
Prophet (48) who said: “There is not a Muslim who makes wadu,
washes his hands, gargles his mouth and makes as Allah has
ordered him to, except that Allah removes from him for that day:
whatever his mouth has spoken, or his hands have touched, and
what he has walked towards, until his sins leave him from his sides.
When he walks to the masjid, for one step a good deed is written
for him and for the other step a bad deed is removed.”

Furthermore the Prophet (8) said: “Any person who stands
to make wudii intending to pray then washes his palms, his sins
fall from his palms alongwith the first drop. When he washes his
mouth and nose his sins fall from his tongue and lips alongwith the
first drop. When he washes his face his sins fall from his hearing
and sight along with the first drop. So when he washes his hands

up to his elbows and feet up to his ankles he is free of every sin,
along with every bad deed, [he becomes] as the day his mother

gave birth to him. When he stands for prayer Allah raises him a

level and when he sits he sits in safety.”

This meaning is found in many other narrations, but what has

» T could not find it in the Musnad, it is with Tabarani in_A/Kabir, 8/7995 and
he said: Al-Haythami in A-Majma‘, 1/223. Narrated by Tabarani in A/Kabir
in the chain is: Laqit Abii’l-Musawir. Narrated by Abi Umamah; and AlI-Jariti
Wagrah Ibn Khalid, and Ibn Hibban mentioned it in and said he makes
mistakes and contradicts.

“ Ahmad, 5/252,256,263,264. From all chains containing Shahr Ibn Hawshab
and he is weak. Refet to .4/Targhib wa’l-Tarhib of Mundhisi, 1/155, andMajma‘
al-Zawa'id of Haythami’, 1/222-226.
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been mentioned is sufficient. Many texts have also been reported
concerning the reward of wxdd, and this increases the expiation
of sins further more. In Sahih Muslim from ‘Umar (radiyAllahu
‘anhu) from the Prophet (4%) who said: “Whoevermakes and
does so well, then he says:

nuda

ode (dest oly «abl YI af y ol(Apo Jeet!

‘I bear witness that there is no one worthy of wor-

ship except Allah alone without any partner, and that

Muhammad is His slave and Messenger.’

All the eight doors of Paradise will open and hemay enter from
whichever one he pleases.’”*!

Also in Sahih Muslim from Abi Hurayrah(radiyAlabu ‘anhu)
from the Prophet who said: “The adornment of the believer

(in Paradise) will reach the places where thewater of wud# reaches
(his body).”””

Also from the Prophet (8) who said: “You are like thewhite spot
on the forehead of a horse because of making wad# properly.’””

Reported by Bukhari with the wording: “Indeed my nationwill
be called on the Day of Judgmentwith white spots on their fore-
heads like that of horses because of the effects ofmaking wadu.”™

“4 Muslim, #234.

* Muslim, #250.

Muslim, #246.

44 Bukhari, #136.
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THE HEAVENLY DISPUTE

Know that the hadith of Mu‘adh Ibn Jabal (radiyAllahu ‘anbu)
about the dream mentions [the virtues of] making »#d# properly
in difficult conditions.

Likewise in the hadith of Aba Hurayrah (radiyAWahu ‘anhu) which
has been mentioned at the start of this chapter. There are two
issues here: One of them: Making »adu# properly (isbagh), which
means to complete the 2#d# and thewatermust reach every places
that are legally set [in the religion]. As reported in the Musnadof
Al-Bazzar* from “Uthman (radiyAllahu [in marfu form] di-

rectly from the Prophet (38) who said: “Whoever does wad# and
does it properly his past and future sins are forgiven.”

anhu)

The chainof narration is acceptable, and it is reported by IbnAbi
from another chain also from ‘Uthman ‘anhu).‘Asim (radi Nahu

Reported by Nasa’i” and Ibn Majah® from the hadith of Aba
Malik Al-‘Ashari (radiyAllahu ‘anhu) from Prophet (38) who said:

“Making wad properly is half of faith (shatrul-iman).”

[Reported by Muslim” with the wording: “Purification is half
of faith (shatrul-iman).”|
® Bazzar, #262—Kashfand similar.

Haythami said inA-Majma‘, 1/237: The men in the chain of narrations are
all reliable and the hadith is good if Allah wills. Likewise Al-Mundhiti inA/
Targhib wa'l-Tarbib, 1/103.

“6 T was not able to find it. However, a similar longer version is found on the

authority of Abi Al-Darda' in Ibn Abi Aasim, (‘Al-Aahad al-Mathani'), #2040.

4”
_AlMujtabab 5/5.

© Tbn Majah, #280.

” Muslim, #223.
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The second: That the completeness (of wads) in difficult condi-
tions. The meaning of this refers to a situation where the person
dislikesmaking wudu, due tobefallingof calamities (nuzdlal-masa’ib)
which makes a person despair, so being preoccupied away from
thatwith patience (sabr), to perform the wadd and the prayer (salah)
is a sign of faith (‘ad¢matul-iman), as Allah says:

7 = Be coeog “fine efeens lee ABI iG
“Seek help in patience and in the prayer, it is dif-
ficult except for those that are devout.”

[al-Bagarab (2): 45]

LA AndMe

And the statement of the Most High:

SNe
- 277 346 Ze 4\-

@ Sah, ical ate

“O you who believe! seek help in patience and
prayer. Indeed, Allah is with those that have
patience.”

[alBagarah (2): 153]

fe

The wxda is the key to the prayer (wifiah al-salah), and the heat of
the heart al-qalb) that emanates from the pain of calamities

(alam al-masa’ib) is extinguished, like the one who becomes enraged
(ghadab) is ordered to extinguish his rage bymaking wad.

hararat

(ifa’)

The disliked places (Rarihd?) is also explained as severe cold
(bard al-shadid), which is something that the hadith of Mu‘adh
(radiyAllahu ‘anhu) testifies to “Making in severely cold condi-
tions [sabrab—being severe cold]”. No doubt thatmaking wady in
the cold is difficult for the soul and painful. Anything that causes

wudu
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pain to the soul and is difficult, is an expiation of sins. In some
cases the person may not be the cause of it, such as illness that

may effect a person, which many texts indicate.

As for.the pain that comes about because of an action that is
in obedience (4@‘f) to Allah, then the person will be rewarded,
and his rank (darajah) will be raised. As is the pain felt by the one

striving (mujahada) in the way of Allah, the Most High. As Allah,
the Most High says:

»ALINE an ayVayENS
ESE coh

Gha \ se
“Thatis because no thirst or fatigue or hungerwill
afflict them in the cause of Allah, nor do they take
asingle step to infuriate the unbelivers, not do they
secure any gain from the enemy or take something
from them, except it is written for them as a good
deed. Surely,Allah does notwast the reward of the
doers of good.”

[al-Tawbah (9): 120]

Likewise pain (a/am); hunger (jv) and thirst (‘atsh) which the

fasting person (sa’7m) gets, is the same as making ablution
al-wuda) in the cold. Patience (sabr) must be resorted in order to
overcome such pain, and if pleasure (rida) is obtained then that
is a special station (~aqam khawas) of those that know and have
love (al-‘arifin al-mubibin). This pleasure only comes to fruition if
the following issues are observed:
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The first of them: is to remember the virtue of ablution (fad/
al-wuda) and how it removes sins, raises the ranks (daraja); and gain-
ing the whiteness (purity) from it; and the adornment in paradise
covering a person where the water of wada# reached. In this way
one of the pious women of the past humbled herself in order to
find (this pleasure). After braking her finger nail she smiled and
said: “Ihe sweetness of the reward (balawa al-thawab) made me

forget the bitterness of the pain (wurara waja'.’

One of the peoplewho had knowledge said: ‘Whoever does not
know the reward of the actions (¢hawab al-a‘mal), then all actions
will become difficult for him, in all circumstances (jami‘ al-abwalh.’

Secondly: A knowledgeable person once said: ‘Rememberwhat
Allah has prepared for the one that disobeys Him from the severe
cold punishment (a/‘adhab wa’l-zamharin), for indeed the

severity of the cold in this world reminds us of the cold of the
Hell-fire (jahanam)’. In an authentic hadith it mentions: “Indeed
the most severe cold that you will find is the coldness of the
Hell-fire.””

bi L-bard

So observing this cold that is promised makes less significant
any other feeling of pain from cold water, as has been narrated
from Zabid Al-Yami that he once stood at night to pray while it
was very cold. When he put his hand in a container and found it
was vety cold he remembered the severe cold of the Hell-fire,
and he never felt the cold of this world again after that. His
hand remained in the water until morning, so his slave girl said
to him: ‘What’s wrong, you did not pray at night as you usually
dor’

He said: ‘I found the water to be very cold, but I remembered
5° Bukhari, #536 and Muslim, #617.
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the coldness of the Hell-fire and I never felt the coldness [again],
so my hand remained until the morning, do not inform anyone
as long as I am alive.’

Thirdly: One should observe the greatness (ja/al) of the one who
has ordered the wud, His majesty (‘azma) and grandeur (kibriya’).
Remember preparing to stand in front of Him and conversingwith
Him in the prayer (salah), because it lessens the pain the servant
suffers of cold water in order to gain the pleasure of Allah. May
be one does not even feel the coldness of the water as some of
the people that have awareness said: ‘With knowledge worship
becomes easier.’

Sa‘id Ibn ‘Amir said: ‘It has reached me that [Prophet] Ibrahim

(‘alayhis-salam) used tomakewudiiwhile his bones were trembling,’

When ‘Ali Ibn Al-Husayn (radiyAllabu ‘anhu) used to make wudu
his colour would change to yellow, so it was said to him: “What

happens to you when you make wad#” He would say: ‘Do you
know in front of whomI intend to stand?’

Mansir Ibn Zadan would cry after finishing from making
until his voice became loud, so it was said to him (in another

manuscript: It would be said to him): “What is the matter with
your” So he said: ‘(in another manuscript: He would say) what is

greater than my matter. I want to stand in front of the one who
does not get tired or sleep, perhaps He will turn away from

When ‘Ata’ al-Sulaimi finished frommaking hewould shake,
tremble andweep profusely, so itwas mentioned to him about that,
to which he replied: ‘Indeed I want to go forth for an important
5! In the printed edition: He would be pleased with me.
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matter, I want to stand before Allah, the Mighty and Majestic.’

Fourthly: To be conscious that Allah is aware of the servant’s
state when he is doing actions for Him, and the difficulty he en-
dures forHis sake. Sowhoever has certainty (yaqin) that afflictions
are under the watchful eye of the One who loves him, all the pain
becomes easy upon him, as is indicated by the Most High, in his
statement to His Prophet (3):

Me net or ote

pels Malach

“So be patient with the command of your Lord,
for indeed yourwellwithin Our sight.”

[al-Tar (52): 48]

And the statement of the Most High to [Prophet] Misa and

[Prophet] Hariin (‘a/ayhis-salam):

oie ae
a4nite 5}

“Have no fear. Verily! I am with both of you; I hear
and I see (everything).”

[Taba (20): 46]

The Prophet (8) said: “Worship Allah as if you see Him, and
though you do not see Him, He indeed sees you.””

Abia Sulayman al-Darani said: ‘I have read in some books that:

Allah, theMighty andMajestic says: ‘InMy sight are the ones that
tolerate things for My sake. Those who endure suffering to seek

My pleasure. How would they be when they come to Me and live
in comfort inMy eternal gardens?”

Bukhari, #50, and Muslim, #8 in the context of the long hadith of Jibril
(‘alaybis-salam).
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There are glad tidings for thosewho purify their actions forAllah,
of an amazing spectacle from the close and loving One. Do you
think that I will waste any of their actions?

So how (is it that if) I am generous with those that turn away
from me, then how would I be with those that come towards
me?

So making properly in the cold, especially at night, will be
done with Allah’s full knowledge, Hewill be pleasedwith it, show
His pleasure to the angels that are with Him, so be conscious of
that and that will lessen the pain.

In the Musnad,” and Sahih Ibn Hibban™ it is reported from

“Ugbah Ibn ‘Amir (radiyAllabu ‘anhu) from the Prophet (38) who
said: “There are two types of men in my ammah, one of them
stands up in the night to purify himself and he has knots over him.
So when he makes wad#, he washes his hands one of the knots is
untied, when he washes his face another knot is untied, when he

wipes his head another knot is untied, andwhen hewashes his feet
another knot is untied. So the Lord, the Mighty and the Majestic,
says to those behind the veil: ‘Look atmy servant trying to purify
himself.Whatever this servantof mine asks me,will be his...” Then
he mentioned the rest of the hadith.

Narrated by ‘Atiyyah fromAbii Sa‘id from the Prophet (4%)who
said: “Indeed Allah laughs at three types of people: A man that

53 Ahmad in his Musnad, 4/159,201, and Haythami said in A+Majma‘, 1/224
from the second: Its chain of narrators are reliable

4 Ibn Hibban, #168—Maward.
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9955stands up in themiddle of the night, does well and prays...
and he mentioned the rest of the hadith.

wudu

One of the Salaf used to have a set amount that he would read

during the night, but he became weary once when he heard a

voice saying:

‘Under thewatchful gaze of Allah during the night, the servants
made their standing, driven to serve Him.’

Fifthly: Immersing oneself (ést#ighrar in loving (mahabba) theOne
who orders His obedience for that He is pleased with it and
loves it, as Allah, the Most High says:

(4a),

25,4 4 ay
‘Sy AsSy

“Indeed, Allah loves thosewho turn untoHim con-

J Voy

stantly andHe loves those thatpurify themselves.”
[al-Bagqarab (2): 222|

Sowhoever fills his heart (ga/b) with the love of Allah, theMighty
and Majestic, loves what He loves, even if it is difficult, and one
feels the pain as a result, it has been said: ‘Love makes easy heavy
burdens.’

One of the Salaf said during his illness: “What is most beloved
to me is what is most beloved to Him.’

Similarly it has been said:

° Al-Bazzar, #715—Kashf from Muhammad Ibn ‘Abdu’l-Rahman Ibn Abi
Layla from ‘Atiyyah Al-‘Awfi, and Haythami said in A+-Majma‘, 2/256 in it is
Muhammad Ibn Abi Layla and there is much speech about his bad memory
but not because of lying,
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What is injury if pain brings pleasure?

And:
Your love will lessen what atises,

The one who has not been distressed, does not enjoy bliss.

So whoever serves the one he loves, then he finds pleasure even
when he is disappointed during his servitude of the one he loves.

One of them said: ‘The heart that loves for Allah’s sake, loves
to exert himself for Him.’

‘Abdu’l-Samad said: ‘He places for them in His punishment
sweetness for the difficulties they endure for His sake,’

Somaking wadd propertly in difficult conditions is a sign of those
that love as it has mentioned in “Kitab al-Zuhd” of Imam Ahmad*®
from ‘Ata’ Ibn Yasar said: ‘Musa (‘alayhis-salam) said: ‘O Lordwho
are your very special servants?’

He said: “They are thosewhose hands are free of blame (bodies,
in anothermanuscript), and their hearts are pure. Those that love
each other forMyMajesty. Those that when I am mentioned they
remember Me, and when they are mentioned I remember them.
Those that do properly in difficult conditions, and frequently
remember me, as frogs frequently enter their nests. They are
fond of my love, as a child is fond of love from people. They are

enraged when what I have forbidden, is made permissible, like a

tiger in battle.’

For those that have this love, Allah may aid them through a

°° Ahmad in his Musnad, p-74-75, between ‘Ata’ and Misa (‘alayhis-salam) are

inhospitable deserts that can break the necks of riding beasts.
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miracle, some of them might not feel the coldness of cold water.
Others would to supplicate to Allah to make easy the purification
in winter, so when the water was brought to them it would be
warm. Yet some would not feel anything at all of the warmth or
the coldness.

‘Ali Ibn Abi Talib (radiyAllabu ‘anhu) had the Prophet (38) sup-
plicate for him to take away the ability to feel cold and heat, so he
used to wear in the summer winter clothes, and in the winter he
would wate summer clothes.”

The Prophet (8) said about him: “Indeed he loves Allah and
His Messenger, and he is loved by Allah and His Messenger.”°*

Abi Sulayman al-Darani on his way toaj saw an oldman wear-

ing shabby clothes in severe cold, all thewhile he was sweating. So
he asked him about his state. He replied: ‘The heat and cold are two
creations of Allah, the Mighty andMajestic, so if he orders them
to overwhelm me then itwill befall me, and if He orders them to
leave me then they will.’ He also said: ‘I have been in this wilder-
ness for thirty years. He covers me in winter out of His love, and
in the summer cools me out of His love.’ It was said to someone
else who had two rags to cover himself in the severe cold: ‘If you
covered yourself it would save you from the cold,’ so he replied:

‘T hope for only good in His courtyard,
for does anyone feel cold in His shelter?’

* Tbn Majah, #117, Al-Busayti said in Zawa’id, 1/70: This has a weak chain of
narration, Ibn Abi Layla Shaikh Waki‘ who is Muhammad is weak in memory
and not used when he is alone in a narration, also reported by Tabarani in
AbLAwsat, #2286 and Haythami said in 9/122: The chain is hasan.AL yma’,

58 Bukhari, #3009 and Muslim, #2406.
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CHAPTER THREE

The Second Reason for the Expiations
of Sins: Walking to the Congregation and

Friday prayers

More specifically, if a personmakes w#d# at home and then leaves
to go to the masjid, intending nothing other than the prayer as it
has reported in the both Bukhari andMuslim on the authority of
Abi Hurayrah (radiyAllabu ‘anhu) from the Prophet (4) who said:
“The reward of a person praying in congregation compared to at
home or in the market place, is twenty five times greater. That is
becausewhen he makes wad#properly and leaves his house for no
other reason but the prayer in the wasid. Every step he takes he is
raised a rank, and a bad deed is wiped away from him. So when he

prays, the angels continue to send peace and blessings upon him
as long as he is in place of prayer saying: ‘O Allah send peace and

blessings upon him, O Allah have mercy upon him, and as long
as you arewaiting for a prayer youwill be considered in

It is reported in the Sahih Muslim on the authority of Aba
Hurayrah (radiyAllabu ‘anhu) from the Prophet (4) who said:

5° Bukhari, #647 andMuslim, #649.
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“Whoever purifies himself at home, then walks to the houses of
Allah to perform an obligation from the (many) obligations Allah
(has placed upon him). Then every two steps (or ‘steps’ in another

manuscript) he takes, one step removes a bad deed and another

step raises his level.”

In the Two Sahihs on the authority ofAbt Hurayrah (radiyAllahu
‘anbu) from the Prophet ($8) who said: “Every step taken to the

prayer is a chari

In the Musnad* and Sahih Ibn Hibban® on the authority of
‘“Ugbah Ibn ‘Amir (radiyAllabu ‘anhu) who reported from the

Prophet (4) who said: “When a person purifies himself, then

goes to the wasid to take care of his prayer, his two scribes write
for him with every step he takes to the masjid as ten good deeds.

It is also reported in Ibn Hibban and theMusnadon the authority
of ‘Abdullah Ibn ‘Amr (radiyAllahu ‘anhn) from the Prophet (8)
who said: “Whoever goes to the masjid for congregation, then for

Muslim, #666.

6! This is not in the Two Sahihs of Bukhari andMuslim with this wording from
Aba Hurayrah (radiyAWabn ‘anhn), rather it is reported byAhmad, 2/312,316,350.

& Ahmad in his Musnad, 4/157.

% Ibn Hibban, #2045 Lhsan

Al-Mundhiti said in _A/Targbib, 1/207 about this hadith: Some of its chains
are authentic. Haythami said inA-Majma‘, 2/29: Narrated by Ahmad and Aba
Ya‘la and Tabarani inA/Kabir and A/-Awsat, and in some chains of narration
is Ibn Lahi‘ah, some of them are authentic made so by Al-Hakim. I said: The
wording is Hakim’s inA/Mustadrak, 1/211. This hadith is authentic according
to Muslim’s criterion but they never reported it.
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every two steps he takes, one step wipes away sin, and the other is
written as a good deed, going and returning (from the masjid).”®

In the Sunan of Abi Dawid on the authority of Aba Umamah

(radiyAllabu ‘anhn) from the Prophet ($8) who said: “Whoever
leaves his house purified for the obligatory prayer then his reward
is like that of a pilgrim.”

Furthermore, it is also reported from aman among theAl-Ansar
from the Prophet (48) who said: “Whoever makes wudu properly,
then leaves for the prayer, does not raise his right foot exceptAllah
writes for him a single good deed, and he does not put down his
left foot except Allah removes a bad deed from him, so you may
reside close or far, as long as he comes to the masjid and prays in

congregation he will be forgiven,”®”

The narrations in this regard are many.

Walking to the Friday prayer has even more virtue, especially
after wudi is made, as reported in the Sunan on the authority of
Aws Ibn Aws (radiyAllabu anhu) from the Prophet (4) who said:
“Whoever takes a bath on Friday, and bathes completely. Leaves

eatly, arriving early. Walks and does not ride (to the masjid). Sits
close to the Imam and listens to him, and does not engage in idle
talk - for every step he takes he will have the reward of one year,

®° Ahmad in his Musnad, 2/1 72, and Ibn Hibban, #419—Mawarid. Haythami
said in .A/Majma‘, 2/29. Narrated by Ahmad and Tabarani in 4/-Kabir, and the
narrators ate of Tabarani and are narrators of Bukhati and Ahmad, among
them Ibn Lahi‘ah.

% Aba Dawid, #558.

Abi Dawid, #563.
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the reward of a year’s fasting and praying (at night).”®

The further away he lives from the masjid then his walking is
better because of the more steps he has to take.

In the Sahih of Muslim on the authority of Jabir (radiyAl/labu
‘anhu) reported: ‘Our housewas far from themasjid andwe wanted
to sell our houses to move closer to the masjid, so the Prophet
(#8) forbade us saying: “for every step you take is a good deed.” ®

In the Sahih of Bukhari from Anas that the Prophet (4) said: “O
sons of Salamah! Will you not count your steps?”

In Sahih Bukhari and Muslim on the authority of Aba Misa
(radiyAllabu ‘anhu) who that the Prophet (38) said: “Indeed
the peoplewith themost reward for the prayer are those thatwalk
the furthest to get to it.””

reported

Having said this, the house that is close to the masjid is better
than the house that is distant, however walking from the house
that is further distance away is better.

In the Musnad on the authority of Hudayfah (radiyAlahu ‘anhu)

tepotted from the Prophet (8) who said: “The virtue of a house
that is close to the masjid over the house that is distant and

faraway is like the virtue of thewarrior over the one sitting down.”

® Aba Dawid, #345, #346, Tirmidhi, #496 and he said it is hasan. Nasa‘,
3/95, 96, 97, and Ibn Majah, #1087.

© Muslim, #664.

Bukhari, #655.

” Bukhari, #651 and Muslim, #662.
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The chain is broken.”?

Walking to the masjid is better than riding as has preceded from
the hadith of Aws (radiyAllahu ‘anhu) for the Friday prayer. For
this reason the hadith of Mu‘adh (radiyAllabu ‘anbu) mentions the

superiority of walking. The Prophet (4%) used to not leave for the

prayer, except bywalking, even the Ydprayer hewould go to walk-

ing. Hence the one who comes to the is a visitor to Allah,
and visiting someone on foot is closer to humbleness (Abudu') and

lowering oneself (tadbii), as it has been said:

If I came to you as a visitor in a rush,
I would not even then fulfil the right.

It is reported in Sahih Bukhari on the authority of Aba Huray-
tah (radiyAllabu ‘anhu) from the Prophet who said: “Whoever
goes out to the wasid in the morning or evening, Allah prepares
for him in paradise a every time he goes out in the morning
or

“Nag?” is a banquet prepared for a guest when one arrives.

It has been recorded in from the hadith of Salman

” Ahmad in his Musnad, 5/387 Haythami said in.A+Majma‘, 2/16: Ahmad nar-
rated it and in the chain is Ibn Lahi‘ah and there is speech about him. I said: In
the chain is Abi ‘Abdu’l-Malik and he is ‘Ali Ibn Yazid, Al-Albani said along
with his weakness, his narrations from Hudayfah (ragiyAdabu ‘anba) have broken
chains of narration.

® Bukhari, #66.

74 Tabarani inA/Kabir, 6/311-312 and Al-Mundhiti, 1/214, said: Narrated by
Tabarani with two chains of narrations one of which is good and Haythami,
2/31: One of the chains has narrators of Bukhari.
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(radiyAllahu ‘anhu) directly from the Prophet ($8) who said:
“Whoevermakes »ud# in his house and does so properly. Then he

goes to the masjid, he is a visitor of Allah, the Most High, and the

right of the visitor on the one being visited is that he honours him.”

It is reported in Sahih Muslim on the authority of Ubay Ibn
Ka'b (radiyAllahu ‘anhu) who said: “There was aman who lived the
furthest away from the magid, and he never missed a prayer in the

maspid. So itwas said to him (or I said to him): ‘Why don’t you get
a donkey and ride it to the masjidin the darkness and intense heat.’
So he replied: ‘It would not please me to have my house next to
the masjid. | would prefer thatmywalking to the wasidand return
to my family be written down in my favour.’ So the Prophet (4)
said: “Allah will gather all of that for you.””*

Furthermore thewalking that is difficult to the masjid, is far bet-
ter and one is greatly rewarded for it. Hence the virtue of walking
to the masjid for the night prayer and the morning prayer, is equal
to standing in prayer all night as reported in SahihMuslim on the

authority of “Uthman ‘anbu) from the Prophet ($8) who
said: “Whoever prays congregation is as if he stood praying
half the night, and whoever prays the morning prayer in congre-
gation then it is as if he has prayed the whole night

abu(radi
Tshain

> 76stan ng.

In Bukhati and Muslim, it is reported on the authority of Aba
Hurayrah ‘anhu) from the Prophet (4%) who said: “The
most difficult prayers for the hypocrites are the Usha and Fajr
prayers. If they knew the reward for attending them, they would
come even if they had to crawl.”

(radi abu

Muslim, #663.

% Muslim, #644.
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The reasonwhy these two Prayers are difficult for the hypocrites
is because the hypocrite is only active for the prayer,

when people are watching him. Allah, the Most High says:
munaiqun

Ot aefed 585
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“Behold, the hypocrites think they deceive Allah,
but He is deceiving them. When they stand up
for the prayer, they stand up lazily, to be seen and

showing off to people, only rememberingAllah a

very little.”
(4): 142][a

Both the Zsia and the Morning Prayer (far) occur in the dark.
So only the truly sincere person (mukbiis) will be active enough to
walk towards them, suffice in the knowledge thatAllah, theMighty
and Majestic will alone see him.

The reward for walking to the magid in the darkness (zulm) is:

Complete light (nar tam) during the darkness of the Day of Judg-
ment (xu/m al-giyamah) as reported in the Sunan of Aba Dawid”
and Tirmidhi” on the authority of Buraydah (radiyAllabu ‘anbu)
from the Prophet (4%) who said: “Give glad tidings to the people
thatwalk in darkness to the masjids, theywill have complete light
on the Day of Judgment.”

” Bukhari, #644 and Muslim, #651.

78 Abii #561.Dawid

” Tirmidhi, #223 and he said: This hadith is strange from this chain.
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It has been reported by Ibn Majah® from the hadith of Sahl
Ibn Sa‘d (radiyAdlahu ‘anhu), and it has been narrated from many
chains of narrations.”

® Tbn Majah, #780

8! From the narrations of:
1. Anas (radiyAllahu ‘anhu): Reported by IbnMajah, #422 and Ibn Al-

Jawzi said in TdalALMutanahiyab, 1/406: In the chain are unknown people and

Al-Basayti said in.A+Zawa’id, 1/100 the hadith is weak.
2. Abi Datda’ (radiy Allabu ‘anhu): In Ton Hibban, #422—Mawarid. Al-

Haythami said inA+Majma‘, 2/30, it has Janad IbnAbi Khilidwhose biography
I was not able to find, the other narrators are reliable.

3. Aba Sa‘id Al-Khudri (radiyAllahu ‘anbu): It is reported by Al-Tayalisi,
#2212, and Al-Ugqaili, 3/105 and Ibn ‘Adi, 5/334. Al-Ugaili said about this
narration: it has in it Liv. Ibn ‘Adi said: ‘Abdu’l-Hakam has other narrations not
mentioned, and his hadith are generally not to be followed, and some of the
texts are narrated by the famous (narrators) except with the chain mentioned

by ‘Abdu’l-Hakam maybe he did not narrate that. Ibn Al-Jawzi said ‘T/a/_A/-

Mutanabiyab, 1/408: This is not authentic, and IbnHibbin said: It is not allowed
to wtite down the hadith of ‘Abdu’l-Hakam except to wonder at them.

4, Aba Hurayrah (radiyAllahu ‘anbu): It is reported by Ibn Majah, #779.
said: This hadith is weak, Aba Rafi‘ agreed to its weakness; Al-Walid

Ibn Muslim is a Mudalis and used the word ““an’.
5. ‘A’ishah (radiyAllabu ‘anha): It is reported by Tabarani in ALAwsat,

#1275 and said: No one narrated this hadith from ‘Ata’ from ‘A’ishah
(radiyAllahu ‘anha) except Al-Hasan, and Qatadah was alone in doing so.

Haythami said in.A+-Mayma’, 1/30: In the chain is Al-Hasan Ibn ‘Ali Al-Sharuwi.
Al-Dhahabi said: He is not known and in his narration is someone unknown,
AlUgaili said: He is not to be followed.

6. Abii Umamah (radiyAllahu ‘anhu): It is reported by Tabarani inAf
Kabir, 8/7633, 7634, 8125.

7. “Umar (radiyAllabu ‘anhu): Reported by Ibn Al-Jawzi in WalALMutan-

abiyab, #683 who said: This hadith has not been established.
8. Ibn ‘Umar (radiyAllabu ‘anhuma): It is reported byTabarani in_A/Kabir,

12/13335.
9. Zayd Ibn Harithah (radiyAdahu ‘anba): It is reported by Tabarani in

ALKabir, 5/4662. Haythami said inA/-Mayma‘, 2/30: It is narrated by Tabarani

Al-Busayri
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In some narrations there is the addition: “The (other) peoplewill
be frightened, but they will not be.”

Al-Nakha‘ said: ‘They used to hold the view thatwalking in the
dark at night would necessitate a person being forgiven.’

It is narrated from Al-Hasan who said: “The people of tawpid

(ahlul-tawhid) in the hell fire will not be tied up, so the guardians
(angels) will say to each other why is it that these people are not
tied up, while others are tied up?’ Soa callerwill call out to them:
“These people are those that use to walk to the masids during the
dark nights.’

Just as the places of prostration (wawadi‘ al-sujud) of the sinful
Muslim, among the people of sawhid (al-muwabidun) in the hell fire,
are not devoured by the fire of hell. Likewise the feet that walk
to the masjids in the dark will not be tied in the fire. Nor will the
punishment be equal for the one who served Him and the one
who did not serve Him.

‘So (if this is the case) the one who has earned His anger,
He still treats them with goodness.

What would be the case for the one who only pleased Him?”

inALAwsat and in A/Kabir, and in the chain is Ibn Lahi’ah and people are in

disagreement about using him.
10. Ibn ‘Abbas ‘anhuma): reported by Tabarani in A/Kabir,

10/10689, Haythami said in 2/30: It is reported by Tabarani in .A/
Kabir and in the chain is Al-‘Abbas Ibn ‘Amir. Dhahabi said: I could not find
his biography, but the other narrators are reliable.

11. Abi Masa Al-‘Ashari (radiyAliahu ‘anbu). It is reported by Al-Bazzar,
#432—Kashf. Haythami said in A-Majma‘, 2/30: In the chain is Muhammad
Ibn ‘Abdullah Ibn ‘Umayr Ibn “‘Ubayd, and his hadith are rejected.

% Tt is the narration of Abi Umamah (radiyAMaba ‘anhn).
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The prayer (sa/ah) is a direct connection (si/zh) between the serv-
ant (‘abd) and his Lord (Rabb). It is a intimate discourse, which
shows its effects on the hearts (ta/alliyah of those that have
perception (‘Grifin) and neatness (qgurb) to Him. Before the prayer,
He legislated purification (tabarah), because it is not befitting to
stand (wuqaf\ in front of Allah, theMighty andMajestic, in private
conversation withHim, except in a pure state (“api”). As for
the one who is impure with filth that is visible or otherwise, then
it is not appropriate to draw close to Allah in that manner. Allah
legislated that the worshiper wash his limbs with water.

Through this purification the sins (¢abaratul-dbunub) are expiated
as a result. So for the one that wants to engage in conversation
with his Lord, then let them purify themselves both inward and
outward, after which He legislated walking to the masjids.

Lab

(khalwa)

musallt

Also there is the expiation of sins (takfér a/-khataya) until the

purge from sins is complete. If anything remains after the
servant stands before Allah after completing purification, both
hidden (bafin) and apparent (zahir), until he has no filth or sins left.

wudu

For this reason also, He legislated the renewal of repentance
(tajid al-tawbah) and seeking forgiveness (éstighfar) after the end of
everywudi until the purification from sins is complete as reported
by Nasa@’7i from the hadith of Abii Sa‘id (radiyAllabu ‘anhu) in both
Marfa‘ andMawqif forms: ‘Whoever makes wad# properly then
says once finished:

(A sly tomes call
“Glory is to you O Allah, and praise. I seek forgiveness
from you and I turn to you in repentance.”

Then it is stamped and placed under the throne (‘arsh) and not
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unsealed (khu/m) until the Day of Judgment.’

Whena servant strives to perfect his purification (akmil al-
tabarah) and his walking to the masjid, if it does not wipe away
his sins then the prayer completes the expiation of his sins. As
(it has been made cleat) in the two books of hadith Bukhari and
Muslim on the authority of Abia Hurayrah (radiyAllahu ‘anhu) from
the Prophet (48) who said: “What do you think of a person that
has a river by his door that he bathes in five times a day, would he
have dirt left on him?” They said: ‘No ditt would be left on him.’

He said: “Likewise the five ptayets wipe away the sins.””*

So if the is enough to expiate his sins by itself, then walk-

ing to the magjid and the prayer after it will be an increase in good
deeds (xéydda al-hasana?). This is what was meant in the state-
ment of the Prophet (48) in the hadith of ‘Uthman (radiyAllahu
‘anbu) and Al-Sanabihi ‘anbu): “...the walking and
his prayer is extra reward.” Both hadith have been mentioned

pteviously.

Majority of scholars (have agreed that) all these reasons only
expiate minor sins (sighar) and not major sins (kibar). ‘Ata’ and
others from the Salaf have deduced this from the

Salman Al-Farisi (radiyAllahu said: ‘The wudk expiates the
small sins, and walking to themasjidexpiatesmote (or greater) than
that, and the prayer expiate even more still (or greater).’ Reported
byMuhammad Nasr Al-Marwazi.

* Nasa’ in his “Amal Yawm wa’l-layl, #81

* Bukhati, #528 and Muslim, #667.
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That which shows major sins are not expiated is (the narration)
that is in Bukhari and Muslim narrated on the authority of Abt
Hutrayrah (radiyAllabu ‘anhu) from the Prophet (4) who said: “The
five daily prayers, the Friday prayer to the next Friday Prayer, and
the Ramadan to the next Ramadan, all expiate sins that occurred
in between them, as long as the major sins are ided.””*

In Sahih Muslim, it is narrated on the authority of “Uthman

(radiyAllahu ‘anhu) from the Prophet (4%) who said: “There is
no Muslim that attends to the obligatory prayers, perfecting his

wudh, his his bowing and his prostration. Except that it is
an expiation for sins that have preceded, as long as major sins are

avoided, and that is for all of time.’*°

Rhus

So look at how easy it is for you to expiate sins. Maybe you
will purify yourself from sins before you die and meet it (death)
completely purified from sin, and then it would be appropriate
that you live in paradise (a place of safety from all evil) near Him.
However if you refuse to do so, wanting instead to die upon the

impurity of sins, which then will only be purified with the billows
of the hellfire.

O you! Don’t you know that it is not befitting to draw close to
Him except for a person pure of sins? If you wish to be close to
Him today then purify your inner and outer self, and if youwish to
be close to Him tomorrow, then purify your heart from everything
else besides Him so you can be worthy for His nearness:

85 Muslim, #233, but not in Bukhari, attributing it to him is an oversight from
Ibn Rajab (may Allah have mercy upon him)

8° Muslim, #228.
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eo ge eer 7 pene SSele ValesYd
“The Day on which neither wealth nor sons will
be of any use, except to those who come to Allah
with a sound and flawless heart.”

[al-Shu‘ara (26): 88-8-89]

The sound heart (a/-qalb al-salim) is the one which has only the
love (wababba) of Allah in it, and love (wababba) for what Allah
loves. Indeed Allah is pure (¢ayytb) and He only accepts thatwhich
ate pute (ayyib). So not everyone is suited to be a neighbour of
Allah, the Most High tomorrow, nor are they suited to converse
with him today (through the prayer), neither is it befitting to con-
verse in every situation:

People are of different kinds,
some treacherous while others honest.

How far off the mark it is to expect from dirt something pure.
Presence is not befitting in front of a crude heart.
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CHAPTER FOUR

The Third Reason to Expiate Sins is

Sitting in the Masjids after the Prayer

What is meant by sitting, is waiting in wayid for the next prayer
as in the hadith of Aba Hurayrah (radiyAllabu ‘anhu): “Waiting for
a prayer after a prayer, and that is the firm hold, that is the firm
hold, that is the firm hold.’”*®’

So he made this the same as guarding the frontier (riba) in the

way of Allah (f sabililah) the Mighty and Majestic. This is better

(afdal than merely sitting before the prayer to begin, for the one
who sits in the masjid waiting to perform the prayer then leave
after completing the prayer, shortens his stay. As opposed to the
one who prays and then sits waiting for next prayer, then his wait-

ing is longer. Every time one prays a prayer, then sits and waits
for the next prayer, spends his whole time in obedience, and that
is equal to guarding the frontier in the way of Allah, the Mighty
and Majestic.

In the Musnad® and Sunan Ibn Majah® on the authority of
‘Abdullah Ibn ‘Amr (radiyAllahu ‘anhu) who said: ‘We finished

8’ The explanation of this has preceded.

88 Ahmad in his Musnad, 2/186, 208.
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Praying with the Messenger (4) the Maghrib prayer. Those who
wanted to leave, departed and those who wanted stay behind,
remained behind.’ Then Messenger of Allah came out sud-

denly, grasping for breath and his knees were visible. He said:
“Have glad tidings! Your Lord has opened a door from the doors
of the heavens boasting about you to the angels, saying: ‘Look at

my servants they have performed an obligatory prayer and they
are waiting for next

In the Musnad, it is reported on the authority of Abii Hurayrah
(radiyAllahu ‘anhu) who narrated from the Prophet (4g) saying:
“The person waiting for the next prayer after a prayer is like the

knightwhose hotse is strong in the face of his enemy. The angels
of Allah send salutations upon him as long as he remains in a

state of purity and does not leave. That is the greatest form of
guarding the

In the statement: “sitting in the masjids after the this
also covers sitting for the remembrance (of Allah), reading (gird’a)
the Qur’an, listening to knowledge (samd* al-‘im) and teaching
(ta‘im) it and so on. Especially after the Morning Prayer (sa/at al-

subba) until the sunrise. The texts that have been reported show the
virtue (/ad/) of that. It is similar to the one that sits and waits for the
next prayer, because he has performed what he came to the masjid
to do and now sits andwaits for another form of obedience
® Tbn Majah, #801. Al-Mundhiti said in al-Targhib, 1/282: The narrators are
reliable and Aba Ayab is Al-Maragi Al-‘Atqt is reliable I don’t think he heard
from ‘Abdullah and Allah knows best. Busayri said in Zawa’id, 1/102: The nar-
rators are reliable.

* Ahmad in hisMusnad, 2/352. Al-Mundhiti said in_AL Targhib, 1/284 the chain
of narration of Ahmad is good and Al-Haythami said in AlLMajma’, 2/36: In
it is Nafi‘ Ibn Sulayman Al-Qurashi who is considered reliable by Aba Hatim
and the remainder of the natrators are narrators of
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It has been reported in Bukhari that the Prophet (§) said: “There
is no group of people that gather in a house, from the houses
of Allah, the Most High, reciting the book of Allah, studying it
between themselves, except tranquillity descends upon them and

mercy envelops them. The angels surround them, and Allah men-
tions them to those who are present with Him

As for the one sitting before the prayer waiting for a spe-
cific prayer, then he is (considered) in the prayer until he actually
prays. In the Two Sahihs, it is reported on the authority of Anas
(radiy Allahu ‘anhu) from the Prophet (3) thatwhen he once delayed
the ‘sha prayer very late, so when he came out to praywith them,
he said to them: “Indeed you are in the state of prayer as long as

you ate waiting for the prayer.”

Also reported by them, on the authority of Abt Hurayrah
(radiyAllahu ‘anhu) ftom the Prophet (#8) who said: “The angels
send prayers on anyone of you as long as he is in the place of
prayer and remains in a state of purity by saying: ‘O Allah
forgive him, O Allah have mercy upon him.’ You continue to be
in a state of prayer as long as it is the prayer that keeps you (wait-
ing). Nothing other than the prayer keeps him from going back
to his family.””°

(wudi

In a narration of Muslim: “As long as he does not harm anyone,
and does not break his state of purification.””
|

Muslim, #2699.

* Bukhari, #572 and Muslim. #640.

The reference for this has preceded.

4 Muslim, #649.
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This shows that the meaning of not breaking the state of pu- ]
rification: is what is said on the tongue and so forth by way of |

harming others. Also itwas explained byAbii Hurayrah (radiyAllahu
|

‘anha) as breaking of purification from the private parts, and it has
been said to include both.

In theMusnad, it has been reported on the authority of ‘Uqbah }

Ibn ‘Amir (radiyAllabu ‘anhu) that the Prophet (8) said: “The one |

sitting devoting his time for the prayer is like the devout person. |

He is written from among the people who are praying from the |

moment he left his house until he returns.”

In another narration of his: “So when he has prayed in the

masjid and then sits down, he is like the devout fasting person in
continuous obedience, until he returns.”

There are many narrations with similar meaning.

In summary, sitting in the wasid for actions of obedience has

great virtue. As reported in the hadith on the authority of Aba
Hurayrah (radiyAllahu ‘anbu) that the Prophet (2) said: “No Mus-
lim who regularly attend the masjids to perform the prayers and
remembers Allah, except that Allah is pleased with him, just as

the family of one who is absent feels happywhen he comes back
to them.”

It has been narrated by Darraj from Abi’l-Haytham on the au-

% Ahmad, 4/159.

°° Ahmad, 4/159.

* Ahmad, 2/328, 453, IbnMajah, #800 andAl-Bisayti said in a/-Zawa’id, 1/102:
This chain of narration is authentic.
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thorityof Abi (radiyAlahu ‘anbu) from the Prophet who
said: “Whoever loves the masid, Allah loves him.””*

at (3s)

Sa‘id Ibn Al-Misayyib said: “Whoever sits in the masjids then

(it is like he) is in a gatheringwith Allah, theMighty and Majestic.
It has been authentically reported from the Prophet (3) that he
counted of the seven whowill shaded byAllah’s shade, on the day
there is no shade except His: “A man whose heart is connected
to the masjid, when he leaves it, he is longing to return ack.

Indeed staying in the masjid for acts of obedience is a way of
expiating sins (wukaffir il-dhunub) because it requires struggling
against one’s self (mujahada al-nafs). Holding back one’s desires,
which lean towards going out into the earth seeking sustenance,
of enjoying the company of people and conversingwith them, or

going out for leisure in elegant places and living in nice homes,
and other places of recreation. So whoever restrains himself by
staying in the masjid for acts of obedience, then he is guarding for
the sake of Allah, going against his desires, and that is the best
forms of patience (sabr) and struggle (jhad).

This type (of action) i.e.whatpains the self and opposes his desires
(awa), is an expiation of sins (kafarat lil-dhunub), even though the
servant does not have any illness thatwould expiate his sins (~araq)
and the like. Sohowwould itbe for onewho goes outof his own way
to choose an action in order to draw near to Allah, theMighty and
Majestic?

°%8 Thn ‘Adi, 4/152, and Tabarani in ALA sat, #6383. Tabarani said: This hadith
was not narrated from Darraj except Ibn Lahi‘ah and ‘Amr Ibn Khilid exclu-

sively (took from him). Al-Haythami, 2/23, said: In the chain is Ibn Lahi‘ah
and there is talk about him.

” Bukhari, #660 and Muslim, #1031.
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This type of struggle (jihad) in the way of Allah necessitates the q

expiation of all sins (takfir al-dhunib). q

It is with this meaning precisely that walking is also an expia-
tion of sins, (because) it is also a type of struggle in the way of
Allah, as reported by Tabarani from the hadith of Aba Umamah

(radiyAllahu ‘anhu) from the Prophet (38): “Going and coming to
the mayjids isjthdd in the way of

Ziyad, the freed slave of Ibn ‘Abbas (radtyAllahu ‘anhuma), was
one of the righteous worshippers (Thad al-salipin). He used to fre-

quent the mayidin Medinah, once he was heard rebuking himself

saying: ‘Where do youwant to go? To somewhere better than this

masjid? You want to see the house of such and such?’

The wagids on earth are the houses of Allah, that Allah has at-
tached to Himself in order to honour (tashrif) them. The hearts
of those who love Allah, the Mighty and Majestic, are connected
to them, because they are connected to Him, so they are at ease,

frequently visiting them, in order to declare His remembrance
inside them:

Eset Ese
eA,

@ META
tabi Fae. me - sees

eb cos SP Fe oh BO Ahly al
O ys' In Al AlKabir, 8/7739, and inMusnadAl Shamiyin, #879. Haythami

in. Mama’, 2/29-30, said: In the chain of narration is Al-Qasim Ibn ‘Abdu’l-
Rahman aboutwhom there is disagreement. Daruqutunimentioned inAZ
8/141 number #1460 the nature of the disagreement whether it is directly
from the Prophet (4) or not, and said it is better to consider it not directly
from the Prophet (4).
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“In the houses [i.e., asjids] whichAllah has permit-
ted to be built and in which His name is remem-
bered [i.e., praised]. There are men who proclaim
His limitless glory in the morning and the eve-

nings, not distracted by trade or commerce from
the remembrance of Allah and from constancy in
prayer and from giving regular charity. They fear
a Day when all hearts and eyes will be[fearfully]
in turmoil.”

[al-Nar (24): 36-37]

Where would those that love (wuhibbin) go if not to the houses
of their protector?

The hearts of thosewho love (gulub al-mubibin) are connected to
the houses of the one they love, and the steps of theworshippers
(aqdam al-‘abidin) to the houses of the one they worship (wabid)
are frequent.

O how beautiful is Al-‘Ar‘ar of Najd and Al-Ban
A sanctuary built by people that is surrounded on all sides

The sweetest of places that the heart yearns for

However eye of the needle is as wide as an open space for the one
who has love

Even the sand isn’t mentioned except with yearning for
the one far away

He has for the ones of sand aims and a place of stay

Longing for Al-ban from the depths of his heart
Not for the sake of Al-ban but those that reside therein
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CHAPTER FIVE

The Mention of ‘the Ranks’ as reported in
theHadithofMu‘adh (radiyAlahu ‘anhu)

There are three types of ranks (darajat):

[5.1 The First Rank is Feeding Others]

The First of these Ranks is: Feeding Others. Allah has made it
|

one of the reasons (asbab) a person enters Paradise and its bliss.

Allah, the Mighty and the Majestic said:
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“They give food, despite their love for it to the
poor, and the orphans and the prisoner. [Saying],
‘We feed you only out of desire for the countenance
ji.e., approval] of Allah alone.We do notwant any
repayment from you, nor any thanks. Indeed,We
fear from our Lord of a distressful and a fateful
Day!’ SoAllah has safeguarded them from the evil
of that Day and has made them find brightness
and pure joy. Andwill reward them for their stead-
fastness in adversity with a garden [in Paradise]
and silk [garments]. [Theywill be] reclining in it
on couches. Theywill not see therein any [heat of
the] sun nor sever cold. Its shading brancheswill
droop down low over them, its ripe fruit hanging
down ready to be picked. Vessels of silver and
goblets of pure crystal are brought round among
them, crystalline [Clear glasses] made from sil-
vet they [themselves] have measured them very
exactly [of their needs]. Theywill be given there
in a cup to drink mixed with ginger (ganjabi/). In
it there is a flowing spring called named sa/sabil.

Ageless youths will circulate among them, serv-
ing them. Seeing them, you would think them
[as beautiful as] scattered pearls. When you look
there [in Paradise], youwill see delight and a great
kingdom. Theywill wear green garments of fine
silk and rich brocade. They will be adorned with
silver bracelets. And their Lord will give them a
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drinkmost pure.”
[al-Insan (76): 8-21]

So He described the fruits and drinks as a reward for them

feeding others.

It is reported inTirmidhi from the hadith of Aba SaidAl-Khudri
(radiyAllabu ‘anhn) from the Prophet (4) who said: “Any believer
that feeds another believer despite of his own hunger, Allah will
feed him from the fruits of Paradise. And whoever quenches the
thirst of a believer dispite his thirst, Allah will give him a drink
from the SealedNectar.”

In theMusnad (of Imam Ahmad Ibn Hanbal)"” and Tirmidhi'®
ithas been reported that the Prophet (4) said: “Indeed in Paradise
ate lofty rooms that the outside can be seen from the inside, and
the inside from the outside.” They said: ‘Forwhom O Messenger
of Allah?’ He said: “For the one who feeds others, has pleasant
speech, and prays during the night while people are sleeping.”

In the hadith of ‘Abdullah Ibn Salam (radiyAl/ahu ‘anhu), which
has been reported by the People of the (he said) that he

1°! Tirmidhi, #2449. Tirmidhi said: This hadith is gharib (strange), this hadith
was narrated by ‘Attiyah from Abii Sa‘id as mawqiif, and he is more authentic
with us andmost similar. AbaHatim asked his son in 2/171 number #2007
about this hadith and he said: AuthenticMawqif, thememorisers are not aware
of it. Reported byAbtDawid, #1682 from another chain of narrations from
Abi Sa‘id (radivAllahu ‘anhn).

Reported by ‘Abdullah Ibn Ahmad in his Zawa’td, 1/155-156.

103 'Tirmidhi, #1984, #2527 and said: hadith gharib (strange), some of the

people of knowledge have spoken about Ibn Ishaq due to his

memoty.
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heard when the Prophet (48) first came to Madinah saying: “O
people spread salam, feed others, keep the ties of kinship, pray in
the night while people are asleep and you will enter Paradise in

peace.”
1*

In the hadith reported on the authorityof “Ubadah [Ibn Sammit]
(radiyAllahu ‘anhu) from the Prophet (4) when hewas asked: ‘What
actions ate the best?’ He (48) said: “Belief in Allah, struggling in
the way of Allah, an accepted pilgrimage, and thatwhich is easier
than that: feeding others, and having soft speech. Reported by
Imam Ahmad.”?!

In the narration of Hani’ Ibn Yazid (radiyAlahu ‘anhu) who
reported that a man said: ‘O Messenger of Allah showme an ac-
tion that will enter me into Paradise and keep me far away from
the firer? He (4g) said: “Feed others, and spread greetings of
peace

> 106
(salam).

In the hadith of Hudayfah [Ibn Yaman] (radiyAllahu as

reported from the Prophet (38) who said: “Whoevers final action
anbu

'™ Darimi, #1468, #2635, Tirmidhi, #2485, Ibn Majah, #1334, #3251.
‘Tirmidhi said: This hadith is authentic.

This is not in the Musnad, rather it is in as well as in Majma‘ al-
Zawaidof Haythami, 5/278-289 where he mentioned it and said: Narrated

by Tabarani with two chains of narrations, one of them: Ibn Lahi‘ah, and his
narrations are good as well as havingweakness. The other chain is Suwayd Ibn
Ibrahim whom Ibn held as reliable in two narrations while Nasal held
it as weak, and the rest of the narrators are reliable.

Tabarani

6 Bukhari inAdab ulMufrad, #811, and in Khalg Afal Thad (page 68), and Al-
Bazzar, #2889—Kashf, and Tabarani in 4/Kabir, 22/467, 468. Haythami said
in Majma’, 5/17: by Tabarani with two chains of narrators, one of
those chains have reliable narrators.

Na
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is feeding a needy person will enter Paradise.”

Furthermore, in the both Bukhati andMuslim from the narration
of ‘Abdullah Ibn ‘Amr (radip ‘anhuma) who teported that a
man said: ‘O Messenger of Allah, which is the best Islam?’ He
(8) said: “Feeding others, and giving the greetings of peace to
those that you know and those that you don’t know.” 108

In the narration of Suhayb (radiyAllabu ‘anhu) that the Prophet
(#8) said: “The best of you is the one that feeds others.” Reported
by Imam

So feeding others necessitates Paradise (Jannah), and takes a

person away from the fire (ndr) and saves them from it. Allah, the
Most High says:

4 Peg AY
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“But he has not broken through the difficult pass.
And what can make you know what is [breaking
through] the difficult pass? It is the freeing of a
slave. Or feeding on a day of severe hunger. An
orphan of near relationship. Or a needy person
in misery.”

[Balad (90): 11-16]

Abii Nu‘aym inAkhbar Asbaban, 1/218-219, and thete is a break in the chain,

108 Bukhari, #12 and Muslim, #39.

'® Ahmad in hisMusnad,5/16 and Haythami said in.4+Majma’ 5/17: Narrated
by Ahmad, and in the chain is ‘Abdullah Ibn Muhammad Ibn ‘Adil, and his
narrations are goodwith some weakness. The rest of the narrators are reliable.
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In a hadith of Bukhari from the Prophet (%) (it mentions that

he) said: “Fear the fire even it be with a part of a date.

Aba Misa Al-‘Ashari (radiyAllahu ‘anhu) said to his son:
‘Remember the story of theman with a the loaf of bread.’ Then he
narrated that a man from the children of Israel devoted his entire
life to worshipingAllah for seventy years. One day the devilmade
an attractive woman seduce him and enticed him to staywith her
for seven days. When he left the house of the women [ashamed
of himself and repentant], on the way he ended up staying with
some poor men. He gave thema loaf of bread that they wanted,
instead of having it himself and died shortly after.When his deeds
were weighed, the seventy years of worship he.offered did not
amount up to the weight of the sins he committed during the last
seven days [the sins surpassed his good deeds]. Then the loaf of
bread was weighed against the last seven days he stayed with the
woman and the deed of giving a single loaf of bread to the needy
outweighed the seven days [of sins].""'

Feeding others is emphasised more for the hungry and the

neighbours more specifically. As in a narration in from
the hadith of Aba Misa Al-‘Ash‘ari ‘anhu) from the

Prophet (#2) who said: “Feed the hungry, and visit the sick and

Bukhari
(radi Mahu

free the one suffering,”!°

"0 Bukhari, #6540 and Muslim, #1016.

111 Aba Nu‘aym in 1/263 in full.

"2 Bukhari, #3046.

al-FHilyab,

"3 The captive, and anyone that ismade to be humbled or surrender are regarded
as suffering, A+Nibayah, 3/314
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Also in Muslim is a narration reported on the authority of Aba
Dhart ‘anhu) that the Prophet ($8) said to him: “O Aba
Dhart! When you cook increase the amount of water you use and
share it with your neighbour.”""*

In the and Sahih Al-Hakim'" it was reported on the

authority of Ibn ‘Umar (radiyAlahu ‘anhuma) from the Prophet
($8) who said: “Any people that own land in which a person goes
hungry in, then Allah, the Mighty and Majestic removes His pro-
tection from them.”

The Prophet (38) said: “No believer is ever relieved of hunger
without his neighbour (also being satisfied).”""”

In the Sahih of Al-Hakim it is reported on the authority of Ibn
‘Abbas (radiyAllabu ‘anhuma) from the Prophet (98) who said: “He
is not a believer, the one who goes to sleep on a full stomach, while

4 Muslim, #2625.

"5 Ahmad in his Musnad, 2/33 on the authority of Ibn “Umar

‘anbuma).

"6 Hakim, 2/11-12 on the authority of Ibn ‘Umar (radiyAllahu ‘anhuma).
Abia Hatim was asked, as mentioned in of his son, 1/392 about this

hadith to which he said: This hadith is munkar (rejected). Ibn Al-Jawzi has
placed this among the fabricated narrations.

"7 Ahmad in hisMusnad, 1/54,Abi Nu‘aym in a/-Fihab, 9/27 with thewording:
‘A man’ instead of believer. Abii Nu‘aym said: This hadith is strange, we have
written it except from the hadith of ‘Umar Ibn Al-Khattab (radiyAllabu ‘anhu)

except from this chain of narration, ‘Abdu’l-Rahman is alone (in narrating it).
Haythami said in _A/+Majma‘, 8/167-168: It was narrated by Ahmad and Abia
Ya‘la in part, and the narrators are of Bukhari except ‘Abayah Ibn Rifah‘ahwho
did not heat from “Umar ‘anhi).
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99118his neighbour goes hungry.

In another narration: “The one who sleeps fully satisfied while
his neighbour sleeps hungry has not believed.””!”

So themost virtuous types of generosity, is giving preference to
other over yourself, at time when you are in need yourself. As de-
scribed byAllah, theMostHigh concerning the Ansar (radiyAllabu
‘anhum) when He said:

PAA 2 ANSz 4 997o 19

“And they gave them preference over themselves,

si

even though they themselves are needy.”
[at-Hashr (59): 9]

It has been authentically reported'” that the reason this verse
was revealed about a man from the Ansar ‘anhum) is
because he took a guest on request from the Prophet (48) to host.
When the host did not find anything to serve his guest except the
food of his children. Therefore he and hiswife acted as if theywere
cooking until their children fell asleep. Then he stood up giving
the guest an impression that he is adjusting the light but instead
switched it off. He then sat down with his guest and pretended to
eat so that the guest would eat with him, all the while he did not

(radiyAllahu

"8 Hakim, 4/167. Hakim said: This hadith has an authentic chain of narration
although not reported the Two Sahihs of Bukhari and Muslim.

Tabarani reported it in A/Kabir, 1/751 with something similar. Haythami
said in ALMajma’, 8/167: Reported by Tabarani and Bazzar with the chain of
Bazzar being good.

120 Bukhari, #3798 and Muslim, #2054 on the authority of Aba Hurayrah
(radiyAllahu ‘anhu).
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eat. The next morning he went to the Messenger of Allah (
#8) who said to him: “Allah was amazed at you and yourwife, for
what you both did last night.” Then previous verse was revealed.

Many of the pious predecessors (salaf) gave preference to others
with their food over themselves while they were fasting or would
Start to fast, from them: ‘Abdullah Ibn “Umar; ‘anhuma),
andDawid al-Ta’i; ‘Abdw’l-‘Aziz Ibn Sulayman;Malik Ibn Dinar;
Ahmad Ibn Hanbal and others,

Ibn “Umar (radiyAllahu ‘anhumd) used to only eat with orphans
and poor people, and if he realised that his family turned them

away he would not eat that night.

Among them were somewho would not eat exceptwith a guest.
Abi’l-SawwarAl-‘Adawi said: ‘Themen of the tribe of “Adi use to
Ptay in this theywould never eat alone, so either they found
someone to eat with them at home, or they would bring the food
with them to the masjid and eat with the people there.’

Some of them would feed their brethren while they themselves
were fasting. They would sit with them serving and entertain-

ing them. Most notably from them were Al-Hasan fal-Bastij
and [‘Abdullah] Ibn Al-Mubarak. Ibn Al-Mubarak would only
make something he wanted if there was a guest to eat it with
him.

Many of them would prefer to feed others over giving charity to
the poor and needy. The essence of this has been narrated from
Anas (radiyAllahu ‘anhn) with a weak chain of narration, especially
if their tribesmen were not able to find that type of food.

There were some amongst them thatwouldmake fine food and
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then feed them to the poor among their clan, and say: “They don’t
have anything.’ Others would say: ‘It was not for my own desite
that Imade it, rather Imade it for you.’Whereas others would take
a sweet dish and feed the insane person. So their familywould say:
‘This person doesn’t even know (what’s going on).’ So he would
reply: ‘But Allah does.’

Al-Rabi‘ Ibn Khaytham craved for something sweet (Aa/awa) so
it was prepared for him, he called some poor people and they ate
it. His family mentioned to him how he made them toil to make

it, yet he did not eat any of it. (He replied) ‘Who besides me ate
it?’ (Le. it is the same whetherI eat it or they eat.)

Anotherperson said (when something similar happened to him):
if I eat then it disappears,whereas if I feed it to someone else then
it is preserved with Allah.

It has been narrated on the authority of ‘Ali ‘anhu)
that he said: ismore beloved to me that I call a group of tribes-
men to share food, than enter your marketplace and buya slave
and then set him free.’

(radiy Allabu

It is reported from Abi Ja‘far Muhammad Ibn ‘Ali who said:
‘To call ten people from my brethren to share some food is more
beloved to me than freeing ten people from the progeny of
Isma‘il.’

Should I then proceed to describe to you giving preference to
others over oneself to the one that is miserly in performing his

obligatory duties? Should I seek bravery from one who is a coward,
and seekwitness of the new moon from the one considered blind?
How gteat the divide between those who it is said about them:
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how

“When He does give them from His bounty, they
become stingywith it.”

[al-Tawbab (9): 76}

And between those about whom it is said:
&

“And they gave them preference over themselves,
even though they themselves are needy.”

[al-Hlashr (59): 9}
The difference between them is like those that are awake com-

pared to those that are asleep.

Do not put forward our mention while mentioning them
Not alike is the able bodied when he goes forth compared to the one

sitting

So youwho wishes to reach the lofty ranks (‘ula al-daraja?) with-
out doing righteous actions (‘amalsalih), how far of you are from

teaching your goal.
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“Or do thosewho commit evils think thatWe shall
hold them equalwith thosewho have believed and
do righteous good deeds so that their lives and
deathswill be the same? How bad, indeed, is their
judgement!.”

[at-Jathiyah (45): 21)
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They descended upon Makkah among the tribes of Hashim
While I descended upon Baida’ at the farthest abode

[5.2 The Second Rank is Soft Speech]

The second of these ranks is: Soft speech (/ayn al-kalam) as in
the narration: “To spread the greeting’ (#sha’ al-salam) which is
included in the meaning of soft speech. Allah, the Mighty and

Majestic has said:

cd ati 95
“And speak good words to people.”

{al-Baqarah (2): 83]
Allah, the Most High says:

Iss

wee

Sp
“And say to My servants that they should only speak

thatwhich is best.”
{al-Isra’ (17): 53]

He also said:
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“Repel the badwith something better; and if there
is enmity between you and someone else, he may
become like a true friend. But none will obtain [the
above quality] except those who are truly patient
and have self-restraint. None will obtain it but
those who have a great portion [of good].”

[Fussilat (41): 34-35]
He the Most High says:
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5 goss
“And argue with them in the most kindlymanner.”

[at Nabl (16): 125}
And He the Most High said:

e cA wn,

Fac SePgs
“And only argue with the People of the Scripture
in the most kindly manner, except for those who
commit injustice among them.”

(29): 46]

When the Prophet (98) said: “The Accepted Hagj (hag al-mabriir)
has no reward for it except Paradise.” They said: ‘And what is the

AcceptedHayO Messenger of Allah? He (38) replied: “Feeding
others and having soft speech.” Reported by Imam Ahmad"!

Many other hadith have been mentioned previously regarding
feeding others and good speech (fayyib al-kalam).

In an authentic hadith from the Prophet who said: “The
good word (a--kalima al-tayyiba) is charity.”

Also: “Fear the fire even it be with part of a date, and whoever

121 Ahmad in his Musnad, 3/325,334 on the authority of Jabir Ibn ‘Abdullah
(radiyAllahu ‘anbn), A\-Hafiz said in AL Fath, 3/382: There is a weakness in the
chain. A part of the first hadith is in the both Bukhari and Muslim from the
narration of Aba Hurayrah (radiyAllabu ‘anhi).

A part of a hadith reported by Bukhari, #2989 and Muslim, 2/699 on the

authority of Abii Hurayrah (radiyAllahu ‘anbu).
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does not find (even that) thenwith a goodword tayyiba).””?(kalima

As for those who spread the greetings of the salam, it neces-
sitates a persons entry into Paradise. In the narration of Muslim
teported on the authorityof Aba Hurayrah (radiyAllahu ‘anhi) that
the Prophet (3) said: “By the One in whose hands my soul is in,
none of you will enter Paradise until you believe, and none of
youwill believe until you love one another. Shall I not inform you
of something that if you do it you will love one another? Spread
salam arnongst yourselves.”'**

Abt Dawid reported the hadith of Abi Umamah (radiyAllahu
‘anhu) ftom the Prophet ($§) who said: “Indeed the most worthy
of people with Allah are those that initiate salam.”!*

TbnMas‘iid ‘anhx) narrated directly from the Prophet
($2) in Marfa‘ and in Mawqif'” form: “When a man passes by a

group of people and gives them the greeting of salam and they
respond to him, then he has a rank over them because he gave
them salam (first). And if they do not respond then a gathering
better and more pure respond to him (instead).’’?’

(radi abu

It has been narrated on the authority of ‘Imran Ibn Husayn
123 Bukhari, #6023 and Muslim, #1016.

124 Muslim, #54.

125 Aba Dawid, #5197.

6 Bukhari in #1039. Al-Hafiz Ibn Hajr said inA/Fath, 11/13: The
path of the mawgqiif narration is stronger.

ALAdab

127 Bazzar, #1999_Kashfand Tabarini in AKabir, 10/9800. Bazzar said:More
than one person has narrated it inmawqif form. Haythami said in.4+Majma‘,
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(radiyAllabu ‘anbn) and others that aman entered into the presence
of the Prophet ($8) and said: ‘Peace (salam) be upon you [assakamn

alaykum\.’ So the Prophet (8) said: “Ten.” Then another person
came and said: ‘Peace be upon you and Allah’s mercy [assalanu
alaykum wa-rabamatullabi\.’ So the Prophet (9%) said: “Twenty.”
Then another man came and said: ‘Peace be upon you and the

mercyof Allah and His blessings [‘assalimu alaykum wa-rahamatullahi

wa-barakatubu\.’ So the Messenger of Allah (38) said: “Thirty.”
Reported by Tirmidhi'?* and others.’

It has been transmitted by AbaDawid." And he added: ‘Then
another person came and said: ‘Peace be upon you; and Allah’s
mercy; and His blessings; and His forgiveness [‘assalamu alaykum
wa-rahamatullahiwa-barakatuhuwa-maghfiratn\.’ The Prophet (98) said:
“Forty.” Then he said: “This is how the virtues are’!

This narration has already preceded that: “To give salam to those
that you know and don’t know.”

{It is mentioned] in the narration of Ibn Mas‘id (radiyAllahu
‘anbu) directly from the Prophet (38) that: “From the signs of the

8/29: It was narrated by Bazzar with two chains, and Tabarani with many
chains, one of which the chain of narrators are narrators of Bukhari as is held
by and Tabarani.

8 Tirmidhi, #2689 and he said (the hadith is) hasan sahih.

Ahmad in his Musnad, 4/439-440, Darimi, 2/277-278 and Nasa’? in ‘4ma/
AL Yaum wa'l-Layl, #337.

© Abii Dawid, #5190.

This addition has been reported by Abii Dawid, #5196 and Al-Hafiz said

inALFath, 11/6: Its chain is weak.
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The Heavenly Dispute

hour is thatman would only give sa/am to the person that he knew.”

Reported by Imam Ahmad.’

The virtues of feeding others and speaking gently have been

brought together in order to perfect righteousness (zhsan) towards
the creation in speech (gaw/) and action (‘am/l). So this kindness is
not complete by just feeding others only, rather with soft speech
and spreading sa/am. If someone is not gentle in theit speech then
their kindness in actions such as feeding others is void. Allah, the
Most High says:

Ge
Adee be Od Lo Ge

SAL bay Laie Gall
“O you who have believed! Do not invalidate your
charitable deeds with demands for gratitude or

hurting [the feelings of others].”
|at-Bagarah (2): 264|

Itmay be that dealingwith peoplewith good speech (gaw/hasan)
is more beloved to them than giving them wealth as Luqman
(‘alayhis-salam) said to his son: ‘Omy son! Let your speech be good,
and your face be cheerful, this will be more beloved to the people
than if you gave them gold and silver.”

The Prophet (38) used to be soft in speech to those thatwere evil
(sharf) towards him, thatwould negate their evil. He (48) would not
confront anyone with an expression on his face that they would
not like, nor was he lewd or indecent.
132 Ahmad in his Musnad, 1/387, 405, 406.

13 Please see the publishedwork ‘The Wise Counselof Lugman.’ Published byDar
as-Sunnah Publishers, Birmingham,UK, 1st ed., 2016. Thiswork contains many
beneficial instructions and counsels found in the story of Luqman.
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O my son righteousness is something easy
A cheerful face and soft speech.

Others would say:
‘Take hold of pardon and order with good as

You have been commanded and turn away from the ignorant.
And soften your speech to all of creation

For softness from those of high stature is commendable.

Allah, the Mighty and Majestic has described in His book the
inhabitants of Paradise (ahlu’Ljannah) as people that treated the
creation with generosity (thsan) using their wealth and beating
harm from them, as He says:

Ader grr of 48 06, 4 et “rT
Went Raspee A IRIS
AL Be oO pe,

Shs oil rN SA e515
< 2 Ge, “Soi

ES eels
» Ae ced Z -Oe SNAG ge

“And race one another for forgiveness from your
Lord and a Garden [i.e., Paradise] as vast as the
heavens and earth, prepared for the righteous.
Those who spend [in the cause of Allah} in times
of ease and hardship, who control their anger and
who pardon other people - Allah loves the doers
of good,”

[AL (3): 133-134]

So spending in ptosperity (sarra’) and adversity (darra’) neces-
sitates the utmost degree of kindness (thsan), whether it be a lot
or a little. Meanwhile to hide ones anget (ghayz) and pardon (‘af
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mankind requires the need to not deal with people in the same
evil way as they may have done, both in action or speech. All of
this implies softening the speech, while avoiding lewdness (/ahsh)
or harshness (igh/42) even if it is allowed. This is the highest level
of kindness, for this reason the Most High says:

GG
“Allah loves the doers of good”

[AL Imran (3): 134]

From this (verse) is the statement of some whilst being asked
about good manners (busn al-khuluq), so one of them said: “Being
open handedwith zada'™ and withholding of harm. This descrip-
tion is mentioned in the Qur’4n in a more comprehensive way,
because it describes them as bestowing generously and bearing
the harm from others with patience.’

With goodmanners (husn al-khulug), the servant (‘abd) may reach
levels (darajaf) of those who exert much effort (wujtahidun) in
worship (Zbadab), as Prophet (4) said: “A person with his good
mannets,may reacha level of a personwho constantly fasts during
the day and stands (in prayer) during the night”

One of the Salaf was seen in a dream. So he was asked about
some of his righteous brethren to which he said: ‘He was raised
in Paradise due to this good mannets.’
4 Al-Nada: Generosity and kindness. Lisanul ‘Arab,15/315

135 AbaDawid, #4798 and others. In the chain is Irsal between Al-Muttalib Ibn
Hantab and ‘A’ishah (radiyAUahu ‘anhd). Reported by Bukhari inAdabulMufrad,
#284 and others on the authority of Aba Hurayrah ‘anbx). Also
reported by Tabarani in 4/Awsat, #6273 on the authority of ‘Ali (radipAllabu
‘anbu) and he said: No one besides Isma‘il Ibn ‘Ayyash narrates this on the

authority of ‘All

(radi Nabu

(rn ‘anhu)
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Furthermore, soft speech (élana al-gawh is recommended for

enjoining the good (amr rif, and forbidding the evil (nabyi
at-munkar). It should be done with gentleness as the Most

High says regarding the disbelievers:

Bee, GeCle th
“And arguewith them in themost kindlymanner.”

[al-Nabl (16): 125}

One of the Salaf said: “You will never cause someone to be

angrywith you, except theywill not accept anything from you.’

The companions of Ibn Mas‘ad (radiyAllahu ‘anhn) use to say
to people when they saw them doing something disliked: "Take it

easy, may Allah bless you.’

One of the sabiGn'
said to them both:
us and you.’

Saw a man standing with a woman so he
‘Indeed Allah sees you both, may Allah cover

Al-Hasan was called to share some food. A silver container was

brought that had a sweet dish in it, so he took out the food and

put it on his bread and ate from it. Some of those present said:
“This is forbidding the evil in silence”

Fudayl Ibn ‘Iyad saw a man fiddling around in his prayer so he
restrained him roughly. Theman said to him: ‘O you!Who instructs

good for Allah’s sake you ought be gentle.’ So Fudayl cried and
said: ‘You ate right.’

A companion of the Companions of the Prophet (8).
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Shu‘ayb Ibn Harb said: ‘Sufyan Al-Thawri would pass by a

gathering of people playing chess and he would ask: ‘What are
you doing?’ It would be said to him: ‘O father of ‘Abdullah they
looking at a book.’ So he would lower his head and keep walking
showing that hewas displeasedwithwhat theywere actually doing,’

Sufyan said: “No one enjoins the good or forbids the evil except
one who possesses three characteristics: being gentle (rafig) with
what he enjoins, and gentle (rafig) when he forbids something. Also
being just (‘ad/) when he enjoins the good and forbids the evil. All
the while having knowledge (%/m) of both what he is enjoining
and forbidding.’

Imam Ahmad said: ‘People are in need of humouring (wudara)
and gentleness (7ifg) when it comes to enjoining good and forbid-

ding evil, except for a man who is openly flagrant (ghz/za) in sinning
(fisq) then he has no sanctity (burma).’

Many of the Salaf would enjoin the good and prevent people
from vices in secret (sir7).

Umm Darda@’ said: ‘Whoever admonishes his brother in secret
has beautified him, and whosoever does so openly (‘a/aniya)

has disgraced him.’

Likewise, confronting hurtfulwordswith soft speech. Allah says:

Ses
“Repel the evil deed with something that is better.”

[Fussilat (41): 34]

And He the Most High says:
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Se oa a
etCPG AISS DY

“And prevent evil with good—it is they who will
have the Ultimate Abode.”

(13): 22]

Some of the Salaf said: ‘Themanwould tevile anotherman (for
some teason) so he would say back to him: ‘If you are truthful in
what you say thenmayAllah fotgive me, and if you are untruthful
then may Allah forgive you.”

Once on a journey Salim Ibn ‘Abdullah’s riding beast clashed
with another mans. So the man said to him: ‘T see you as an evil
man!’ Salim in reply said to him: ‘I don’t see you trying to keep

A woman said to Malik Ibn Dinar: ‘You are show off.’ He said:
‘When did you come to know my name?’ No one else but you
knowme from the people of Basrah (meaning youmight be right).

Some of them passed by a gtoup of children playingwith coco-

nuts, they tread on some of them and cracked them unintention-

ally, so one of the children said to him: ‘O Shaikh of the fire (out
of anger).’ So the Shaikh sat down and wept saying: ‘No one else
but he knows me.’

Others passed by some people with their companions along
the path and ash was thrown on them. So the Shaikh said to his

companions: “Whoever deserves the fire let him reconcile himself
with the ash (i.e. free yourself from doing wrong), if he wants to
be a winner.’
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A solider saw Ibrahim Ibn Adham outside town and so he asked
about the civilization there, so he pointed to the graves, then hit
his head and carried on. Then it was told to the solider that is
Ibrahim Ibn Adham. So he went back to him and apologised so
Ibrahim said to him: ‘A head that needs an apology I have left in
Balakh (A place in Afghanistan).’

Another solider passed by him while he was looking at a garden
belonging to a group of people for rent. So he asked him if he
could take something but he never did and said: ‘The people of
this garden have not given us permission.’ He then hit his head
and starting to shake his headwhile saying Iwill hit a head as long
as it disobeys Allah."

[5.3. The Third Ranks is Praying at Night]

The third of these ranks: Praying at night (sa/atbi’-/ayhwhile peo-
ple are sleeping. The night prayer is something thatwill necessitate
(mujibat) Paradise as mentioned before in more than one hadith.

The statement of Allah, the Mighty and Majestic shows:

Gr wt tgsate . -' *

Hor
oho ae the oA 41774. AAOSe aE oes pe

OD\p gots
eo heresth ah Che ter, Zeale YD Spinel SAE

we the, “&
MEV Aas

These stories have been attributed to Ibrahim Ibn Adham by thoseNote:
that came after. So we must verify its authenticity before we rule on someone
in light of these narrations otherwise any ruling on him might be an injustice.
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“Indeed, the righteouswill be among gardens and
springs. Enjoyingwhat their Lord has given them.

Certainly, in the past theywere doers of good. The
part of the night they spent asleep was small. And
in the hours before dawn they would pray for for-
giveness. And beggers and the destitute received
a due share of theirwealth.”

[a/-Dhariyat (51): 15-19}

So He describes them as staying awake, seeking forgiveness
(éstighfar) in the early mornings, and they spend (¢nfag) from their
wealth.

One of the Salaf was asleep when someone came to him and

said, ‘Stand up and pray! Don’t you know that the keys to Paradise

(mafatib al-jannah) arewith the people of the night (ablu’l-lay), they
are its guardians (khugdn), and they are its guardians.

Standing during the night brings about the high ranks Cale al-

darajat) in Paradise. Allah, theMost High said to his Prophet (38):
¥ >

o4y Js! . “9
f 3 rr er CEDac Bolte al sal

“And stay awake for the Prayer during part of the
night, as a additional prayer for yourselft. It may
well be that your Lord will raise you to a Praise-
worthy Station [in the life to come].”

[a/-Isra’ (17): 79

So He set the reward for the night prayer (¢ahajiud) - teciting the

Qur'an in it, raising him (48) to the ptaiseworthy station (magdm

al-mabmtid), which is the highest of his ($8) ranks.
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‘Awn Ibn ‘Abdullah said: ‘Allah will enter people into Paradise
and give them until they are full. Above them will be people of
higher ranks, so when they see them theywill recognise them, and

say: ‘O our Lord they are our brethren who used be with us. So
for what reason have you given them favour above us?”

So He will say: ‘How far (you are from realising). Indeed, they
would go hungry when you had your fill. They used to be thirsty
while your thirst was quenched. They would stand at night in

prayer while you would sleep. They would rise up while you were

laying down.’

It (the night prayer) also makes compulsory those things of
Paradise that the servant has never imagined (nor has any eye
seen) in this worldly life anything similar. Allah, the Mighty and

Majestic says:

eed
TaeMB AAGHESEIES®D

5
OD

7aeysis
QP Baiaifbi

“Their sides draw away from [their] beds [at
night], they call upon their Lord in fear and hope.
And they spend on others of what We have pro-
vided for them. No soul knows what has been
hidden away for them, awaiting them of comfort
for eyes [i.e., satisfaction], as reward forwhat they
used to do.”

[al-Sajdah (32): 16-17]

In the Sahih of Bukhati it is reported from the Prophet (4)who
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said: “Allah theMighty andMajestic says: ‘I have prepared formy
righteous servants that which no eye has seen. Nor any ear has
heard. Nor that which has occurred to the human mind.”!8 Read
if you wish:

a Ayer

“No soul knows what has been hidden away for
them, awaiting them of comfort for eyes fi.e.,
satisfaction], as reward forwhat they used to do.”

[al-Sajdab (32): 17]

ot lw fo. ths afer
Pe

ee OSLENG

Some of the Salaf said: “They concealed their actions for Allah
so He concealed their reward. So when they come to it their eyes
will rejoice in it.’

From the reward of those that stand at night in prayer is the
abundant amount of wives from the women of Paradise (bar ul-

‘n). For the worshipper at nightwho leaves the pleasure of sleep
and enjoyment of his wives, seatching what is with Allah, the
Mighty and Majestic. So Allah, the Most High replaces for him

something better than that which he left, and that is the women
of Paradise u/-%n) in Paradise. For this teason some have said
that: The length of the night prayer is like the dowry you give to
them in Paradise.

Some of the Salaf would Stay awake during the night and pray
until they were exhausted. So someone would come to them in
their sleep and say: ‘O so and so, you use to stand diligently in your
proposal (while praying) sowhat has made you fall short now?’ He

Bukhari, #4780 andMuslim, #2174- 2175 on the authorityofAba Hurayrah
(radiyAdlahn ‘anhn).
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said: ‘What do youmean?’ He said: ‘You use to stand for prayer at

night.’ Did you not know that when the night worshipper stands
the angels says: “The proposer has stood to make his proposal.’

One of them saw a woman in his dream not resembling any
woman in theworld so he said to her: ‘Who are you?’ She replied:
‘Hiiwra’ the servant of Allah.’ So he said to her: “Marry me.’ She
said: ‘Propose to me and stipulate a dowry.’ He said: ‘And what
is your dowry.’ She replied: ‘Lengthening the night prayer (4dal-
tahajjud),

One of the nightworshippers fell asleep one night
and saw a woman of Paradise chanting:

(mutahajudun

Do you propose to the like of me yet sleep, (stay away)
And to sleep away from those whom you love is forbidden

For we have been created for every person
That is abundant in praying and has been weakened by fasting

Another person of the Salaf would read a certain amount dur-

ing the night, but once he fell asleep and saw a young girl in his

sleep who hada face like the moon. She had a scroll which had

something written on it. She said: “Will you read?’ He said: ‘Yes.’
So she gave him and he opened it and read:

Does the pleasure of sleep keep you from a better life?
With the pure women in the lofty chambers of Paradise

Living therein eternally without (fear of) death

Enjoying in gardens with fair maidens of beauty
Wake up from your dream it is better

To stand in prayer with the Qur’an than sleeping

So he woke up and said: ‘By Allah whenever I remember her I
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forgot about sleeping,’

One of the righteous would read a certain amount of the Qur’an
everynight, but once he slept, soa youngPerson stood in his dream
and said in a dejected voice:

Wake up for a few hours of the night O Youth!
Perchance you will get a woman of paradise
And enjoy the bliss of an eternal place

Muhammad and Khalil (brahim) will visit it
So stand up hour after hour

So that you can fulfil what is left of your dowry

One of the righteous Salaf who was very devout, wept for ovet

sixty years out of longing for Allah, so he saw himself in a dream

standing on the bank of a tiver that was (instead of water) run-
ning with musk. Flanked by trees of pearls and plants with gold
trim. All of a sudden there stood before him a group of beautiful
women saying in one voice:

We were created by the God of mankind, the Lord of Muhammad
For a people who stand during the nights

Conversingwith the Lord of the worlds
Taking the worries of people while they slumber

So he said: ‘Wow,wow to you all.Who are those (people)? Indeed
Allah has made you the coolness of their eyes.’

The women said: ‘Don’t you know them?’
He said: ‘No,’

So they replied: Indeed these are the people that pray during the

night, those of the Qur’an and those who stay awake.’
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One of the righteous would fall asleep (thereby miss a part of
the night prayer) so a woman of Paradise would awaken him in
his asleep and he would get up because of that.

It has been narrated aboutAbu Sulayman al-Darani that he said:
‘Once my sleep took me away from my (night) prayer, before I
knew it there was a woman of Paradise standing in front of me

trying towakemewhile saying: ‘O Abt Sulayman are you sleeping
while I have been nurturing you in hiding for five hundred years?”

In another narration from him is that once he fell asleepwhile in
prostration and he said: ‘All of a sudden she was pushingme with
her leg saying: ‘Are you sleeping while the king is awake looking
at theworshippers at night?’ May the eye that prefers the pleasure
of sleep over conversing with the Mighty be deprived. Stand up
because the spare time is nearly over, and those that have love have
met each other, so what is this sleep my beloved; coolness of my
eyes. Do your eyes sleep while I nurture you in hiding since five
hundred years?’ He jumped up anxiously sweating from what he
heard. He said: “The sweetness of her voice is still in my hearing
and heart.”!°

Abia Sulayman used to say: “The people of the night have more

delight (/adha) during the night (prayer) than the people of amuse-
ment while they amuse themselves. Had it not been for the night
then I would not have wanted to remain in the world.’

Yazid Al-Raqashi said to Habib Al-Ajmi: ‘I don’t know of any-
thing more cooling to the eyes for the worshippers in the world
than the night prayer, nor do I know of anything from the bliss of

89Note: Good dreams provide comfort and should not be understood to reflect
indicators for absolute truths.
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Suri used to say: ‘I have seen benefits appear during the dark-
ness of the night.’

I will look at

Al-Hasan was asked: ‘Why did the people of night prayer have
the most beautiful faces?

and He envelops them with light.’

A righteous woman saw in her dream garments that were given
Out to the people of the masidof Mahammad Ibn Jahadah,when
the one giving them out finished he ask for a closed satchel which
he opened and took out a yellow garment. She said: “My eyes were
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not able to see it, he made her wear it and said: This is for you
because of the length of your night prayer.’

She said: “By Allah I use to see him (Muhammad Ibn Jahadah)
after that I would take pride in it (the garment).’

Karaz IbnWabrah said: ‘Tthas reachedme thatKa’b said: ‘Indeed
the angels gaze from the sky to those praying the night prayer, as
you gaze at the stars at night.’

O soul the righteous have succeeded with piety
They see the truth while my heart is blind

O their beauty all the while the night covers them
Their light outshining the stars

They chant with remembrance at night
So their life is made pleasant with that reciting

Their hearts dedicated to remembrance (of Allah)
Their tears like a constant stream of pearls
Like the rising of dawn when it breaks

And to take from it forgiveness is the best fate

In some narrations Allah, the Mighty and Majestic says every
night: ‘O Jibril wake up so and so and put to sleep so and so.’

One of the righteous stood up during a cold night while wear-

ing shabby garments and was struck by cold so he began to weep.
He hearda voice call out to him saying: ‘We woke you up and put
others to sleep, yet you cry?’

Wake up you! deserving of my love
How many are sleep then wake up to the dew of Najd

How far between are the one’s alone and the one that’s stays awake
And the one in slumber; the hiding and the beginner
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It was said to Ibn Mas‘id (radiyAlahu ‘anhu): We are unable to
stand in the night prayer.’

To which he replied: ‘Your sins have taken you far away.’

It was also said to Al-Hasan: ‘We are unable to stand at night
to pray.’

The night is for me and for those that I love so that
I may converse with them

I have chosen them so theymay hear me and understand me

They have hearts full of secrets
They impress on my love and advice

The trees of understanding bear fruit for them

They achieve not what they achieve except they raise themselves

They are pleased, not weakened or incapable
And keep hold of the rope to get nearme and don’t stop

96

He said: ‘Your sins have tied you down Indeed the kings are
€ privacy (khalwa of those thatwho ate sincere in their

love and interaction. As for € one who opposes them then they
are not pleased with them.’
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CHAPTER SIX

[Mention of the Supplications made in the

Hadith]

It is:
Soy ASA By coldt fod HILT Gf
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“O Allah I ask you (the ability to) do good actions,
leaving bad actions, (having) love of the needy, that you
forgiveme and have mercy upon me.When youwish a

calamity to befall a people to takemy lifewithout being
put to trial. I ask you for your love and the love of the
one who loves you and love of those actions thatwill
draw me closer to your love.”

The Prophet (38) said: “Indeed it is the truth, so study it and
learn it.”

This is a great supplication (du‘@’ ‘azim) from the most compre-
hensive and complete of supplications (ajmah'‘ al-‘adiyah wa akmal).
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In his statement:

cA SU as Gt og

pol fad tod
“Task you (the ability for doing) good actions and leav-

ing bad actions.”

This supplication (dv’) contains all types good (Rhayr\ and the |

leaving off of all types of evil (sharr). For good deeds include all {

that which Allah, the Most High loves. And what draws a person
|

neat to Him in the form of actions (a'mal) and statements (aqwal)
that are obligatory (wgiba#) or recommended (mustahabat). While
evil deeds (munkara?) includes all thatwhich Allah, the Most High
hates. Such actions and statements that lead a person far away
from Allah. So whoever attains the request as this supplication
has indeed attained goodness of this life and the next.

The Prophet (3) used to like such concise supplications. As
‘A’ishah (radiyAllabu ‘anba) said: ‘The Prophet ($$) use to like the
concise supplications and leavewhatwhich was not.’ Reported by
Abt The statement:

wo"5

“Love of the needy”

It can be said that this already comes under the general term of
good deeds (£1 It has been singled out inmention here
in order to show its importance (quwa) and value (shar). As the love
of Allah, the Most High, is mentioned along with what He loves

(Jubb) and actions that will help a person attain His love. This is
the true essence (as/) of all good deeds (f'7 It has also
been said that it is a request from Allah, the Mighty and Majestic
to provide him with the actions of obedience (a‘mal with
the limbs (/awarih) and leaving off bad deeds (tark 4l-munkarat)

™Abi Dawid, #1482.
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of the limbs, and also that which leads to it. All of which is His
love, the love of what He loves and actions that lead to His love.
This love in the heart (ga/b) brings about the undertaking of good
actions by the limbs and the avoidance of bad actions. He also
asked Allah, the Most High to make him love the actions which
will attain His love.

This supplication (dv‘a’)) contains the request (sawal) of Allah’s
love (bubb), the love of those whom He loves, the love of those
actions which draw a person near to His love and love of it. All
of which is made necessary by doing good deeds.

Whereas leaving off bad deeds implies safety (salama) from
tribulations (fitan); which in turn implies avoiding all evil. So (this)
gathers together seeking (¢a/ab) all good of this life.

It also including the seeking of forgiveness (waghftra) andmercy
(rabma) which is all the best of the Hereafter. Thereby containing
an invocation for the best of this life and the next.

The intent behind ‘“oving the needy’ is in essence love (as/ al-hubb)
of Allah, theMostHigh, because the needy and poor have nothing
which can cause others to love them for His sake. So they do not
love except for Allah’s sake. And love for Allah is the strongest
bonds of faith (awthaq ‘araal-iman). It is also from among the signs
of tasting (dhawg) the sweetness of faith (balawa al-iman), which
is true faith (sarib al-iman). It is the best type of faith (afdal al-

iman), all of which is reported from the Prophet (3%) and that he
described it as loving for the sake of Allah, the Most High.
2 From that is the narration: “The strongest bond of faith is love for Allih’s
sake.” Ahmad in his Musnad, 4/286 on the authority of Bara’ Ibn ‘Aazib
(radiyAllahu Reported by Ahmad, 5/247 and others on the authority of
Mu‘adh (radiyAllabu ‘anbn). ReportedbyAhmad, 5/146 andAbaDawid, #4599

bu
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It was narrated on the authority of Ibn ‘Abbas (radiyAllabu
‘anhuma) who said: With it (love) you will attain the guardianship

of Allah, and with it you find the sweetness of faith (tam
al-iman) 2”

Love of the needy is something the Prophet (4) advised his

Companions. Abii Dharr (radiyAllihu ‘anbu) said: ‘TheMessenger
of Allah advised me to love the poor, the needy and to get
close to them. Reported by Imam Ahmad."

Reported byTirmidhi"* on the authorityof ‘A’ishah
‘anha) that the Prophet ($8) said to her: “O ‘A’ishah love the needy
and get close to them for indeed Allah will draw you close on the

Day of Judgment.”

It has also been narrated that [Prophet] Dawid (‘alayhis-salim)
use to sit with the poor people and say: ‘O Lord, a poor person
(referring to himself) amongst the poor.’
= on the authority of Aba Dharr (radiyAllabu ‘anhu). Reported by Tayalisi, #378,
and Tabarani in 10/1 0357, 10531, and in ALSagir, 1/223-224, Also in

Hakim, 2/380 on the authority of Ibn Mas‘ad (radiyAllabu ‘anbu),
Hakim said: This hadith has an authentic chain even though Bukhari and

Muslim did not report it in their books. Al-Dhahabt added to this: This is not
authentic. Sa‘aq, although reliable, his teacher is rejected in hadith. So said
Bukhari. Haythami said in Majma‘, 1/90, 163: In the chain is ‘Aqil Ibn Al-Ja‘ad
aboutwhom Bukhiri said: His narrations are rejected.
Haythami said, 7/260-261: Tabarani narrated it with two chains, One of

the chains has reliable narrators other than Bakir Ibn Ma‘raf, he is considered
teliable by Ahmad and others, although he has weakness.
“®

Reported by Ibn Al-Mubarak in alZubd, #353.
“4 Ahmad in his 5/159. Haythami said, 10/263: Narrated by Ahmad
and Tabarani in 4/Awsat, and one of the chains of narrations of Ahmad’s
has reliable narrators,
'* Titmidhi, #2352 and he said: This narration is strange (garib). Al-Hifiz said
In Talkbis, 3/109: The chain of narration is weak,
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The righteous Salaf never ceased counselling others to love
the poor. Sufyan Al-Thawri wrote to some of his brothers: “You
should take care of the poor, the needy and stay close to them
because theMessenger of Allah ($2) used to ask His Lord for the
love of the needy.’

Loving the poor brings about sincerity of actions (‘kb/as al-a‘mal)
for Allah, the Most High. Sincerity is the very basis of
actions (asas al-a‘mal) without it actions are not accepted. Indeed
love of those in need ensures that it provides them with benefit
of whatever is possible from the benefits of this world and the
next. So when they attain (characteristic of) giving benefit (na/)
to others, loving them and being kind (¢hsan) towards them then
this action brings out sincerity The Qur’an shows this as

Allah, the Mighty and Majestic says:

ES mae

Sis
“They give food,despite their love for it to the poor,
and the orphans and the prisoner. [Saying], ‘We
feed you only out of desire for the countenance
[i-e., approval] of Allah alone.We do not want any

(ikblas)

(khalis)

Laks

repayment from you, nor any thanks.”
[a/-Insan (76): 8-9]

And He says:
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“And do not chase away thosewho call upon their
Lord morning and afternoon, seeking His Face.
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Their reckoning is in no way your responsibility
and your reckoning is in no way their responsibil-
ity. So if you did chase them away, you would be

among the wrong-doers [unjust].”
[al-An‘am (6): 52]

And the Most High says:
4beef

ILSDevelLutpels
Ae MCs

4.4ta
“Restrain yourself patiently [by being] with those
who call upon their Lord in themorning and even-

ing, desiring His Face. And do not let your eyes
overlook them, desiring the pomp and glitter of
this worldly life.”

{al-Kabf (18): 28}

Sa‘d Ibn AbiWaqaas (radiyAllahu ‘anhu) said: “This verse was te- }
vealed regarding six people. Regardingme; IbnMas‘td;
Suhayb [al-Rumi]; ‘Ammiar [Ibn Y4sir]; Miqdad [Ibn Aswad] and |

Bilal [Ibn Rabah] (radiyAllabu ‘anhu)? The Quraysh said to the
|

Messenger of Allah ($8): “We are not happy to be followers of you
alongwith them, so turn them away from you.’ So Allah revealed:

Gee Beem ae ss oat
Gialy arial boy;

A
nnd

“And do not chase away those who call upon their
Lordmorning and afternoon, seeking His Face.”

(6): 52]

Khabab IbnAl-Arat (radiy ‘anhun) said concerning this verse:
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‘Al-Agra‘ Ibn Habis and “Uyanah Ibn Hisn arrived and found the

Messenger of Allah (38) sitting among theweak (and poor) believ-
ets such as Suhayb, ‘Ammit, Bilal and Khabab. When they saw
who was with the Prophet (3) they belittled them. So they came
to him (the Prophet) and when they were alone with him.’ They
then said: “We would like you to arrange for us a sitting that the
Arabs would recognise our status. These (other) people from the

(ow class of) Arabs come to you, we are ashamed to be seen by
the Arabs with these slaves. So when we come to youmake them

depart away from you.When we finish our sittings with you, then

youmay go back and sitwith them, if youwish.’ He (38) said: ‘Yes.’
Then they said: “Write it down for us.’ So he called for something
to be written it down, and while we were sitting in a corner Jibril
(‘alayhis-salam) came down with the verse and said:

gd sa bY;
Hie 565pohpple gs
Pr No EE ohSela G5 es 9 Shot

“And do not chase away thosewho call upon their
Lord morning and afternoon, seeking His Face.
Their reckoning is in no way your responsibility
and your reckoning is in no way their responsibil-
ity. So if you did chase them away, you would be
among the wrong-doers [unjust]”

[al-An‘am (6): 52]

19s

Then Jibril mentioned Al-Aqra‘ Ibn Habis and “Uyanah Ibn
Hisn said:
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“In this way We try some of them by means of
others, so that theymight say, ‘Are these the peo-
ple among us to whom Allah has bestowed His
favour upon?’ Does notAllah know best as to who
is thankful [to Him]?”

(6): 53}
He also said:

St
Ae hay ae bar my<S; i HIEi

ra ve oh,asMads Je 3
“And when those who believe in Our Signs come
to you, say, “Peace be upon you! Your Lord has
decreedmercy incumbent upon Himseif.”

[Anam (6): 54]

He [Khabab] said: ‘We came close to him untilwe put our knees
next to his knees. TheMessenger (98) used to sitwith us andwhen
hewished to leave he would get up and leave us, so Allah revealed
the verse:

Site ye dor
an Boesabedyeu cps)Ce hati Anely7

ope de
“Restrain yourself patiently [by being] with those
who call upon their Lord in themorning and even-
ing, desiring His Face. And do not let your eyes
overlook them, desiring the pomp and glitter of
this worldly life.”

(18): 28}

Sittingwith the noble people:
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4, x afoe ee
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“And do not obey someone whose heartWe have
made neglectful of Our remembrance and who

Ao’
epi

follows his own whims and desire and whose life
has transgressed all bounds.”

[al-Kabf (18): 28}
Meaning “Uyanah and Al-Agra‘.

Khabab (radiyAllabu ‘anhu) said: ‘We use to sit with the Prophet
(8) and after an hour or so we would stand and leave, and sowould
we.’ Reported by IbnMajah' and others.

The Prophet (48) use to visit the sick from among the needy of
the people of Madinah and follow their funeral processions. He
would never declinewalkingwithwidows and the needy until their
needs were fulfilled.’ Itwas upon this guidance the Companions
(radiyAllabu ‘anbu) and those after them followed.

146 Tbn Majah, #4127.

7 Tbn Abi Hatim in his explanation, as is in the explanation of Ibn Kathir,
2/134-135, and Ibn Jarir in his explanation, 7/127-128. Ibn Kathir said in his

explanation, 2/135: this is a strange hadith, this verse is from the Makkan pe-
tiod and Al-Agqra‘ Ibn Habis and ‘Uyanah accepted Islam after the migration
by some time.

8 Darimi, 1/35,Nasai, 3/109, and Hakim, 2/614 on the authorityof ‘Abdullah
Ibn Abi Awfah (radiyAl/ahu ‘anbu) and said: ‘Authentic to the level of Bukhari
and Muslim, but they did not include it in their books (the Sahih of Bukhari
andMuslim).’
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It has been narrated on the authority of Aba Hutayrah
(radiyAllahu ‘anbu) who said: “Ja‘far Ibn Abi Talib use to love the

needy and sitting with them, talking with them, and the Prophet
(#8) use to nickname him AbiMasakin (father of the needy)” 15?

In another narration: “He used to feed them, sometimes take
Out to them of honey they would open it up and eat it
clean.””5!

Zainab Bint Khuzaymah (rediyAllahn ‘anha) the mother of the
believers was called the mother of the needy due to the abundant
amount of kindness (ihsdn) she showed them, and she died during
the lifetime of the Prophet (4g).

Dharar IbnMurrah said in his description of ‘Ali Ibn Abi Talib
during the days of his caliphate: ‘He used to hold in high esteem
the people of religion and love the poor.’

His son Al-Hasan [Ibn ‘Ali (radiy Allabu ‘anhuma) walked past
the needy eating and they invited him to join them so he did. He
then read the verse:

“Indeed, He does not like the arrogant.”

'®
Tirmidhi, #3766 and said: ‘This hadith is strange.’Aba Ishaq Al-Makhzimi

who is Ibrahim Ibn Fudayl Al-Madani

THE HEAVENLY DISPUTE

akkah'®

COKS Ale ay a3)

Round container made from leather used for carrying fat and honey.

Some g similarwas rePorted by Bukhari, #5432 on the a:

Hurayrah (radiyAllabu ‘anhi)
uthority of Abi
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[al-Nabl (16): 23]

Then he invited them to his house, fed them and was very gen-
erous towards them.

Ibn “Umar (radiyAllahu ‘anhuma) used to only eatwith poor peo-
ple, and he use to say: ‘Maybe one of these people will be a king
on the Day of Judgment.’

A poor blind person came to Ibn Mas‘iid (radiyAllahu ‘anbu), at
a time when there was already a crowd around him, and he called
him: ‘O Aba ‘Abdu’l-Rahman! It seems you have beftiended

people of fine clothes while you have dismissed me because I am
a pauper. So he said ‘Come close’. He kept coming close until he
sat him right next him.’

Mutrif Ibn ‘Abdullah use to wear fine clothes then go and sit
with the poor people.

Sufyan Al-Thawri use to honour poor people and avoid people
of this worldly life. So the poorwere like rich people in his gather-
ings and the rich were like they were poor.

SulaymanAl-Taymi said: ‘Whenwe searched for our companions
we found them with the poor and needy.’

Fudayl said: ‘Whoever wishes for honour in the Hereafter then
let him sit with the needy.’

From the virtues of the needy is that they are the majority of
the people of Paradise (ab/u’ljannah) as the Prophet (Mg) said: “T
stood by a door of paradise and found that most of those that
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entered were

He (@%) also said: “Paradise and Hell fite argued. Paradise said:

‘Only the weak and poor enter me.””!33

The Prophet (8) was asked about the people of Paradise so he
said: “Every weak humble person,”!54

They are the first people that will enter Paradise as is authenti-

cally reported from the Prophet (8): “The poor peoplewill enter
Paradise before the rich by forty years,””!55

In another narration: “They will enter Paradise by half a day,
which is five-hundred years,’

They will be the first people to artive at the pool (a/-hawd), as
the Prophet (48) said: “The first people to come to the pool are:

*® Part of a hadith teported by Bukhari, #6547 and Muslim, #2736 from the

narration of Usamah Ibn Zayd (radiyAllahu ‘anhu).

Muslim, #4918/34

™
Bukhart, #4918 andMuslim, #2853 from the hadith of Harithah IbnWahb

Al-Khazaii (radiy Allahy ‘anbu).

155
Muslim, #2979 from the hadith of

with the wording: ‘The poor of the
tich people by forty yeats.’

“Abdullah Ibn ‘Amr (radiyAllihu ‘anhumd)

Muhi§jirin will enter Paradise before the

156
Ahmad, 2/343-451, and Tirmidhi

is authentic.’ In another nattation:

Tubfabtu-.Ashraf, 11/6 and Ibn Majah,
(radiyAllabu ‘anhu).

» #2353, #2354 and he said: ‘This hadith
Authentic and in Al-Rubrah as in
#4122 from the hadith of Abu Hurayrah
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The poorMuhajiran (thosewith ditty clothes and hair unkempt)”
those who the luxurious women do notmarry, nor do doors open
for them.

They are the followers of the Messengers as Allah, Most High
informs us in the Qur’an aboutNuh (‘a/ayhis-salam) that his nation
taunted him because of the weak people that followed him:

Oe OR

Gis
“They said: ‘Should we believe you while you are

WPOPV shalysl Ee

followed by the lowest [class of people]?””
[al-Shu‘ara’ (26): 111]

Likewise when Heraclius questioned Abi Sufyan about the

Prophet (38) whether noble people followed him or the weak. So
he replied: “The weak.’ So Hercules said: “They are the followers
of the Messengerts.”!°

They are better than the people of wealth in the opinion ofmany
if not most of the scholars. Many evidences point towards that
conclusion. From them is the statement of the Prophet (4) while

157 Found In Usaé (Their heads are soiled and the hair dishevelled.) which is

wrong. What is verified is from the sources of references.

158 Ahmad in his Musnad, 5/275-276, and Tirmidhi, #2444, and he said: This
hadith is strange from this angle. This hadith is also been narrated byMi‘dan Ibn
Abi Talhah on the authority of Thawban (radiyAHahu ‘anhn) from the Prophet

Also Aba Salam Al-Habashi whose name was Mamtir from the atea of
Sham. Also in Ibn Majah, #4304, and Hakim, 4/184 he said: ‘This hadith has
an authentic chain although not in Bukhari or Muslim from the hadith of Aba
SalamMamtir from Thawban ‘anbn).

3)

(radiyAllabu

159 Bukhari, #7 andMuslim, #1773 from the hadith of Ibn ‘Abbiis (radiyAllabu
‘anhuma) on the authority of Abt Sufyan (radiyAWahu ‘anhu).
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he was passing by a poor person anda rich person in the masjid
“This (poor person) is better than the earth full of that type of
person (Le. the rich person).” Reported byBukhari’ and others,'“

Also if (a needy petson) was to take an oath invokingAllah then
Allah would fulfil it for him as (shown) in the hadith of Bukhari
from the Prophet (4) who said about the people of Paradise:

“Every weak and humble petson that if he would take an oath

upon Allah it would be fulfilled byAllah."

In another narration: “Dishevelled hair and shabby clothes,’””!
And in another narration reported by Ibn Majah: “They are the

kings of Paradise (muluk al-jannab).””\4

And In the famous hadith: “Pethaps are person with unkempt
hair, dusty and wearing shabby clothes that is pushed away from

(people’s) doors were to take an oath upon Allah, thatAllahwould

'
Bukhari, #6447 on the authority of Sahl Ibn Sa‘d (radiyAllabu ‘anhu).

Thm Majah, #4120.

The reference for this has already preceded.

Abmad in his Musnad, 3/145 from the hadith of Anas (radiyAllahu ‘anhu).

Haythami said, 10/264: In the chain is Ibn Luhay‘ah and his narrations are

supported. Ibn Majah reported it in, #4110 and Tabarani in A/-Kabir, 20/84,
from the hadith of Mu‘adh Ibn Jabal (radiyAllabu ‘anhu) from the Prophet
($8): “Should I not inform you of the kings of Paradise?” I said: ‘Of course.’
So he said: “A weak and humbleman with shabby clothes.” Al- ‘Iraqi said in his

checking of A/-Ihya’, 4/198: The chain is good. Also refer to narrations that
mention shabby clothes inALMajma‘, 10/264-265.

6 Thn Majah, #4110.
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fulfil it.” Reported by Hakim'® and others.’

Maybe a man wearing shabby clothes that are worn out,

Saves the world from his evil
He is seen as a rich person

Even though he owns naught
And if he was to take an oath for something

Then Allah would fulfil it for him

Ibn Mas‘id (radiyAllahu ‘anhu) said: “Be people of refreshed
hearts, simple clothes, praying at night, with lamps in the dark-
ness, known by the inhabitants of the heavens and unknown by
the those on earth.’

Glad tidings for the servants that holds firm onto the rope of Allah
His feet firmly planted along the straight path
Worn out clothes and a new heart hidden

On earth but well known to the inhabitants of the heavens

Dismissing the life of this world with ardour
Until he raises up to the next life with all zeal

That person is greater than the one wearing a crown reclining
On cushions being entertained by his servants

165 Hakim, 4/328 and he said: ‘This hadith has an authentic chain, and I think
Muslim reported it from the hadith of Hafs Ibn ‘Abdullah Ibn Anas.”

166 AbaNu‘aym in a+Fihah, 1/7 from the hadith of Abi Hurayrah (radiyAllahu
‘anhu) with the wording: and the eyes of the people find repugnant. Reported
by Tabarani inA+Awsat, #861 and he said: ‘No one but Usdmah narrated this

hadith from Hafs.’ Haythami said in4-Majma‘, 10/264: In the chain is ‘Abdullah
Tbn Mtsa Al-Taymi and he is regarded as reliable. The rest of the narrators
are narrators of Bukhari with the exception of Jariyah Ibn Haram, who was

regarded as reliable by Ibn Hibban in spite of his weakness.
Reported by Al-Bazzar in Bahr ALZukhar, #2035 from the hadith of Ibn

Mas‘tid (radiyAdlahu and he said: These words we have only come to
know of through ‘Abdullah with this chain of narration.

bu
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Know that loving the poor has many benefits among which
are: Itmakes a person sincere (/&4/as) in his actions for Allah, the

Mighty and Majestic. Being kind to them out of love for them is

only forAllah, theMighty andMajestic. Quite often, no one seeks

teward from the poor in this life. As for the one who shows them

kindness in order to be praised, then he does so not out of love
for them, rather it is out of love for the people of this world and

seeking theit ptaise by loving the needy.

Also [from the benefits of loving the poor] is that it removes

arrogance (Abr). For indeed the arrogant person is not happy
to sit with the poor as preceded with the heads of Quraysh, the
Bedouins and those that follow them from this nation and imitate
them. Even some of the evil scholars would not attend the con-

gregation prayets out of fear that poot people would stand next
to them in the line for the prayer.

This arrogance would prevent them from many other good
actions. Such as attending the gatherings of knowledge and re-

membrance which would be frequented by poor people. So the

atrogant one would miss these gatherings due to his arrogance.
Maybe the case would be, that most of the poor people would
hear from him knowledge (dm) and remembrance (dbikr). While
the people of atrogance turn up their noses at these gatherings
therebymissing much good.

Allah, the Most High has informed us about what the idolaters
said:

ashe
195

Oe ed GN
“And they said: ‘Why was this Qur’an not sent
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down upon a great man from [one of] the two
cities?”

{al Zukbruf (43): 31]

They were hinting at the great men of Makkah and Taif such
as: ‘Utbah Ibn Rabi‘ah and his brother Shaybah and the like, from
the brave men of Quraysh and Thaqif who hadwealth and status
more thanMuhammad and a greater claim to leadership. Allah
rejects this by saying that they are trying to share out the mercy
of Allah as they themselves saw fit. He also informs them that
He raises the ranks of some over others in this life and likewise
in the hereafter. And that His mercy of Prophethood (nabuwa);
knowledge (7%) and faith (idan) is better than what they gather
from the wealth of this world which will eventually perish. Allah
chooses who to bestow His religious mercy from the peo-
ple of the world. He chose Muhammad (8) and did not choose

anyone else to share with him those favours. As He says:

(38)

(rahma

Biles SL ace
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“Allah has revealed to you the Book and wisdom
and has taught youwhat you did not know before.
AndAllah's favour upon you is indeed immense.”

[al-Nisa’ (4): 113]

‘Ali IbnAl-Husayn use to sit in the gathering of Zayd IbnAslam
and was rebuked for doing so, so he said: ‘A person should sit
wherever there is benefit (hinting that he benefitted from listen-

ing to knowledge and wisdom that he did not previously hear)’.
Zayd Ibn Aslam’s fatherwas the freed slave of ‘Umar and ‘Ali Ibn
Al-Husayn was a leader of the tribe of Hashim and their noble.
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When Al-Zuhti and Abi Hazim the ascetic came together in
Madinah with some of the tribesmen of Banu Umayyah (during
hag) Zubti heard the words of Aba Hazim and his wisdom, he
was impressed by him. So he stated: ‘He has been my neighbour
for such and sucha time yet I have not sat with him or knew he
had this knowledge.’ Abi: Hazim said to him: ‘I am from the poor
people, had I been from the rich or wealthy youwould have heard
of me!’ he rebuked him for it (not knowing about him).’

In a narration from him he said: ‘If you loved Allah, you would
have loved me. However you forgot Allah and you forgot me.’

Indicating by this that whoever loves Allah, the Most High, loves
the poor and needy from the people of knowledge (ab/ul-‘im) and
wisdom due to their love of Allah, theMost High.Who-
soever is heedless (ghafi/) of Allah and His close allies from the

poor people, does not raise an eyebrow for them, will not benefit
from the beneficial knowledge (a/-‘udum al-nafi and wisdom that
Allah has bestowed on them, and it is not to be foundwith anyone
else in the world.

The scholars from among the Salaf used to take knowledge from
its people,most of themwere poor and did not possess anywealth
of status in this world. Theywould avoid the people of authority
and power, and did not take anything from their knowledge at
all.

Also from [the benefits of loving the poor] are: It brings about
the rectification the heart (si/ah a/-qalb) and devotion (khushu).
In the Musnad it is reported on the authority of Aba Hurayrah
(radiyAllahu ‘anhu) that a man complained to the Messenger of
Allah about the hardness (gaswa) of his heart. So he said to
him: “If you wish your heart to be softer then feed the poor and
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99167rub the head of an orphan.

Also from [the benefits of loving the poor] are: Sittingwith the

poor makes the person sitting with them pleased with the provi-
sions that Allah, theMighty andMajestic has given them. Also the
favours (ni‘ma) of Allah he has are magnified in his eyes because
he sees those lower than him in the world. While sittingwith rich

people makes a person angry with what Allah has given him. He
extends his eyes to look at the beauty of what they have and what
they enjoy. Whereas Allah, the Mighty and Majestic has forbade
his Prophet (48) from that:

si Seal El
hr" wrAe osc

“Do not extend your eyes longingly toward that
which We have given certain of them to enjoy,
the splendour of worldly life in order thatWemay
test them by it. Your Lord's provision is better and

VB pope heals

Ou Shy ad

longer lasting.”
[Taba (20): 131]

And the Prophet (38) said: “Look at those who are below you
(who have less than you) and do not look at those who are above

you (those who have more than you), because it is less likely that
you will look down on the favours of Allah upon you.”'®

167 Ahmad in his Musnad, 2/263, 387 by way of Abi ‘Imran Al-Jawni from Rij!
on the authority of Abi: Hurayrah (radiyAllabu ‘anhu). In another narration also
in Musnad of Ahmad: From Abi ‘Imran on the authority of Abt Hurayrah
(radiyAllabu ‘anbu)withoutmentioning the second person in the chain. Haythami
said inA+Majma‘, 8/160: It narrators are used by Bukhati.
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Abi Dharr (radiy Adahu ‘anhu) said: ‘The Messenger of Allah
(38) advised me to look at those who were lesser-off than me and
not at those who wete better-off than me. Ne also advised me to
love the poor and stay close to them.

‘Awn Ibn ‘Abdullah Ibn ‘Utbah Ibn Mas‘Gd used to sit with

wealthy people and was always sad. This is because he would

always look at those who had better clothes than him, better rid-

ing beast than him, better Place to live and better food to eat. So
he left their gatherings and began to sit with the poor, were he
found happiness .

It is also narrated from the Prophet ($8) that he forbade ‘A’ishah
(radiyAllabu ‘anha) from mixing with rich

“Umar (radiyAllahu ‘anhu) said: Beware of entering upon (mixing
with) people of wealth, for indeed it makes one ungrateful with
his provisions,’

Know that the word Poor person (~iskin) in general means
someone who does not have enough wealth to suffice their basic

"8 Muslim, 9/2963 from the hadith of Aba Hutaytah ‘anbn).

'® The reference has preceded.

™
‘Tirmidhi, #1780 and Hakim, 4/312, and Ibn Al-Jawai in Mawdbu'Gt, 3/139-

140 on the authority of ‘A’ishah (radiyAllibu ‘anha) who said: ‘The Prophet
(48) said to me: “If you want to join me then suffice with provisions as much

by saying: Said Ibn Muhammad does not exist,
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needs for himself. The need makes him deprived (mabrim) and
humble as opposed to the wealth of the rich person it
leads him to tyranny. This is why the poor person is blameworthy
[sinful] for being arrogant and the threat of punishment is far

greater because he has gone againstwhat his poverty negateswhich
is self-conceitedness (*khtiyal, boasting (zahw) and pride (kibr).

tawadi),

In view of the fact that the word ‘wiskin’ only applies in general
terms to the person who does not have enough to suffice (his
needs). Allah, the Most High has recommended that one should

give them preference and feed them. He has praised those that feed

them, and rebuked those who do not feed them. He also made a

portion for them in charity (sadaqgah),war booty (fa’d).a fifth
of thewar booty (ghand’im) [which is taken for the and
when someone’s will is divided that they keep the poor in mind
and try to help them. The poor fall into two categories:

(khums)
Messenger

The first type: The one who is in need but it is not apparent until
he makes it known to people.

The second type: The one who conceals his need and gives the

impression he is not in need of anything. This is the more hon-
ourable of the two types. Allah has praised such a person in His
statement:

AS Jenn $y nae SIT al
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“[Charity is] for the poor who are held back in
the way of Allah, unable to travel in the land [in
search of livelihood]. The ignorant consider them
wealthy because they abstain [from begging]. But
you will recognise them by their [characteristic]
sign, they do not askpeople persistently [or at all].
And whatever good you spend on them—indeed,
Allah knows it all.”

[a/-Bagarah (2): 273]

The Prophet (38) said: “A needy person is not the onewho goes
from door to door, begging and is turned away with a morsel or
two or with a date or two. But a needy person is the one who does
not have enough to live upon, and neither from his appearance it
occurs (to anyone) that he is needy and should be given charity,’”'”!

Somehave said that they are the deprived (mabriim) as mentioned
in the verse:

MIF
“And beggars and the destitute received a due
share of theirwealth.”

[AL Dhariyat (51): 19}

So the Prophet (38) informed us thatwhoever conceals his need
and it is not known whether he has more right than the one who
makes his need apparent by asking, or that he has more right to

charity than the other. This shows that theywould not knowwho
was in need except those thatmade their need apparent by asking.
So a group of the scholars have differentiated between the poor

"
Bukhari, #1376 and Muslim, #1039 on the authority of Aba Hurayrah

(radiyAllahu ‘anbu).
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(fagir) and the needy (wmiskin).'They said: “Whoevermakes his need
known to others then he is a mskin. Whereas the one who hides
his need then he is afagir.’

In the words of Imam Ahmad there is an indication towards
that, even though what is well known is that the difference is the
amount of need they have or lack thereof, as is the position of
many of the jurisprudents. That is to say that when the/agir and
miskin arementioned together as in the verse about charity. How-
everwhen one ismentionedwithout the other then bothmeanings
are included according to most (of the scholars).

Many of the Salafwould hide their need andwould show others
that theywere not in need out of modesty (éa‘affa/) and self-respect
(takkaram). Among themwas IbrahimAl-Nakha‘who use towear
fine clothes when going out while they believed he was in such
need that dead meat was permissible for him.

One of the righteous would wear beautiful clothes and on his
sleeve was a key to a big house while (in reality) he would have
nowhere to go except the masjid.

Another person would not wear an outer garment in winter (to
protect from the cold) due to his poverty and say: I have a problem
which prevents me from wearing a padded garment when what
he really meant was poverty.

Indeed the honourable is the one who conceals his hardship

Until you see him self-sufficient while in really he is making the
effort (to appear as such).

This is contrary to those thatwouldwear clothes of poor people
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even though theywere not poor but out of humility towards Allah,
theMighty andMajestic. In order to keep away from arrogance as

was done by the four rightly guided caliphs and after them “Umar
Ibn ‘Abdu’l-‘Aziz. Likewise a group of the Companions, among
them: ‘Abdullah Ibn ‘Umar, ‘Abdullah Ibn ‘Amr Ibn Al-‘As and
others may Allah be pleased with all of them.

It has been narrated thatAbit Bakr (radiy ‘anhu) use to say:

When you wish to be honourable among all of the people
Look at the king in the clothes of a poor man

The one whose conduct is good among the people
That is the person who is good for his worldly life and religion

“Ali (radiyAllahu ‘anhu) used to be admonished for the type clothes
he dressed in, so he would say: ‘It keeps one furthest away from

arrogance and more worthy of a Muslim to follow me by.”"””

‘Umar Ibn ‘Abdu’!-‘Aziz was also reproached for the same thing,
so he said: “The best rationing is when one has the ability.’Meaning
the best a person rations from his wealth is in his clothes when he
has the ability to do spend.’

In the of Abi and others'” from the Prophet
($8) that he said: “Shabbiness is from idan” meaning austerity

1” Almad in hisA+Zuhd, p.132 and A+Fada’il,#924 and Hakim, 3/143 andAbi
Nu'aym in a/-Hihah, 1/82-83, and in it is SharikAl-Qadi Sadakwho is weak of
memory. Reported by Ahmad inA/Fada’il, #923 and ‘Abdullah Ibn Ahmad in
Zawi'id,AlZubd, p.13) and in #893 and Abi Nu‘aym, 1/83.

"3 Aba Dawid, #4161.

™ Tbhn Majah, #4118 and others. Refer to Al-Albani, Stiileh al-Sabibab, #341.
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Reported in Tirmidhi'” from the Prophet (48) that he said:
“Whoever leaves (fine) clothes out of humility towards Allahwhile
he has the ability. Allah will call him on the day of judgement (in
front of all creation) until he gives him the choice of any clothes
of faith he wishes to wear.”

Also reported by Abi: Dawid!” from another chain with the

wording: “Whoever leaves a beautiful garment (I think he said:
“Out of humility”) Allah will clothe him with clothes of honour.”

What is blameworthy iswhen a person leaves good clotheswhile

having the ability [the means], out of miserliness Or try-
ing to conceal (Aitman) Allah’s favours (ni‘ma) upon them. In this

regard there is a well-known hadith: “Indeed when Allah gives
favour to his servant He likes to see the effects of those favours

upon him.”!”

(bukbh

So whosoever weats nice clothes showing the favour of Allah
upon himself and not out of arrogance then this is good.
Many of Companions and those that came after them use to wear
nice clothes such as Ibn ‘Abbas (radiyAilahu ‘anhuma) and Hasan
Al-Basti.

(ikbti

It has been authenticated from the Prophet (3%) that he was

"5 Tirmidhi, #2481 and he said: This hadith is sound. IbnAl-Jawzi said in
this hadith is not authentic.

Tlak

"% AbaDawid, #4778. Al-Mundhiti in Mukdtasar al-Sunan,7/164. Ahmad in his
Musnad, 4/438, Tabarani in a/-Kabir, 18/281, 418. Haythami in 5/132.AlLMajma‘,

1” Ahmad in hisMusnad, 4/438 and Tabarani in_-A/Kabir, 18/281-418, Haythami
said in ALMajma‘, 5/132: Narrated by Ahmad and Tabarani and the narrators
of Ahmad ate reliable.
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asked about a man that likes to wear nice clothes and nice shoes?
He said: “That is not from arrogance (Abr), rather arrogance is to
rejecting the truth and looking down upon people.'”

In other words: Arrogance (/akabbur) is not accepting the truth
and complying (éngiyad) with it, (at the same time) belittling

people and holding them in contempt. This is arrogance. As for
justwearing nice clothes, then it is not arrogance. Belittling people
while wearing shabby clothes is arrogance.

It has also been narrated from the Prophet (4) that while he
was walking there was a black female servant, so'a man said to
her make way for the Prophet (gg)! She said: “Let him go to the
left or

tight.
’ So the Prophet (4) said: “Leave her for indeed she

is arrogant.”Reported by and others’Nasa

In a narration by Tabarani’®' and others: They said: “O Mes-
senger of Allah! Indeed sheis a poor person. He

said: “Thatis
somethingin her heart.”

Thatis to say: The arrogance and prideis in her
heart ¢

even

though her clothes suggest sheis a poor person.

178 Muslim, #91 from the hadith of IbnMas‘td (radiyAlahu ‘anbu).

™ In Sunan Al-Kubrah, 6/143 number, #10391 from the hadith of Abi Burdah
from his father. said: ‘Afiyah Ibn Yazid is reliable, and I do not know
Sulayman Al-Hashimi.

180 Aba Ya‘la, #3276 and Tabarani in4AAwsat, #8160.

81 In Mu§am Al-Kabir as in Al-Majma’, 1/99 from the hadith of Aba Misa

Nasai

(radiyAllabu ‘anhu) with the wording: “If that is not in her power, then it is in
her heart.” Haythami said: In the chain is Bilal Ibn Abi Burdah.
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Al-Hasan [al-Basti] said: ‘A group of people havemade humble-
ness (sawadi’‘ in their clothes and arrogance is their hearts.
Some of them have more pride (ashudu kibr) with their outer ap-
pearance than a person who owns a bed does with his bed, or a

person of the pulpit with his pulpit.’

(Ribr

Ahmad Ibn Al-Hawari said: ‘Sulayman said to me (he was like
his father) what do theywant fromwearingwooly clothes?” I said:
‘Humility (¢awadi).’ He said: ‘None of them becomes arrogance
until they actually wear wooly clothes.’

Abt Sulayman said: ‘Let your outward appearance be cotton,
and your inner be wool.’

Ibn Bashar said: ‘Make your heart from wool, and
wear fine clothes.’
Abi’l-Hasan

So whenever a person shows his appearance as a poor person
claiming righteousness in order to become famous among
people, then that is arrogance (ibr) and showing off (rya’). For
this reason many of the sincere (wukbiis) among the Salaf avoided
wearing clothes that were seen as clothes worn by the poor and

righteous. And they said: ‘It is glory (seeking).’

(silab)

When Sayyat Abi’l-Hakam came to Basrah to visit Malik Ibn
Dinar. He wore fine clothes then entered the mayid and prayed.
Malik saw him (without recognising him) and said to him: ‘O
Shaikh! I wish to have your clothes and to pray like you.’ So he

replied: ‘O Malik! Do these clothes of mine lowerme or raise me
in status with you?”

He said: ‘Rather they lower you.’ So he replied: ‘Yes.’ The clothes

may lower a person in the eyes of people, however look at your
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clothes (from wool) O Malik, they may bring you down in the

eyes of people but notwith Allah. SoMalikwept and stood up to
embrace him. Then he asked him ‘are you Sayyar Abw’l-Hakam?”
He said: “Yes.”

For this reason the Salaf disliked wearing clothes made from
wool, such as [Imam] Ibn Sirin and others due to the fact that it
symbolized ascetic people (xahidin), clothes that make a person
stand out, and make him appear to be a person of humbleness.
As for the Prophet (3g) he used to wear whatever he could find.
So at times he would wear clothes of rich wealthy people such as

the garments of Yemen or clothes of the people of Sham. Other
times, he would wear clothes like the poor people which would
sometimes includewooly clothes. Sometimes hewouldwear a cloak
usedwhenmelting tar onto camels to stop certain skin conditions
from spreading, As is done by the owners of camels.

Allah did not sendHis Prophet (8) from the people of arrogance
(ahlul-kibr), rather he was sent as someone who had no arrogance
(kibr) whatsoever. Neither did he turn up his nose at jobs that

people who are arrogant (wutakabirin) looked down upon, such
as herding camels (and sheep).

Also as a labourer for hire when the need arose for him to earn

money. Whoever Allah gave a kingdom to from them it would

only increase them in submission (¢awadi) to Allah, theMighty and

Majestic like [Prophet] Dawid (‘a/ayhis-salam); [Prophet] Sulayman
(‘alaybis-salam) and Muhammad (38).

The word “miskin” is used meaning to humble (és/ikan) one’s
heart to Allah, being submissive (tawadi') to HisMajesty (ala/); His
Greatness (‘azma); Fearing (khashiya) Him; Loving (wababba) Him
and His Magnificence (wahaba).
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Based on this meaning some of them have understood the fol-

lowing hadith reported from the Prophet (3%) that he said: “O
Allah let me live as a miskin, let me die as a miskin, and raise me up
in the company of themskins (poot people).”!” Also reported by
Tbn Majah from the hadith of Ibn ‘Abbas (radiyAllahu ‘anhuma).'®

This interpretation is however not accurate because in the entire

hadith we find that the meaning of miskeens are the poor people,
as it shows that they will they enter Paradise before the rich people.
There is weakness in the both chains of narrations in this hadith.

The Prophet (2) was given the choice of being a Prophet-King
ot a Servant-Messenger, so Jibril (‘a/ayhis-salam) indicated to him to
be more humble (sawadi), so he (9) said: “Of course a Servant-

Messenger.” After that he never ate in a reclining position and said:
“T eat as a servant eats. I sit as does a servant sit.”’™

2 Tirmidhi, #2352. Tirmidhi said: This hadith is strange.

'83 The author has erred in his attributing this hadith to Ibn ‘Abbas (radiyAllahu
‘anhuma) that was reported by IbnMajah. Ibn Majah reported it on the author-

ity of Aba Sa‘id Al-Khudsi (radiyAlahu ‘anhu), #4126. Bisayri said in Misbab
AlZujajab. The chain of narration is weak, Aba’l-Mubarak is unknown, and
Yazid Ibn Sinan Al-Tamimi Abt Farwah is weak.

This hadith has beenmentioned from a number of Companions. From them:
1. ‘A’ishah (radiyAllahu ‘anha): Ton Sa‘id narrated it from her in Al Tabagat,

1/381, Aba Ya‘la, #492 and from in Al-Nabi, p.197and
Al-Baghawi in Sharbus-Sunnah, #3683, and Dhahabi in A+Siar, 2/195. Haythami
said inMajma‘, 9/19: Narrated byAbi Ya'ld and its chain is good. Dhahabi said
inAl-Styar, 2/195: This hadith is hasan gharib.
2. Anas (radiyAllahu ‘anbn): Narrated from him by Ibn Shahin in Nasikh

Al Hadith wa’l-Mansukh, #637.
3. Ibn ‘Abbas (radiyAllahu ‘anhuma). Narrated by Nasa’i from him in

Abwl-Shaikh Akhblag
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Al-Hasan said: ‘The Prophet (48) said: “Allah gaveme formaking |

that (choice), (the gift of) beingmade the leader of all the sons of
Adam. The first one to intercede and the first to have his inter-

then it was reported byMa‘mmar too, #19554, and via him Bayhaqf in
#5975. Ibn Sa’d inAL Tabagat, 1/371, Al-Hafiz said in Lalkbis Al-Habir, 3/125
after mentioning the hadith, and Abi’l-Shaikh in Akhlag AlNabi from the

hadith of Jabir (radiyAlabu and from ‘“A‘ishah (ragiy Allahu ‘anba) and the

chains ateweak. Also Ibn Shahin through ‘Ata’ Ibn Yassar inMutsal (missing the

while reclining until he met Allah (until his death). Narrated byNasa’ with the

wording: “4¢ al?” instead of “Until he met Allah”, The chain is good from the

narration of the others from Zubaydi and he clearly stated it, and was agreed
with by Mu‘ammar from Zuhti and also reported by ‘Abdu’l-Razzaq. ‘Ajlini
mentioned in KashfAt Khufa’, 1/17: The hadith: “T eat as a slave eats, and I sit
as a Slave sits.” He said: Ibn Sa’d natrated it with a good chain andAba Yala on

the authority of ‘A’ishah (radivAllahu ‘anha). In a narration of Al-Bayhaqi from
Yahya Ibn Abi Kathir in mursal form with the addition: Indeed I ama slave,

by Hannad in Al-Zubd, #800 from ‘Ame Ibn Mutra also in Mursal
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be resurrected).” It has also been authenticated from him that he

(32) said: “Indeed I ama servant, so say:
‘ Servant of Allah and

His Themost noble of names are ‘Abdullah (serv-
ant of Allah) so for this reason this name is used for the Prophet
(4%) in the best of places in the Qur’an. When he (3) established
servitude (‘“budiyya) to his Lord, he obtained leadership over all
of creation.

Messenger

Many of the knowledgeable people (‘arjfim) use to say in their
conversations withAllah: ‘It is enough of a reason forme to have

pride (/akr) that I am Your servant (‘abd), and sufficient for me as

an honour (shar}) that you are my Lord (Rabb),’

Whenever I remember that He is my Lord and I am his servant,
it gives me such joy (sar#r) that my body cannot contain.

The honour of souls is entering into servitude
While the slave embraces pride with his possessor

Abi Yazid Al-Bastami use to chant:

O if only I became something
From nothing to being of worth
T have become master over all

Because I am your slave.

Sowhoever submits his heart (ga/b) to Allah, theMostHigh, and
is fearful (kbashiya), showing humility Allah will aid him
and raise him accordingly. In thewell-known narration: Allah said
to [Prophet] Miisa (‘alzyhis-salam) while he asked him: ‘Where can
I find your’ He said: ‘With thosewhose hearts are broken because

185 Bukhari, #3445 on the authority of ‘Umar Ibn Al-Khattab (radiyAllabu
‘anbii).
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of me, indeed I draw closer to them every day by a hand span. If
I didn’t then they would be destroyed.’!*

‘Abdullah Ibn Salam (radiyAllahu ‘anhn) said while explaining:
‘They are hearts submitted to the love of Allah away from love
of others besides Him.’

In a famous narration (allegedly) from the Prophet ($) [in
which it is claimed he (8) said]: “Indeed, Allah, the Most High
when he manifests himself to His creation it fears Him. So when
the greatness of Allah, His Majesty and Magnificence is revealed
to the hearts of those that have awareness, they lower themselves
out of awe for Him, having fear and submitting to Him out of
love and fear.””!*”

The poorest of people even love their graves
It is merely dust of humility in among the graveyards

The miskin in reality is the one who lowers (sstikan) his heart to
his Lord, he feats Him from his piety (Rbashiya) and loves (mahabba)
Him. The miskin can not be worthy of praised except those who
have this description.Whoever’s heart does not have fear of Allah
in spite of his poverty and need then he is arrogant (fagr). Like
that black servant that the Prophet (4g) said about: “Indeed she
is atrogant (jabara).”

Tbn Abi ‘Asim in A/-Zuhd, 1/57 and Aba Nu‘aym in a/-Hihah, 6/177 from
‘Imran Al-Qasirwho said: Misa said, in it is a break between ‘Imran andMasa
(‘alayhis-salam). Reported by Abii Nu‘aym in a/-Hiheb, 2/364 from Malik Ibn
Dinar who said: Misa (‘a/ayhis-salam) said also has a break in the chain. Al-Qasi
said inALAsrarALMarfa‘ah, p.118: It has no basis.

‘8? Note: I have not found this hadith and I think it is most likely fabricated.
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So he is either destitute and arrogant (wutakabbir), or poor
(faqgif) and self-conceited (wukhial). Both types of people Allah
will not look at on the Day of Judgment. The believer submits his
heart to Allah and is submissive, showing his humility and poverty
during times of hardship and prosperity So while being
in a pleasing state (rida) he shows gratitude (shzkr), and during
times of hardship he shows humility servitude (‘ubudiyya),
insufficiency (fagd) and his need (faa) until he is relieved of the
hardship (Aashf al-darr). Allah, the Most High says:

op ISG IETS,
Ossi

“Indeed, We seized them with the punishment,
but they did not humble themselves before their
Lord nor will they invoke (Allah) with submission
to Him .”

[ALMu’minin (23): 76]

So He rebuked those that did not submit themselves to their Lord
during their times of hardship. When Prophet (4) used to come
out seeking rain (éstisqa’), he would do so with humility, fearful of
His Lord and would be dressed in a dishevelled way.'*

Mutrif Ibn ‘Abdullah was detained by a relative of his so he
wore two worn out garments, and then took hold ofa stick and
said: ‘I show humility to my lord so that he may intercede for me
because of it.’

It has been legislated to show this state of humility to Allah dur-

188 Ahmad in his Musnad, 1/230, Abi Dawid, #1165, and Tirmidhi, #558,
#559 and he said: It is hasan sahih. Also Nasa’, 3/156-157, and Ibn Majah,
#1266.
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ing the prayer as in the hadith of Al-Fadl Ibn ‘Abbas (radiyAllahu
‘anhuma) the Prophet ($8) who said: “The Prayer is two (units),
make sashahhud after every two units. Have fear, humility and be
in the state of submissiveness to your Lord. Show your need by
taising your hands and saying: ‘O my Lord,’ three times. Whoever
does not do so then it (the prayer) is aborted.” Reported by
Tirmidhi’™ and others.!”!

Also it is legislated to show this state of humility in supplications.

Tabarani reported'” from the hadith of Ibn ‘Abbas (radiyAllahu
‘anhuma) who said: ‘T saw the Prophet (38) supplicate in ‘Arafat
with his hands to his chest like how a poor person asks for
food.’

Also from his hadith'® is what the Prophet (88) said in his sup-
plication during the last part of ‘Arafat: “I am the humble poor
person, seeking your aid and assistance. The one who has fear
and is caring. The one who acknowledges his sins and like the
one who is frightened. I ask you like the poor people, I beseech
® Tn the Imbrosiana manuscript: This phrase “rhree times” has reoccutred, and
in the Suzan of Tirmidhi: then it is such and such.

Titmidhi, #385 and reported the statement of Bukhari: and the hadith of
Layth Ibn Sa‘d is authentic, meaning it is more authentic than that of Shu‘bah.

®! Ahmad in his Musnad, 1/211 and Nasal inAl-Kubra and in Tubfab
8/264 and Abi Dawid, #1296 and Nasa’ in_ALKybra as in TuhfahALAshrif,
8/391 and Ibn Majah, #1325,

™ In ALAwsat, #2892 on the authority of Ibn ‘Abbas (nadéy-Allihu anhuma).
Haythami said in A/Majma‘, 1/168: In the chain is Al-Husayn Ibn ‘Abdullah
Ibn Ubaydullah, and he is weak.

' Part of a hadith reported by Tabarani in 4/Kabir, 11/11495 and AL Saghir,
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you like the sinful and humble person. I invoke you like the scared
blind person.”

One of the Salaf used to sit at nightwith his head lowered [bent}
down and stretching his hands in silence like a poor beggar. Tats
said: “Ali Ibn Al-Husayn Al-Hajr entered his room one night and
prayed. I heard him say in his prostration: ‘Iam your slave whom
you can cause to perish, your poor person whom you can cause
to perish, your needy person whom you can cause to perish and

your beggar whom you can cause to perish.’

Taus said: ‘Imemorised thesewords, and I did not invoke those
words in any calamity (arb) except that it was removed fromme.’

One of theworshippers made Aajeighty times by foot.While he
was doing tawaf he was saying: ‘O my beloved.’ He heard a voice

saying: ‘Are you not be pleased to be a miskin (needy person), until

you become a beloved person.’ He went into a daze, after that he
started to say: ‘(I am) your mskin, (I am) your miskin.’

Shaikh al-Islam Ibn Taymiyyah (may Allah have mercy upon
him) said:

Iam in dire need of Allah, the Lord of the heavens

Tam weak in every aspect my life
Iam oppressive to myself and it oppresses me
All goodness that comes to me is from Him

= 1/247 and Al-Khatib in Tarikh, 6/163 from the same chain also: IbnAl-Jawzi
in Tal, #1412 on the authority of Ibn ‘Abbas (radiyAlahu ‘anhuma). Haythami
said inA+-Majma‘, 3/252: In the chain is Yahya Ibn Salih Al-Ibli, Al-Ugaili said:
Yahya Ibn Bakir has narrated from him rejected narrations; the other narrators
are of Bukhari. Ibn Al-Jawzi said: The hadith his not authentic. Al-Traqi said
in Takbrij ul-Lhya’, 1/254: The chain is weak.
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The statement of Prophet (8):
© persia ts oly?

“and that you forgive me and have mercy on me.”

Forgiveness (maghfira) andmercy (rabma) bring together all of the
good (khayr) of the Hereafter. This is because forgiveness covers
sin alongwith saving you from the evil consequences. It has been
said: Forgiveness does not come togetherwith evil consequences,
and for this reason mighfar (cloth worn on the head) is named as

such to cover the head and save it from harm. This is the opposite
to the word “4j’ (pardon) which means it may sometimes come
before the punishment or after.

As for mercy, then it is to enter Paradise and teach the highest
of ranks (‘uu daraja?). Alongwith all the bliss (na‘tm) {or blessings]
that is therein from what is created. From the pleasure of Allah
is, being close (gurb) to Him, looking (wushada) at Him and visit-
ing Him is from the mercy of Allah. In an authentic hadith (it is

mentioned): IndeedAllah theMighty andMajestic says to Paradise:
“You are my mercy, by you I show mercy to whomsoever of my
servants I

Everything that is in Paradise is from His [the Mighty and Ma-

jestic] mercy. His mercy cannot be achieved through action alone
as he (38) said:'° “Your actions alone will not save any of you.”
'™ The reference for this has preceded.' Bukhati, #6467 andMuslim, #2818 on the authorityof ‘A’ishah (radiyAllahu
‘anha). Also Reported by Bukhari, #6423 and Muslim, #2816 on the authority
of Aba Hurayrah (radiyAdabu ‘anbn). See the detail explanation of this hadith
published under the title, “TheJourney toAllah’ by Imam Tbn Rajab published by
Dar as-Sunnah Publisher, Birmingham, U.K, 2007, ist ed.
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They asked: ‘Messenger of Allah, not even you?’
He replied : “Not even me, unless Allah were to envelop me in

His mercy.”

His statement ($): “When youwisha calamity to befall a people
to take my life without being put to trial.” The meaning behind
this supplication (du‘a’) is the safety of the servant (salama al-‘abd)
from the trials of this world (fitua al-dunya) as long as one lives. For
if Allah decrees a trial he takes His servant back to Himself (Le.
causes his death) before that trial occurs. This is from the most

important of supplications (ahamm al-ad‘iyyah). Indeed the believer
who lives his life free of any trials then Allah takes his life before

they occur and the people fall into them, then this is his salvation

(naja) from all evil (sharr). The Prophet (8) ordered his Companion
to seek refuge in Allah from trials that are both apparent (zahr)
and hidden (batin).'°°

In another hadith:
Ea

Whey Ley Liegh Le

“Keep us away from rudeness and trials that are open

Pally Lomyy

and hidden,’”!”

He used to single out specific trials by name. He used to seek

refuge in his prayer from four things and he used to order others
also to seek refuge in these four trails:

Part of a hadith reported by Muslim, #2867 on the authority of Zayd Ibn
Thabit in elongated form.(radivAlahu ‘hs

197 Part of a hadith reported by Abi Dawid, #969, and Ibn Majah, #2429,
and Hakim, 1/265 and he said: Authentic according to the criteria of Muslim.
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“I seek refuge in the punishment of the hell (jahannam)
fire, from the punishment of the grave (gabr), ftom the
trial of life and death (fitna al-mabydwa ‘Lmamat) and from
the trial of the false messiah (masih

‘Trial of life’ inclades trials of both teligion and the world, such
as disbelief (AufA [in anothermanusctipt—poverty (/agn)], innova-
tions flagrant sins (fusug) and disobedience Trial of
death includes a bad ending (sw’ al-khatima) to a petson’s life and
the trial of the two angels in the grave (fiina al-malikaynfi'l-gabr).
Indeed the people will be put to test in their graves similar to or
close to the trial of the anti-Christ.

Then hementioned the trial of the anti-Christ due to its impor-
tance, because there will be no trial before the Day of Judgment
greater than the anti-Christ. As the time draws closer to the last
hour trials will increase.

In the hadith ofMu‘awiyyah (radipAliahu ‘anhn) from the Prophet
(48) who said: “There will remain nothing in the world except
adversity (bala’) and trials

The Prophet (8) informed us of the trails that will come like

198 Bukhari, #833 and Muslim, #589 on the authority of ‘A’ishah (radiyAlabu
‘anhd). Reported byMuslim, #588 on the authorityof Ab&Hurayrah (radiyAllabu
‘anbi) and Ibn ‘Abbas (radiyAllabu ‘anhuma), #590 with various wordings.

® Ahmad, (4/94), and Ibn Majah, #4035 and Basayti said in 4/Zawa’id: The
chain is authentic and the narrators are reliable.
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parts of a dark night, and man will wake up a believer (mu’min)
but by evening he will be a disbeliever (Air), selling his religion
for some trivial worldly gain.”

The first trial to appear is what happened after the reign ‘Umar
(radiyAllahu ‘anbu), the killing of “Uthman (radiyAllabu ‘anhu). Along
with the consequences that followed from the spilling of blood,
the hearts were divided and innovations appeared in the religion.
Such as the innovation of Khawarij apostates of the religion and
what they gave rise to. Then the appearance of innovations from

. the people of Qadr (Qadarityah and Jabartyyah) and Rafidah (Shi-
ite) etc. These trials came like waves in an ocean as mentioned in
the famous hadith of Hudayfah (radiyAllahu ‘anhu) when he was
asked by ‘Umar (radiyAllahu ‘anhu).”' Hudayfah (radiyAllahu ‘anhu)
use to ask the most questions to the Prophet (4) about trials out
of fear of falling into them.”” When he came close to dying he
said: ‘A beloved (death) has come (to me), upon poverty (faqa’).
The one with regret (vadm) will not prosper. All praise be to Allah
that has made me die before the trial, whose leaders are from the
disbelievers (from the non-Arabs).”°

His death was before themurder of “Uthman (radiyAllahu ‘anhu)

by forty days. Others have said: ‘Rather his death came after the
of “Uthman.’murder

In those days a man from the Companions was asleep, when a

man came to him in his sleep and said to him: ‘Stand up! And ask
200 Muslim, #118 on the authority of Abt Huraytah ‘anbu).(radiyAllahu

201 Bukhari, #7096, and Muslim, #144.

202 Bukhari, #7084, and Muslim, #1847.

203 Aba Nu‘aym inA+Hihah, 1/282.
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Allah to give you refuge from the trial that His righteous servants
have sought refuge from. So he stood up, made ablution, prayed,
then he beseeched Allah and died shortly after.’

Tt has been narrated from the Prophet (48) that he said to aman:
“When I, Aba Bakr, ‘Umar and Uthman die, if you are able to
also die then do so.”

This is an indication of these trials which occurred with the
murder of “Uthmin (radiyAlihu

To supplicate for death out of fear of trials in the religion is

permissible. The Companions and the righteous after them used to
do so. When “Umar (radiyAllabu ‘anhu) made his last pilgrimage he

lay down on
a
flat piece of land then he raised his hands and said:

Reported by Al-‘Ugayli in Dhu‘Gfa, 2/165-166, and Ibn ‘Adi in AlKamil,
4/351. Ibn Hibban in 1/341 from Salim IbnMaymin Al-Khawas
who narrated to Sulayman Ibn Hayyan who narrated to me Ibn Abi
Khilid from Qais from Sahl Ibn Abi Hathmahthmah. Then he mentioned
the hadith.

AlUgaili said concerning Salm: He narrated rejected hadith that are not
followed and he mentioned this hadith as an example.
Ibn Hibban said about him: He was from the worshippers of Sham and

reciters from those that righteousness overwhelmed him until he neglected
the memotising of hadith and being precise in it. So maybe he mentioned

something after something else and then turned it around in confusion not

deliberately, so he is not to be used as proof unless other reliable narrators

agree with what he said.
Ibn ‘Adi said about him: he narrated from a group of reliable narrators but

they did not follow him in what he narrated his text and chains of narrations.
Then he mentioned this hadith and said: Salm Al-Khawas has narrations, and
this hadith he did not narrate from Sulayman Ibn Hayyan other than Salm Al-
Khawas, and he has other narrations other than what I have mentioned with
known chains and texts. He is counted from the major Sifis, and hadith was
not from his actions. Maybe he intended to be right but made a mistake in the
Nartation and text, because it was not from his practice.
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“© Allah I have become old in age,my bones areweak,

come

my rule has spread far andwide so takemy lifewithout
me being abandoned nor put to trial.”

Then he returned to Madinah and a month did not pass before
he was killed. May Allah have mercy upon him.”

‘Ali supplicated to his Lordwhen he becameweary of people he
was tuling and shortly after he was also killed. Zainab Bint Jahsh
(radiyAllahu ‘anha), supplicated when a gift of wealth came from
“Umar (radiyAllahu ‘anhu) and she found itwas too much, she said:
‘O Allah let not another gift from ‘Umar reach me after this one.
She died shortly before the next one came.”

When ‘Umar Ibn ‘Abdu’l-‘Aziz became tired with his flock (the
people who he ruled over) due to the weight of him establishing
the truth over them and trying to fulfil their rights. So he called

upon a man who was known for his supplications to be accepted
and asked him to supplicate to Allah for death for him. The man

supplicated for ‘Umar Ibn ‘Abdu’l-‘Aziz and himself, they both
died soon after. A group of the pious Salaf were called to take
control of the judiciary, so they sought a three day respite. Then
they supplicated to Allah for death and they died shortly after.

The good deeds of one of the righteous Salaf were discovered,
even though he kept it a secret (srr) between himself and his Lord.
205 Malik inMuwatta, 2/824 and Abt Nu‘aym in a/-Hilab, 1/53.

206 Thn Sa‘d in af Tabagat, 3/300-301, 8/109-110, and Aba Nu‘aym in a/-Hilyah,
2/54.
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THE HEAVENLY DISPUTE

So when he became aware that his good actions were exposed, he
asked Allah to take his soul out of fear (Rany} of the trial of fame
and he died shortly after.

in the hadith: “It is enough for a petson as a trial that people pointg p people p
to him with their fingers (out of fame), indeed it is a

Sufyan Al-Thawrti use to wish for death frequently so he was

2? ‘Tabarani in ALKabir, 8/210-228, and AL‘Ugayli in Dhu‘Gfa, 4/7 and from
the same chain Ibn Al-Jawzi in_A/ Wal, #1380 and Aba Nu‘aym in al-Flityah,
5/247. Also Bayhaqi in Shab, #6979 on the authority of Imran Ibn Husayn
(radiyAllahu ‘anbu) directly from the Prophet (8): ‘It is sufficient a sin fora person
that he be pointed outwith (other people’s) fingers,’ They said: ‘OMessengerof
Allah even if it is for something good?’ He said: ‘If it is for good then it is just
flattery exceptwho Allah has mercy upon, and if is for something evil then it is
evil”
Ibn Al-Jawzai said: It is not authentic. It was declared weak by Al-‘Traqi in his

checkingofA/Jhya’, 3/276. Reported by Al-Bayhaqi in #6977 from the

hadith of Anas ‘anbu) directly from the Prophet (4%): “Sufficient
evil for a person, except who Allah protects, that people point to him with
their fingers because of his worldly or religious (condition).” Munawi said in

AlFayd, 3/197: In the chain is Yasuf Ibn Ya‘qib. If he was the Naysaburi then
Abw’l- ‘AliAl-Hafiz said: I have not seen a petson in Naysabirwho lies besides
him. And if he is the judge from Yemen then he is unknown and Ibn Lahi’ah
his weakness has been mentioned

Al-Bayhagi from ‘Ati’ Al-Khurasani on the authority of Abii Hurayrah
(radiyAllabu ‘anbn) with this wording, In the chain is Kaltham Ibn Muhammad
Tbn Abi Sidrah. Abu Hatim said: They speak about. (4/Lisan, 4/489) and ‘Ata’
did not hear from Aba Hutayrah (radipAllahu ‘anhu) and therefore the chain is
broken. (JamiAL Tuhsilpage 290-291). Also reported by Tabarini in AtAwsa
(Majma‘ AlBahrain:Qaf496) from another chain byAbt Hutayrah (radiy Allahu

‘anhu). Al-Haythami said; (10/297): In the chain is ‘Abdw’l-‘Aziz Ibn Husayn and
he is weak. Bayhaqi indicated that chain, and said: This chain is weak. And the

hadith was declared weak by AlTraqi in at-Ipya’, 3/275. 1 said: Al-Hasan
has used the word “an “an” instead of stating clearly he heard it.
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asked about it, to which he said: ‘I don’t know if I might fall into
innovation, or perhaps fall into something not permissible, or fall
into trial, so if I die then I would have preceded all of that. Know
that a person is never free from trial.’

IbnMas‘td ‘anbu) said: ‘Let not any one of you say:

6Cpl oye dil S561

‘I seek refuge in Allah from trials (ftan)’,

(radi Allahu

rather say:

pa eae oy dle dgel

‘I seek refuge from trials that lead one astray (wudalat al-fitan).’

Then he read the statement of the Most High:

». 49 A BABRees45SAI,SSG
“Your wealth and your children are onlya trial.”

{al-Taghabun (64): 15]

He is referring to the fact thatwealth and children should not be

sought refuge from as they are trials. In the Musnad it is reported
that Prophet ($) ordered Umm Salamah (radiyAlahu ‘anbu) to

say:
6 li Hd

6 55 J idl dares gill oy gl?
Cpl be Hall

Oe
ow spells

“O Allah, Lord of ProphetMuhammad forgiveme my

warty

208 Part of a hadith reported by Ahmad, 6/301-302, on the authority of Umm
Salamah (radiyAllabu ‘anha). Haythami, 7/211, said: In the chain is Shahr, who
has been declared reliable and has aweakness. He also said, 10/176: The chain
is hasan.
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sins, take away the rancour that is in my heart and save, y y
me from the trials that lead one astray as long as you
keep me (alive).”28

Also reported in Bukhari?" from the Prophet (9g): “By Allah, it
is not poverty (fagr) that I feat for you. Rather I fear that theworld
will open up to you, as it opened up to those before you. You will

compete with each other for it, as they did, and itwill desttoy you
as it destroyed them,”

Reported in the Sahth of Muslim2"! from the Prophet (#8) who
said: “Fear women, for indeed the first trial of the children of
Israel was women.”

(radiyAllahu ‘anhy).

7
Bukhari, #3158, and Muslim, #2961 on the authority of ‘Amr Ibn ‘Awf

(radiyAllabu

*" Muslim, #2742 on the authority of Abi Sa‘id Al-Khudri (radiyAllabu

212
'Tirmidhi, #2336 and Tirmidhi said: hasan gharib
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“And We have made some of you [people] a trial
for others— to see if youwill have patience? Your
Lord Sees everything.”

[al-Furgan (25): 20]

So the man is a trial for the woman and the woman a trial for
the man. The wealthy are a trial for the poor, and the poor are a
trial for the wealthy. The sinful person is a trial for the righteous
person, and the righteous is a trial for the sinful person. The dis-
believer is a trial for the believer, and the believer is a trial for the
disbeliever. Allah says:

«ibe si goer one
CaN palyd set SSE,iSST:m4

“In thiswayWe have tried some of them bymeans
of others so that they might say, ‘Are these the
one’s whom Allah has bestowed His favour upon
amongst us?’ Does not Allah know best as to who
are thankful [to Him]?”

ar
aul

[alt-An‘am (6): 53]
And He says:

Rae ow Ayer‘OyEp 6 IrbySst
“AndWe test youwith both evil and with good by
way of trial. And to Us you allwill be returned.”

pial} yak,

[Anbiyd’ (21): 35]

So He made all that befalls a person from good or bada trial.
That is to say, it is a trail that one is tested by. So when they are
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given good their gratitude is tested, and when evil befalls them
their patience is tested,

The trial of Prosperity and ease ismore difficult to beat than that
of adversity. ‘Abdu’l-Rahman Ibn ‘Awf (radiyAllahu ‘anhy) said:We

Messenget (4)] and we were patient. When we were tested with
the trial of prosperity (sarra’) we wete not patient."

One of them said: ‘The trial of adversity is something that the
sinful (fair) and tighteous person can bear with patience
(sabr), But the trial of Prosperity can only be enduredwith patience
by the truthful

When Imam Ahmad was afflicted with the trial of adversity [of
whether the Qut’an was a created thing, while the correct belief
is that the Qur'an is the Speech of Allah and not created] he was

patient and was not restless, he said: ‘It increased me in my faith,’
However when he was tested with the trial of ease he became

restless, he wished for death day and night fearing that it was a

deficiency in his religion.

gee Bon fortes Ger ~~ aeY DNS SAP i
es ey ett Bases
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“Alif, Laam,Meem. Do the people think that they
213

Reported by Ibn Al-Mubarak in al-Zubd, #519, and Titmidhi, #2464 and he
said it is hasan, and Aba Nw'aym in al-ETilab, 1/100.
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will be left alone (at ease) because they say, ‘We
believe’ and theywill not be tested? We have cer-

tainly tested those lived before them, andAllahwill
surely make evident those who are truthful, and
He will surelymake evident the liars.”

[al-‘Ankabut (29): 1-3]
However Allah is kind to His believing servants in these trials,

He gives them patience and He rewards them. He does not throw
them into trials that lead tomisguidance or destructionwhich take

away their religion. Rather these trials come to themwhile they are
in a state of good health.

Ibn Abi Al-Dunya reported from the hadith of Ibn ‘Umar
(radiyAllahu ‘anhuma) directly from the Prophet (38): “Indeed
Allah has special people from His servants, they live their life in
Allah’s mercy, He keeps them in good health, and take them into
His Paradise. They are the ones that trials come to them as parts
of the night, while they will be saved from it.””?"

Theminor trials that a person is tested with regarding his family,
wealth, children and neighbour can be expiated through acts of
obedience such as prayer (salah), fasting (séyam) and charity
(sadaqah). This is what is mentioned in the hadith of Hudayfah
(radiyAllabu ‘anhu)?°
214 inA/-Kabir, 12/13425 and inALAwsat, #6369, and Al-‘Ugaili, 4/152.
Also Aba Nu‘aym in 1/6 on the authority of Ibn Umar (radiyAllahu
‘anbuma), and in the chain is Muslim Ibn ‘Abdullah (about whom) Al-Ugaili
said: He is unknown in narrating and his narrations are not preserved. And
he said: Narrations in this subject are subject to flexibility. Al-Dhahabi said in

al-Mizan, 4/105: It is not known, and the information is rejected. Haythami,
10/266, said: In the chain isMuslim Ibn ‘AbdullahAl-Humasi and I do not know

laa

Tabarani

ALHihah

him. Al-Dhahabi declared him unknown, and the other narrators he declared
teliable.

215 ‘The checking has preceded.
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It is narrated by Hudayfah (radiyAllabu ‘anbu) that he asked the

Prophet (48) [by saying}: “Indeed my tongue has a sharpness, and
most of it is (used) upon my family. So he replied: “Where you
ate with seeking forgiveness (stighfar\?”??"6

As for the trials that lead one astray [from the straight path], the
trails which corruption (fésdd) [in the religion] is feared from, are
the ones which refuge should be sought from. Death should be
asked for before such trials occur. Whoever dies before the trials
befall the people, Allah has Preserved and protected him.

In theMusnad fromMahmiid Ibn Labid (radiyAllahu ‘anhu) from
the Prophet (4%) who said: “Two things are disliked by the son of
Adam: he hates death, but death fot the believer is better than the
trials. He hates having less wealth, and less wealth means less to
answer for fon the Day of Judgement].”2"7

The statement of the Prophet (98):

pt wy whe ey thinewiiLty)

“T ask you for your love and the love of the one who
loves you and love of those actions that will drawme
closer to your love.”

216 Ahmad in hisMusnad, 5/394,396, 397, 402, and Darimi, 2/302. Also Nasa7
in ‘Avlal-Yawm wa'lLayl, 338-353 and Ibn Majah, #3817 on the authority of
Hudayfah (radiyAllibu Bisaysi said in ALZand'id In the chain Aba’l-
Mughirah Al-Bajali defective in hadith from Hudayfah (radiyAllahu ‘anbu). Al-
Dhahabi said so in ALKashif,

evidence in Bukhari.

(ale gil

by

fusna 5/427, 428, and AlL-Baghawi inSharhAl Sunnah. 14/267
on the authority
Majma‘, 10/257:

of Mahmid Ibn Labid (radiyAllzhu ‘anhu) Haythami said in
Ahmad narrated it with two chains, one of which is used as
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This supplication (dv‘@’) gathers all good (Ahayr). Indeed all the
chosen actions of the servant come from love and the ability to to
do good. So if the love of Allah is firm in the servant ’s heart then
the movements that come from his limbs are according to what
Allah loves and is pleased with. Hence the servant loves all those
actions and speech which is loved by Allah. The love of Allahwill
lead a servant to do good and leave all evil actions. And He loves
those from His creation, that love Him.

This supplication was invoked by the Prophets (‘aayhis-salam)
as in Tirmidhi*"* that the Prophet (48) said: "That Dawid (‘alayhis-
salam) used to say:

St gale re hey op Coy othe AULT Gl

Cod LM payDaly cys CM ot LE fant rou le
| pel

agen

“O Allah, I ask you for your love, the love of those
who love you, and to love those deeds that will bring
me closer to your love. O Allah, make your love more
beloved to me than myself, my family and even cold
water.””

Also [reported in is that the Prophet (8) used to

supplicate:

Tirmidhil?”

ALS oye Cay vile Gi) role
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lag

“O Allah, blessme with your love, the love of those that
218 Tirmidhi, #3490 and Tirmidhi said: This hadith is hasan gharib. Sh. Albani
has declared it weak.

219 Tirmidhi, #3491 and Tirmidhi said: This hadith is hasan gharib. Sh. Albani
has declared it weak.
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love you, the love of those actions that will bring me
closer to your love. O Allah, Whatever you have given
from things that I love, make it a source of strength
for me to gain your love, and whatever you remove
from me from things that I love, then replace it with

something you love.”

In a mursal hadith, it has been teported by Ibn Abi Al-Dunya
and others that the Prophet (#2) used to say:

dar! ell! )
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(thse
“O Allah make your love the most beloved thing to

me, your fear the most feared thing to me, cut off my
needs [or desire] of the world with eagerness to meet

you. When the eyes of the people of the world ate
cooled by things from this world, make my eyes cool
with your worship,”?

Whoever is only concerned with seeking the love of Allah,
then Allah will give him above what he needs from the world as a

result. One of the Salaf said: “When Dawid (‘alayhis-salam) died,
Allah sent (aMessenger) to Sulayman (asking him): ‘Do you have a

need that youwant to askme?’ Sulayman replied: ‘I ask Allah that
He make my heart love Him the same as my father Dawid use
to love Him. And that He makes my heart fear Him as the heart
of my father Dawdd use to fear Him.’ So Allah was pleased with
him and gave him a kingdom that He gave to nobody else besides
him,’

Aba Nu‘aym in AtHibah, 8/282 from Al-Haytham Ibn Malik Al-Ta’7 in
mursal form.
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The Love of Allah is of two levels:
One of them is: Obligatory (wajb). This love brings about for the

servant the love of all that Allah loves from the obligatory actions
(wajibat). And to hate all those forbidden actions (w#ubarama?) that
He hates. Indeed complete love (a/-mubabbah al-tam) necessitates

agreement (for the one that is loved, or beloved) in lovingwhatever
he loves, and hating (Aaraha) whatever he hates, especially in those

things that the one loving, loves and hates himself. So love is not
valid if it is without doingwhat the beloved (wabbab) wants from
the one who loves him, and hates what the beloved hates from
the one who loves him.

One of thosewho had knowledgewas asked about love, towhich
he replied: Agreement in all instances. He then chanted:

If you said to me die, I would die out of hearing and obeying
And I would say to the caller of death welcome

Another person said:

You disobey Allah while you claim love of Him
Then this, is by my life, a heinous comparison

Indeed the one who loves is obedient to his beloved

So whenever a servant fails to meet some of the obligations, or
falls into some of the forbidden actions, then his love for his Lord
is incomplete. He must rush to repent (tawbah), and strive hard to

perfect his love which will lead him to perform all the obligatory
actions and avoid all forbidden acts. This is the meaning of the
statement of the Prophet (48): “A fornicator does not fornicate
while he is a believer, nor does a thief steal while he is a believer.
A person does not drink alcohol while he is believer.” *”!

221 Bukhari, #2475 and Muslim, #57 on the authority of Abi Hurayrah
(radiyAllabu ‘anhi).
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The second level of love: The level of those that are close (darajah

al-muqarribin). This is to have the heart filledwith love to the point
that it makes the person love even the optional actions (mahabbah

al-nawdfil), and striving to perform them. Hating the forbid-
den things and staying well away from them. Being pleased with
the things that have been ptedestined (rida bt’'l-gadiyya) which cause

pain to the souls, because they have come from the one who is

beloved. As ‘Amir Ibn Qais said: ‘I loved Allah to the pointwhere

any affliction that befell me was made light, He pleased me with

every trial. So I don’t care because of my love for Him, in which
state I enter upon the morning or evening,’

‘Amir Umar Ibn ‘Abdul-‘Aziz said after his pious father had
died: ‘Indeed Allah loved for him to be taken, and I seek refuge
in having love for something which opposes the love of Allah,’

He used to say: ‘When Iwoke up in themorning, I find no other

happiness except in places that predestination (qada’) and

pre-decree (gadr) have occurred,’

Some of them chanted:

O the one whose Separation we find most difficult
Our hearts are no mote after you

if your happiness is in what ’m afflicted with
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Then what are wounds when pain is what pleases you
In line with control of the heart

To find sweetness in all that brings pain

‘Ammar Ibn Yasir (radiyAllahu ‘anbu) used to say: ‘O Allah if I
knew that it was most pleasing to you that I throw myself from
this mountain and tumble down then I would have done it. If I
knew that it was pleasing to you that I light a large fire and then
fall into it I would have done so. If I knew that it was pleasing to

you that I throw myself into the water and drown I would have
done it. Indeed I only say this out of desire for your face. I hope
you will not prevent me from your face while that is all I seek.”

One of the righteous Salaf’s two sons were killed in the way of
Allah, so people came to pay their condolences so he cried and
said: ‘I do not weep because of their loss, rather I weep (wonder-
ing) how their (effort in) pleasing Allah was at the time when the
swords took them.’

One of the knowledgeable people was going around the Ka‘bah
when the Qaramita (Shite sect) attacked the people killingmany in
theit wake whilst they were going around the Ka‘bah. When they
reached this knowledgeable person he did not stop doing what
he was doing until he fell down from the blows of their swords
so he said:

You see those that have love falling down in their homes
Like the youth of the cave who did not know

how long they remained
The least price a person with love can pay is with his soul:
With the blood of the loving one he sells to reach them

222 AbaNu‘aym inA+Fihah, 1/142-143 on the authority of ‘Ammar (radiyAllahu
‘anhu) with similar wording.
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So who is there that will pay the price

One of the knowledgeable people said: ‘Either you are ready to
sell your soul (r#) in this way, ot you do not busy yourself with
falsehood.’

Take a chance with your soul in our love and then take rest
If you wish to lay claim to a greater place
Do not be distracted from reaching us

Stand up on the foot of hope and send forth

As the love of Allah, theMighty and Majestic has prerequisites
(lawazam), which is love that which Allah loves from people and
their actions and hating what He hates. The Prophet (3%) asked
Allah with his love for Allah and love of two mote things.

[6.1. Love that which Allah Loves]

Firstly: Love thatwhich Allah, theMost High loves. Sowhoever
loves Allah, loves those that Allah loves and ally themselves to
them. Hating His enemies and those that show enmity to them
as the Prophet (38) said: “Three attributes that if they are found
in someone will have the sweetness of faith (alawa al-iman): That
Allah andHisMessenger aremore beloved to him than everybody
else, and that a person only loves for the sake of Allah....the rest
of the hadith.”?23

The ones deserving to be loved the most for Allah, are His
Prophets andMessengers. His greatest Prophet (4) is Muhammad,
the one whom Allah has ordered His creation to follow. He also

223 Bukhari, #16 andMuslim, #43 on the authority ofAbaHurayrah (radiyAllabu
‘anhi),
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made following him a sign of the truthfulness of their love for
Him. As Allah, the Most High says:
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“Say, [0 Muhammad], ‘If you love Allah, then
followme, [so] Allahwill love you and forgive you
your sins.Allah is Ever-Forgiving,MostMerciful.’””

[AL Imran (3): 31]

And He has warned in the following verse those who give prec-
edence to the love of something He created over loving Him,
loving His Messenger, and loving to strive in His path (sabi):
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“Say, [0 Muhammad], ‘If your fathers or your
sons or your brothers or your wives or your rela-
tives or anywealthwhich you have obtained, or any
business you fearmay slump, or any housewhich
pleases you, are more beloved to you than Allah
andHisMessenger and striving inHis cause, then
wait untilAllah brings aboutHis command. Allah
does not guide people who are deviators.””

[al-Tawbah (9): 24}
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THE HEAVENLY DISPUTE

He described those who have love for Him as being gentlewith
the believers: by having compassion; mercy and love for them.

And being firm towards those who do not believe: by detesting
[their disbelief] and Striving in the way of Allah. He, the Most
High, says:

ostA ate eek Sone
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“O youwho have believed! if anyof you renounce
your teligion—Allah will bring forth [in place of
you] a people Hewill love and who will love Him,
[who are] humble toward the believers, stern to
the unbelievers, who strive in the way of Allah
and do not fear the blame of any critic. That is the
unbounded favour of Allah, which He bestows it
uponwhomHewills.AndAllah isAll-Encompass-
ing and All-Knowing.”

LALM@idah (5): 54}

[6.2. Love those Actions which Allah Loves]

Secondly: The love ofwhat Allah, theMostHigh, loves of those
actions that will draw you closer to reach His love. Here there is
an indication that the level of Allah’s love is feached only through
acts of obedience and those things that He loves. So whena serv-
ant implements the commands of Allah their Protector, and does
whatAllah, theMostHigh, loves, He raises him to the level of His
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love as in the hadith qudsi collected byBukhari: “My servant does
not get closer to me in a way better than performing what I have
made obligatory upon him. My servant continues to get closer to
me by doing optional good deeds, until I love him.”

The best actions that bring about the love of Allah is by doing
the obligatory deeds (f/-wajibat), and leaving bad deeds (ark al-

mubarama?). For this reason the Prophet (38) madea sign of finding
sweetness of faith (baldwa al-iman) to hate to return to disbelief

(huff) as a person would hate to be thrown into the fire.

Dhin-Nin was asked: ‘When will I love my Lord?”
He said: ‘When what He hates is more distasteful to you than

patience (sabr).’

Then after that to strive in doing the optional good deeds

(nawaftl), and leaving those small issues that are disliked or not clear.

From the greatest of optional good deeds to obtain the love of
Allah is reading the Qur’an (#/awa), especiallywith contemplation
(tadbir). Ton Mas‘id (radiyAllahu ‘anhu) said: “No one should ask
about themselves, except that they use the Qur’an to evaluate
themselves with. Whoever loves the Qur’an then he loves Allah
and His Messenger.’

This is why the Prophet (38) said to the one who said he loved
Surah Ikhblas because it was a description of the Most Merciful:
“Inform him that Allah loves him.”

24 Bukhari, #6502 on the authority of Aba Hurayrah (radiyAllabu ‘anhu),

225 Bukhari, #7375, andMuslim, #813 on the authority of ‘A’ishah
‘anha).

(n Nab
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Abt Salamah Ibn ‘“Abdu’l-Rahman said: ‘When the Prophet
($8) came toMadinah he gave a sermon and in it he said: “Indeed

One of them used to read the Qur’an abundantly and then
became tired from doing so. He then saw in a dream someone

saying to him:
If you claim to love me

Why have you deserted my book
Have you not pondered?
Over my kind reproach

He soon woke up and returned to reading

[6.3. Actions that help You teach
the Love of Allah]

Among the actions that help us teach the love of Allah the
Most High, and it is among the greatest signs of those that love

(mubibbiny:

Always remembering Allah (dhikr), the Mighty and Majestic, in
the heart (ga/b) and on the tongue (san).

One of them said: ‘No one is addicted to the remembrance of
Allah except that he benefits by achieving the love of Allah,’

6
Bayhaqi in Dalail Al-Nabuwab, 2/524-525 on the authority of Abia Salamah

Ibn ‘Abdu’l-Rahman in Mutsal fort.
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Dhiin-Nin said: “Whoever is accustomed to rememberingAllah,
Allah will ignite in his heart a flame which will make him yearn
to (meet) Allah.”

One of the Companions of the Prophet’s (#8) said: ‘The sign
of the love of Allah is excessive remembrance of Him, for indeed
you do not love anything except you remember it a lot.’

Fath Al-Mousali said: ‘The one who loves Allah does not find
in the world any pleasure (/zdha), nor does he forget to remember
Allah for even a blink of an eye (tarfa ‘ayn).

So those that have this love when they speak, speak with re-
membrance of Allah (dhikr), and when they are silent are busy
with reflection (/k7).

If I speak I will not do so without mentioning You
And in my silence You are still the cause

[6.4. Love of being Alone to Converse with Allah]

Among the signs of those that love Allah, and it is something
also thatwill help obtain the love of Allah, is love of being alone
to converse (hubb al-khalwa) with Allah, the Most High, especially
during the night:

The night is for me and for my loved ones
I will talk to them [at night]

So let me talk to them at our times of gathering

Fudayl said: Allah, the Mighty and Majestic says: “Those that
claim to love me have lied, if when night time falls they are sleep.
Does not everyone who loves someone want to be alone with
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them? Here I am watchingmy beloved, when the night falls upon
them, they put their eyes in their hearts and I ptesent myself in
front of them.’

So address me in view of me, and speak to me in my presence,
tomorrow I will make the eyes of those that love me cool in my
gardens.

Your eyes sleep and (yet) you complain of (lack of) affection
If you were in love, you would not be asleep

The hearts of those that love ate like stones under the darkness
of the night, every time the gentle wind of eatly morning bustles
it bursts into flames.

The passing of the gentle breeze reminds me of yout love
I increase in yearning each time it Passes me by
T see myself each time the night comes lit up
By lamps with the fire of passion in my heart

As the night time comes in the one who has love statts to yearn:

If only you were to see the people of affection
When the stars appear

Here someone lamenting their sins
Another praying and bowing

So the one who does not have their piety will not comprehend
whatmakes them weep, in the same waywhoever did not witness
the beauty of Yusuf does not understand the pain Ya‘gib felt in
his heart. Al-Siri Al-Saqti said about his condition:

Whoever sleeps while his heart is being squeezed
Cannot then realize (the feeling) of his insides crumbling
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Where are the men of the night?
Where are (the likes of) Ibn Adham and Fudayl?

The heroes have gone and the idle remain. Youwho are pleased
with just the appearance of being humble, or just being poor in
name, or weating wool as your only means of showing humility,
and from praising (Allah) just beads.

Where is the virtue of Fudayl?
Where is the striving of Junayd?
Or the secret of Siti?
Or the joy of Bishr?
Or the zeal of Ibn Adham?

Woe unto you if you’re not able to know what is good then la-
ment those gone forth.

Here lie there empty fields where they used to be
All withered away so accuse what destroyed them

T called out while in my heart there was fire
O place when did your people leave you

O you who has change of heart! You who had time with Allah
then itwent away, standing (gzyam) in the early hours is longing for
you. Fasting (stydm) during the day is asking about you. The nights
rebuke you for cutting them off from them:

Have you become busy with others away from us?

Showing abandonment this is not how we use to be
You swore not to change your love

You have freed yourself from a life of love while we haven’t

Nights we take from your fruits

My heart yearns for those nights (to return)
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My brothers, the gatherings of remembrance (wajalis al-dbikr)
ate the drink of those people of love (sharab al-mupibin) and an

antidote for those that have sinned:

de 434reps wl JeeASS
“Each (group of) people knew its own watering
place.”

[al-Bagarah (2): 60]

The gatherings of remembrance end sorrow, so someone weeps
over his sins, another due to his faults, another regretful still for
missing what he sought, while another grieving the rejection of
his beloved, someone announcing his passion, while another still

bewailing his loss (or distance from it).

I don’t reminisce our life that has passed by
Except that the heart has become faded and deserted

Woe be to days gone by that were pure
How sorrowful, and will my sorrow bring what is lost?

Only if we were at the water of Zamzam and the black stone
O our amazement just before the last days of pilgrimage

Will the best days of my life return
I know what I wished for I did not know

As if I see those accepted being taken away. As if I can see angels
greeting those who repent, come let us weep over the rejected:

Time ceases not to be exposed for pleasure
As long as it turns away from us

Time evaded us and did not find
A substitute besides us so you wept over past times

If you had stayed standing by our door
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You would have worn from our kindness and removed pleasure
Instead you left our rights and abandoned us

So the world grew narrow in spite of its great expanse

The book is now complete.
AAUpraise and ability to do good belongs toAllah,

peace and blessings be upon our LeaderMuhammad,
and his Family and Companions.
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THE HEAVENLY Dis
IBN RAJAB AL-HANBALI
Dar as-Sunnah are honoured to bring another classical work of Imam Al-Hafiz Ibn

Rajab in the Mnglish language. [t is an important commentary on the noble hadith
of the Prephet that was recorded in the collection of Sunan Tirmidhi relating
the dispute among the chief Angels of the Highest Heaven. The dispute arose about
deeds that expiate sin and raise a person's rank in the Hereafier.

The Prophet (3§} said of this hadith, “Indecd, it is the truth, so study and learn it.”
Therefore il is necessary for every Muslim to take extra keen interest in learning its
lessons. its values and applying its highly prized recommendations.fa

The esteemed author beautifully explains the haclith in details and highlights the

importance of enacting righteous deeds by which Allah wipes out with them, sins and

wrongdoings, while elevating a person to higher degrees on the Day of Judgment,
The hadith also comprises great supplications that the Prophet (4%) was given in the

lofty encounter with Its Lord: all of which occurred when he all of a sudden felt

drowsy until asleep overtook him during the night prayer.

He additionally discuses concepts of dreams and miracles, the excellence of ablution
and perlorming it well. performing prayer in congregation, the night prayer, walking
to the Masjid, feeding the poor and one's neighbours, right eliquetic in speaking,
having humility and coutentment, enjoining the love of Allah and increasing it for

purpose ofdrawing closer to Him.

This work motivates people to go beyond fulfilling their roles as Muslims by not

taking seemingly smaller for granted. The spiritual dimension to these actions
will ade to the aspirations in our increased servitude to Allah. Every Muslim is

therefore, in heed of this precious advice that aims to leave a lasting positive impact
on all those who come to embrace its contents.
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